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iPREFACE
An unclassified technical meeting on ground wind load
problems in relation to launch vehicles was held at the Langley
Research Center on June 7 and 8, 1966. The meeting covered
several sessions having the following topics: Specific Vehicle
Results; Definition of Atmospheric Inputs; Experimental and
Analytical Simulation Techniques; Basic Studies of Cylindrical
Bodies; and Where Do We Go From Here? - The Designer's Viewpoint.
The purpose of the meeting was to provide a forum for direct
exchange of information and ideas between government, industry,
and university personnel who are actively engaged in this area
of work. In addition to focusing attention on current research
and development information, the meeting also attempted to offer
useful guidance on existing programs and on planning future
efforts. The size of the meeting was kept small in order to
encourage informal across-the-conference-table discussions among
the attendees. In order to promote timely distribution of the
papers presented at the meeting, this document has been printed
using copy provided by the authors without the customary NASA
editing.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF GHOUND-NIND TESTS AT AMES _
by Donald A. Buell
Ground-wind loads research a_ Ames Research Center has pri-
marily involved specific configurations of launch vehicles. _"
Since the models were three-dimensional with various stage con-
figurations and protuberances, they did not present a convenient _'
tool for generalizations. However, they exhibited a ,.'.umber of
characteristics which help to define the scope of the problem of i_
esti_.'.tng 8round-wind loads. In particular, the tests pointed
u_ the m_gnitude of configuration effects fach as payload shape, _
roughnePs of the cylindrical surface, conduits, and tmblltcal
t
towers. Neasurements included dynamic and steady-state bending
moments, steady-state forces, and fluctuating and steady-state r_
pressures. The results were reported in detail in NASA TN D-1893
and TN D-2889. ,
The intention of this present,milCh ls to discuss a few typl- 7
oal results in the lisht of data that has been subsequently ac-
quired by other researchers. Only the oscillatory loads perpen- _
dicular to the airstream will be considered. This is probably
the least predictable part of the wind loads which can be stud_.ed I
in the conventional wind tunnel. Definition of symbols is the
same .as J.n the previously mentioned l_blloations.
SIMULATION
Reynolds number and reduced frequency, based on the first
mode cantilever frequency, have been assumed to be the most impor-
tant; factors in the vehicle simulation. Representative _ull-seale
1.1 _.
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Reynolds numbers have been obtained in the modol tests by operat-
Ing at abnormally high air densities and velocities. The Reynolds
numbers obtained with representative models are shown in figure I.
They range from 0.i to I0 million. The figure also indicates the
Reynolds mlmbers where response measurements were made at a re-
duced frequency of 0.2. When the response at this frequency was
large, this is so noted. A reduced frequency of 0.2 is of interest
because other investigators have observed large responses a_ this
frequency at both subcrltical and supercritlcal Reynolds numbers. _
In addition, this frequency has been predicted in numerical studies I
of vortex shedding, i_
Figure 1 shows that the Ames moaels had only a few case_ of
large response at fD/V = 0.2. But the figure also shows that most
of the response meam_rements at this frequency were made at Rey-
nolds numbers between 0.5 and 2 million. I_ _ppears, therefore,
that this range of oupercritlcal Reynolds _bers involves a tran-
sitional type of flow _hlch inhibits vortex shedding at the usual
frequency. The idea of a broad translt_ _al range of Reynolds
numbers was suggested by Roshko for two-dimenslonal cylinders,
although he was considering somewhat dlfferent characteristics
of the flow. ,,
SLENDER NOSE r )DELS
Another factor whloh had a pronounced influence on the re-
suits was nose shape. For example, the ]arge responses referred
to in figure 1 occurred only on models with a "slender" nose, such
as are shown in the model sketches. Most of the slender nose
1.2
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models tested at Ames were not pro_e to oscillate at any frequency
or Reynolds number_ but there were exceptions which produced quite
r
violent responses. E:amplee are shown in figure 2, which presents /
I
the variation of a response coefficient with reduced velocity. A
Reynolds number scale is also included. The response coefflci_nt
has been obtained from the maxl_ul dynamic bending moment occur-
ring in approximately I000 cynles. The low _alues of response co-
efficient in figure 2 represent a random motion. Th_ larger re-
sponses were of the narrow-band periodic type, such as car be pro-
duced by a negative aerodynamle damping. More precisely, an In-
crease in model motion above some minimum amplitude increased the
excitation until a nonlinearity llmLted the amplitude.
There are many factors which can alter the results with this
type of phenomenon. In the case of the model on the left side of
figure 2, roughness decreased the random response, en effect which
was observed generally on slender nose models. This reduction was
apparently sufficient to ellm_nate the motlon-coup_ed excitation.
Other models with similar shapes but with higher structural da_p-
Ir_ and _tlffness showed little evidence of the narrow band response
at any R_ynolds number. Pressure measurements on a relatively
stiff model failed to reveal a narrow band excitation over a wide
range of frequency and Reynolds number.
In contrast, the model on the rlgh_ o_elllated under a variety
of test conditions, smooth or rough, despite having a higher struc-
tural damping. This may have been caused by the fact that it had ,
somewhat less stiffness, in proportion to volume, than the first
model and had only half the relative density ratio. It was thus
J
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¥more readily accelerated to large motions by a random exottatlon,
The addition of a horizontal plate under the nose greatly reduced
the response for this model, which may Ir_icate that the flow
around the nose is important to the motlon-eoupled excitation,
However, the response peaks for this model occurred at such low
Reynolds numbers that one must be cautious of generalizations.
It is presumed that the model would have had a large response at
a V/fD of 5 if the Reynolds number had been higher. This conclu-
sion is strengthened by the fact that roughness moved one of the
peaks closer to that speed.
BLUNT NOSE NODELS
The sttuatlonwas less complioatedwhen the model had a blunt
nose, provided that the nose diameter was a significant proportion
of the maxlmumdiameter. In such configurations the nose controlled
the pressure fluctuations over a length several diameters below
the nose, and there was no motion cougiing. Typical responses for
models with hemisphere noses are shown in figure 3. The data are
for the same configuration, but the curves on the right represent
a larger vehicle than those on the left. Without roughness, the
response oo_fflcient tended to increase with speed, and the slope
became steeper as vehicle size increased. With roughness, a nar-
row-band random response peak was observed, which occurred at; lower
reduced speeds as vehicle size increased. When the stmt_latecl ve-
hicle reached sufficiently large proportions, the response peak
became fixed at a V/fD of 10, and the smooth-model response curve
merged with that for the rough model.
T
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In ord,_rto show something of'the flow mechanism involved,
pictures were taken of the models with oll on the surface. Fig-
ures _ and 5 are photographs with and without a spoiler at the
{
tip of the nose. The spoiler is of interest because it was very
effective in reducing the pressure fluctuations caused by the blunt
nose. It can be seen that the separation llne in flgure 4 fermi- 1
nated some distance from the tip, and that air was flowing smoothly
over the nose and into the wake. Figure 5 shows that the spoiler
caused the separation line to continue over the nose, thus isolat-
ing the wake from the free stream. Presumably, this broke up the 1
illne of communication between the approaching air and the sheddingvortices so that the coherence of the pressure fluctuations was
destroyed. Slender noses are believed to produce an effect slml- i
lar to the spoiler. I
CONDUIT EFFECTS
The last factor to be considered is perturbations from the
circular cross section. Figure 6 shows data for one of the smaller !
models with circular rods, representing conduits, extending _he !
length of the upper stage. An upstream conduit produced very
large responses that were motion coupled. The flow mechanism in I
which the conduit acts as a trigger, sending vortlcity aro_d each
side alternately, appears reasonably straightforward. Unfortun-
ately, the Reynolds number is again too near the transition range
to be sure that the same effect would be observed at higher Rey-
nolds numbers. It can be seen that a second conduit near the
normal separation point nearly eliminated the effect of the upstream
1.5 ilF
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conduit. As a consequence, multiple conduits were generally
favorable (on this model) in holding vortex shedding loads to a
minimum.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In summary, the data acquired at Ames are not in conflict
with the expectation of a response at a reduced frequency of 0.2,
if the Reynolds number is sufficiently removed from transition.
However, factors such as roughness, damping, stiffness, and rela-
tive density ratio may profoundly affect the amplitude of the
response. It was also found that blunt nose shapes can have a
controlling influence on model excitation, if the nose is rela-
tively large. It appears that conduits can increase or decrease
the excitation depending on their location relative to the wind
and to each other.
The effects of umbilical towers have been omitted, not be-
cause they are unimportant, but because the tests at Ames did not
in many cases adequately define them.
1.6
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¥SUMMARY OF LANGLEY WIND-_JNNEL STUDIES OF GROUND WIND LOADS
ON LAUNCH VEHICLES
By
Moses G. Fa1_,lerand George W. Jcnes, Jr.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
l
Langley Research Center I
ISUMMARY
Ground wind loads have been investigated for a large number of specific "-
launch vehicle configurations in the Langley transonic dynamics wind tunnel.
An examination of typical results obtained for the Saturn V vehicle has indica-
ted several interesting features. When the structural damping is moderately
low (_c _ 0.01) lateral dynamic response apparently associated with vortex
shedding from the lower two stages of the vehicle produces loads in excess of
the design loads for the vehicle. These large responses occurred at condi-
tions corresponding to a Strouhal number fd of about 0.2 where d is the
v
diameter of the lower _tages and f is the frequency of the fundamental
bending mode. The response had characteristics similar to a single-degree-of-
freedom flutter and it _as found that moderate increases of the structural
damping (_c _ 0.03)reduced the response to acceptable levels and changed its
character to that of a lightly damped system responding to a random input.
To take adw_tage of these beneficial effects of increased dampir_, a viscous
damper has been incorporated in the full-scale vehicle launch complex.
|
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INTRODUCTION
Ground winds blowing over erected launch cehicles can create problems in
structural strength, guidance alignment, and clearance with adjacent struc-
tures. Usually ground-wind-loads data are needed before completion of the
full-scale vehicle. Wind-tunnel studies using aeroelastic models are believed
to provide the most direct and reliable means of predicting the response of
launch vehicles to a steady wind. The two ma_or ground wind loads are the
vortex-sheddlng loads (which caxmot be calculated at present) and the steady
drag loads. Both types of loads are simulated by the wind tunnel.
Wind-tunroelstudies of the effects of grom_d wind loads on a number of
specific launch vehicles have been made in the Langley transonic dynamics wind
tlmnel. Some of this work has been reported in reference 1. The purpose of
this paper is to summarize the work which has been done to date and to
indicate fUture plans for ground-wind-load studies on launch vehicles.
APPARATUS
Models.- The models tested in the Langley transonic dynamics wind tunnel
are listed in table I. The models ranged from small launch vehicles such as
Scout to the Saturn V. The length scale factors in table I reflect that the
models were scaled in s_ozeto be as large as possible and still fit in the
wind-tunnel test section (approximately 16 feet square). Various weight con-
figurations were simulated, depending upon the particular vehicle prelaunch
fuel operational procedures. The models were aeroelastlcally scaled; that is,
simulation was attempted for major aerodynamic and structural d_mamic param-
eters such as Reynolds number, reduced velocity, detailed exterior geometry,
2.2
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mass ratio, and generalized mass. Photographs of two typical models, the
Saturn I Block II and Saturn IB mounted in the wind tunnel, are shown in
figure l. If umbilical towers are nearby during f_.l.l-scale launch, they were
modeled such as shown in figure 1. Generally, these tower models were only
J
approximately geometrically scaled, but in the Titian III Phase II and Titan-
i Gemini investigations, dynamically similar umbilical towers were tested (see
refs. 2-4). |
The models were mounted on the tunnel test section floor on a massive ]turntable which could be remotely rotated so as to simu.late any desired wind
i
azimuth angle. This turntable, shown in figure i, was held down by a vacuum iwhile acquiring data, and lifted on a cushion of air for rotation. A _riable-
stiffness base tie-down support connected the model base to the turntable. I
This tie-down support, shown in figure l(a), had a central column and eight ]
peripheral pretensioned columns. By changing the number or size of the
peripheral columns, the tie-down stiffeners may be varied. !
Dampers.- On earlier models such as the Scout or Jupir.er,damping of the
model was not variable, and it was hoped that the model construction gave a
structural damping representative of the full-scale vehicle. For later tests, ii
1
however, the models were designed to have very low structural damping and j
t
interna_ly mounted dampers were developed which could be used to increase the i
model d_.,ping. Two typee of viscous dampers used are shown in figure 2. .'['he i ')
f_ed viscous damper was a closed cylinder filled wi%h silicone oil in which
a number of slightly concave trays were motmted. Each tray supl_rted a lead i
slug which tended to stay in the center of the concave tray. This damper was i
mounted vertically inside the model an/ as the model vibrated, the relative
motion between the slug and the oil provided a damping force. Damping could 1
!
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be varied by changing the numbers of slugs ¢,rthe viscosity of the oil. The
tuned viscous damper in figure 2 was essentially a s_n61e slug suspended in
oil except the cylinder was mounted in the model from a long rod llke a
pendulum. By varying the length of the rod, the frequency of the damper could
be tuned to the model frequency for maximum damping or detuned for lower
values of damping.
The viscous dampers had the disadvantage of requiring a tunnel entry and
model change to vary the damping. A damper which allows the damping to be
remotely controlled h2s 2ecently been developed by Chang of Lockheed
Corporation_Hunts¢ille, and was successfully used in the Saturn V investigation
at the Langley transonic dynamics tunnel. This damper system is shown
schematically in figure 3. Two electromagnetic shakers were mounted on a low
frequency vertical column which was fastened on its base to the turntable
inside the model. The shakers were aligned to produce forces in two perpen-
dicular planes and attached to the model. The shaker attachment rods had
bearings at either end to allow the rods to pivot horizontally so as to
minimize coupling forces between the s_kers. Two accelerometers mounted
inside the model in perpendicular planes sense accelerations in the direc'_ion
of action of each shaker. The accelerometer outyuts were integrated and the
integrated signal proportional to the velocity was used in a feedback circuit
to drive the shakers. In this way, a ds_mpingforce (force in phase with
velocity) was generated. By varying the gain of the feedback, the model
damping could be varied.
2,4
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TEST PROCEDURES
Reynolds number simulation.- The I_angleytransor.tcdynamics wind tunnel
can use either air or Freon 12 as a test medium. In ozder to obtain high
Reynolds number flows, Freon 12 was used. The kinematic viscosity of Freon 12
is about one-fifth that of air.
As shown in table I, it was not possible to obtain fkd_l-scaleReynolds
l-numbers on the models of Saturn IB and Saturn V, even usin£ Freon 12. Because w.
of this lack of Reynolds nurfoerssimulation, an investigaticn of hightReynolds
number flows about a two-dimensional cylinder at Reynolds numbers up to full-
scale Saturn V values was made in the Langley transonic dynamics wind tunnel
(ref. _). "__isinvestigation showed that the Reynolds numbers obtained in the
model tests wer_ sufficiently high so that no significant changes occurred in
-erody_mic force parameters in the Rey_olds ntmlberrange from model test uo
full-scale values.
Response measurements.- The primary sources of model response data for
these investigations were strain gages located near the model oase and
orlented to read static and dynamic bending moments in two perpendicular
planes. Additional response measurements were ms.deby accelerometers mounted
near the nose of the models and oriented to read accelerations in the same two
planes. Although time histories of these quantities are recorded, the most
useful method of examining the data during tunnel operations employs a two-axis
oscilloscope and a time exposure polaroid camera photograph as sho-.n_in
figure 4. In this figure, a top "flewof a model is shown with the wind comlr,E
from an arbitrary azimuth an_le and with the strain gages sensing responses in
the X and Y directions. The straiz-gage outputs are fed to the MB,X and _ _
2.5
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¥MB,Y axes of the oscilloscope and the sensitivities of the two channels are
made equal. The origin represents a no-wind condition. As the model is
exposed to a wind, a time exposure photograph of the oscilloscope screen pro-
duces a rough ellipse which defines the envelope of maximum bending moment
oscillations during the data sampling period (equivalent to full-scale wind
exposure time of the order of 1 hour). The vector from the wind-off point to
the center of the ellipse represents the static drag and the longest vector
which can be drawn from the origin to some point on the ellipse represents the
maximum resultant bending moment. Also, this technique accounts for correlation
effects without the requirement for direct measurement of correlation
coefficients.
Test techniques.- In testing a given model configuration, the procedure is
to take a time exposure oscilloscope photograph while slowly varying the
velocity from a low value (veij little response) up I;oa maximum. This
maximum is either a simulated design wind velocity or a tunnel Mach number of
0.4, whichever is first reached. Since in the actual atmosphere the design
wind values are all at velocities where compressibility effects are negligible,
the test Mach number is restricted to an arbitrary upper limit of 0.4 where
compressibility effects are assumed to be small. This procedure is _'epeated
for a full range of azimuth angles in about 15° increments. When these
"velocity sweeps" are completed, the azimuth angle at which the maximum
responses occurred are selected and time exposure photographs at constant
velocities are made at these critical azimuth angles.
2.6
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Although a large number of vehicles have been studied in the Langley
transonic dynamics tunnel, typical interesting remtlts have been obtained in
the investigation of the Saturn V vehicle and the re_nainderof the discussion i
i
will be confined to these results.
Effect of dampinE.- In figure 9, the dynamic lesponse of the urfueled
Saturn V model is presented for two different values of structural damping.
The data presented are scaled to full-scale conditions by using scaling laws
outlined in reference 6. The steady drag bending moment, as shown by the dotted
line, was essentially proportional to the square of the wind velocity. These
data were obtained when the umbilical tower was downstream of the model.
c
Data obtained with a d_mpi_ value 5_c = 0.019 indicated a peak in the
dynamic response at a %_lndspeed of 97 knots. When this peak dynamic response
was added vectorially to the steady drag bending moment, the resultant obtained
was equal to the vehicle design bending moment. This minimum allowable damping
w_s established by taking data with several different values of dampir_.
At all values of damping tested, the maximum dynamic response was perpen-
dicular to the wind direction and was predominantly in the fundamental mode.
For moderately low values of vehicle damping, the lateral dynamic response can
be appreciably greater than the steady drag loads. For the minimum allowable
c
damping condition, c-_= 0.019, the response at this peak occurred in long
bursts of almost sinusoidal oscillation. Decreasing the damping below
c
m = 0.019 gave a response peak at this velocity which exceeded the vehicle
C c
design bendiz_ moment and the character of the response was a nearly constant
1
t
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¥amplitude oscillation - essentially a single-degree-of-freedom flutter. For
both these cases, the response at velocities not in this peak was a random
amplitude response in t_e f_udamcntal mode, t_rpicalof the response of a
lightly damped mechanical system to a random input. When the damping was
increased to c = 0.028, the peak in the response was practically eliminated.
C c
It is not possible to estimate with any degree of certainty what the
damping of the Saturn V vehicle will be. On the basis of past experience, a
c greater than 0.02 would not be expected. Because of these wind-tunnel
CC
results, the Saturn V facility checkout vehicle (500-F) has been equipped with
.c
a viscous d&mper which increased the total vehicle dam_ing to Cc _ 0.04_ (see
ref. 7). Consideration is being given to the design of a similar damper
system for subsequent Saturn V flight vehicles.
Effect of fuel condition.- The dynamic response of the Saturn V vehicle
for three different simulated fuel conditions is shown in figure 6. The data
for the unfueled condition are the same as presented in figure 5. Since the
individual _ael tanks of the vehicle will be either completely full or empty,
even for the fuel condition designated "intermediate," it was not necessary
to consider fuel sloshing effects. The fuel was simulated by lead weights
bolted rigidly to the structure.
For each fuel condition, the dynamic response showed a definite peak
which is believed to be associated with vortex shedding on the lower two stages
fd
of the model. For each condition a Strouhal nl,mber -- associated with the
V
velocity of peak response was approximately 0.2 where d is the base diameter i
and f the model fundamental bending fre,_aency. It should be pointed out
I
that these data were obtained at Reynolds numbers of about 6._ million for the i
unfueled condition - well above the Reynolds number range usually associated i
l
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with a periodic }Carmanvortex street. Further evidence that the primary aero-
dynamic excitation force occurred on the lower stages was obtained during
attempts to reduce the response with aerodynamic devices. This work will be
discussed in a later section, i
The peak for the fueled condition is at such a low wind velocity that it
4
presents no problem insofar as vehicle loads are concerned. This has also
been found to be true for ot}lermodels il,the fueled condition.
Effects of nearby structures.- The response of the Saturn V was found to iI
be significantly affected by the presence of nearby tower structures. Figure 7
shows the model in the w_nd tunnel with the tunbilicaltower alone, and a.L:_o
with the Mobile Service Structure. Some effects of these nearby structures
are illustrated in figure 8. In figure 8, the shaded areas represent azi_Luth
angles where the peak dynamic loads discussed in the previous t_'osections
exceeded the vehicle design loads for values of _ > O.O1. These critical
cC
regions pertain to both the unfueled and intermediate configurations. In
general, some evidence of a peak in the d_mamic respoDse was obse:_vedwhenever
the flow was not completely obstructed by a tower structure. An exception
occurred with the umbilical to_¢eralone at azimuth near 4_° and 31S in that
no peaks were observed and the dynamic response was less th_n obtained in
preliminary tests without the umbilical tower.
Within the sheded areas shown in figure 8, the critical azS_nuthscould
vary slightly between data rtu_s. For instance, in the region near 0° with
tur_bilicaltower alone; one run m:_ghtshow large response for 34_°, 0°, and l_°. i
A later run might indicate a shift of the critical region with large response |
occurring, for example, at 0°, 15°, and 30° with the azimuth of most sew:ce
response being shifted from 0° to 15°.
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¥For azimuths where the flow was partially obstructed by the umbilical
tower (l_0° and 240o), the high response occurred at a slightly greater _ind
4
velocity. In other ways these regions were similar to o_her critical regions
with the response tending to become sinu_oidal for low values of damping. The
umbilical tower appeared to be acting as a partial shield to reduce the
effective local wind velocity at the model. There is a possibility, however,
that flow behind the umbilical tower was actually exciting the model. For
example, in the Saturn IB and Titan III investigations (refs. 1 and 8), it was
found that flow behind an umbilical tower could cause large model response.
The presence of the Mobile Service Structure was not sufficient to
eliminate high response for flow between the two towers. The absence of a
shaded area at 22_° should not be construed as a positive effect of the MSS
as the high response observed for this azimuth angle for the umbilical tower
alone was not always repeatable. In an attempt to find means of further
alleviating loads on the vehicle in the presence of the service structure,
solid plates were bolted to the MSS over the surfaces shown by the dotted lines
in figure 8. These plates, which extended to the top of the second stage,
were fotmd to eliminate the high response for all azimuth angles.
Aerodynamic load alleviation devices.- Previous experience in ground wind
loads work has shown that dynamic loads can be reduced by spoiling the flow
around critical sections of a structure (ref. 9). For example, in the Langley
Jupiter investigation, dynamic loads were reduced by more than 50 percent by
placing small spoilers on the payload section (ref. lO).
As part of the Saturn V investigation, several devices were tested -
three of which are shown in figure 9. A splitter plate _m.srigidly attached
to the um0illcal tower and extended to _'ithlnabout 1/2 inch of the model.
2.l0
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For azimuths near 0° where the plate was downstream of the model, all trace il
of the large peak response was eliminated. For other azimuths such as 90°,
however, the response was not affected. The helical strake concept _.nas
obtained from work by Scruton (ref. Ii). Both the helical-strake and
circular-disk configurations were found to diminish the level of the peaks
but did not eliminate them.
In addition to these devices, long sheets of cloth were attached to the
model and allowed to trail downstream in the wake. Also, a wire mesh screen
mounted on the umbilical tower extended around the second stage without
touching it. Both of these devices were found to be ineffective.
Previous studies (refs. 6 and 9) have indicated several cases where the
occurrence of large dynamic response was sensitive to small configuration
changes near the nose of the vehicle. This was not found to be true for the
Saturn V vehicle. During the course of the investigation, several relatively
large configuration variations were made (such as removing the launch escape
rocket or placing spoilers on the payload cone) which had a negligible effect
on the model response. In addition, it was found that changes in protuberances
such as conduits, fins, and ullage rockets on the lower stages did not signi-
ficantly alter the response. Thus, while _.osegeometry and protuberances may
ha_e had secondary effects, they are not believed to be the primary cause of
the large dynamic response.
FUTURE PLANS FOR WIND PROFILE VARIATION
The work done at Langley has been conducted in a ralatively smooth flow
which does not simulate atmospheric turbulence. Also, because the flow
velocity is es6entlally constp_ntthroughout the test section, the models are I "=
2.11 ]
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¥not subjected to the variations of wind speed with helght which would be found
in atmospheric winds. At present, a method of varying the velocity profile
in the wind tunnel is being developed. Some preliminary tests have been con-
ducted in a 1/8-scale model of the Langley transonic dynamics tunnel test
section as shown in figure 10, A series of 48 horizontal circular bars was
installed across the upstream end of the test section. The spacing of the
bars was chosen on the basis of a procedure developed in reference 12 for
developing linear shear flow in a wind tunnel. In the present application,
the design wind profile for Cape Kenned_y,which varies as the one-fifth power
of the height, was approximated by two such segments of linear shear flow. A
comparison of the design wind profile and the simulated wind profile is shown
in figure 10. On the basis of these rather encouraging results, plans are
underway to install a similar system for shaping a wind profile in the Langley
transonic dynamics turmel.
CONCLUDING PEMARKB
Ground wind loads l_ve been investigated for a large number of specific
launch vehicle configurations in the Langley transonic dynamics wind tunnel.
An examination of typical results obtained for the Saturn V vehicle has
indicated several interesting features. When the structural damping is
moderately low (_c =_O.O1)lateral dynamic response apparently assoclated with
vortex shedding from the lower two stages of the vehicle produces loads in
excess of the design loads for the vehicle. These large responses occurred at
conditions corresponding to a Strouhal number fd of about 0.2 where d _s the
v
the dis_aeterof the lower stages and f is the frequency of the fundamental
I
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bending mode. The response had characteristics similar to a single-degree-of-
freedom flutter, and it was found that moderate increases of the structural
damping (_ _ 0.03) reduced the response to acceptable levels and changed its
character to that of a lightly damped system responding to a random input.
To take advantage of these beneficial effects of increased day,ping,a
viscous damper has been incorporated in the full-scale vehicle launch complex.
!
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ABSTRACT I
!
The concept on _ V was to "budget"an _mount for the dynamic i
portion of the wind load as a factor an the steady statedrag. Wind
tunnel tests paralleledthe develop_mt and fabricationphases. The
results indicatedthat the _stem was un_)le to withstand the design
winds; thus, a decision was made to implementa viscous damper "fix"
on the facilityvehicle at the Kemuedy Space Center. Dmmping tests
in the Vertical Asses_l';Building _AB) will have been _mpletwl and
response tests ca the pad will be in progress at the time of this
symposium. This paper will present the histnry and status of this
program to date.
NASA
GEORGE C. M%RSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CmNrER
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Figure 1 shows the basic design criteria for Saturr V. There is no
attempt here to predict response but 50_0 of the drag load is budgeted
for this phenomenon .
Figure 2 shows how these vectors combine and that t_e dynamics
portion in fact is given more consideration than the drag load.
Figure 3 shows the wind tunnel results superirnl_osed on the design
criteria. This graph indicates that the design limit was reached at a
lower velocity than the design winds.
Figure 4 shows the Alternatives considered as possible solutions to the
problem.
Waiving the wind criteria was never really given any serious considera-
tion. The aerodynamic fixes will be given detailed treatment in a later
paper at this symposium.
The mechanical _ix w-_ accepted but it evolved into two possible solutions.
The first was to add an external support to the vehicle; thus, to add effec-
tive stiffness and increase the natural frequenry of the system. This
introduced large loads into the vehicle.
The second mechanical method was to add a viscous damper. This re-
duced the dynamic response to winds; thus, allowing the vehicle to traverse
its critical response range without exceeding the design loads.
These approaches are shown in Figure 5.
The damper was begun 90 days before roll out of AS-500F and an unbelievable
story on design, fabrication, testing, scheduling, transportation and erection
followed. Figure 6 is an artist's conception of it installed at station 2560.
Three hard points are provided in the vehicle and the rest _s umbilical arm
and tower equipment. Since AS-500F is a facility checkout and ground wind
vehicle no provision is made for removing the arms except manually in the
VAB. Figure 7 shows the vehicle during roll out. Note the umbilical arms
and the damper arm.
The AS-500 Ground Winds Program consists of taking wind data sim._l-
taneously with vehicle response dat&. The wind data will be recorded both
at the vehicle and at a remote tower some 4 miles away. The data obtained
will be velocity and d_rection for the 60,250, and 500 foot level.
3.2
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!The vehicle response will be measured by 2 horizontal mutually per-
pendicular accelerometers at 5 stations along the vehicle length and
3 mutually perpendicular accelerometers at the base of the vehicle.
Strain readings will be taken at five stations. Three, stations have
15 gages each located 22-I/2 ° apart and the other two stations have
16 gages per station with each of 2 gages located on the sam_ hat
section stringer every 45 ° circ_nlferentially. One of these gages j
is on the crown, the other on the side of the hat. The third mode
of data acquisition fol vehicle response is optical. Four cameras
approximately 90 ° apart will photograph targets at t_e same vehicle
station in the payload area.
|
Attempts will be made to _.stablish the vehicle response curve as a
functiori of both wind direction and velocity. This in turn will be con_-
pared with the wind tunnel results. The damper was designed with
variable orifices; thus, data may be acquired that shows response as
a iunction of damping. Damping tests were run in the Vertical Assembly |
Building both before and after the dampers were installed. The _-alues
before ranged from 1.2 to 1.6_/0 of critical and after the dampe_ was in-
stalled they ranged around 4.5_0 of critical.
Pull tests were also run in the VAB in order to equate strain reac_ings
to bending moments.
The taking of ._a_a will contivue on during the summer and end about
August _, "_hese r_'sults will be collected and reported.
.... ss .....
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A FULL-SCALE GROUND WIND LOAD PROGRAM
by
= Jerome T. Foughner, Jr. and Rodney L. _tncan
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
The NASA Langley Research Center is currently utilizing two
surplus launch vehicles for the purpose of research on ground a
wind loads. The vehicles, a Jupiter and a Thor, have been erected
at Wallops Island. The paper indicates program o_jectives and
presents initial results in the form of drag and lateral dynamic
response on each vehicle. A response power spectrum for the Thor
vehicle is discussed. A preliminary comparison of the dynamic
bending moment response of the Jupiter vehicle with available
wind tunnel model data combined with theoretical predictions of
response due to turbulence indicates poor agreement.
INTRODUCTION
The response of launch vehicles to ground wind loads is
presently simulated by mea_Is of models. Physical models in wind
tunnels to determine vortex shedding load_ are discussed in ref-
erences 1 and 2 and mathematical models to p: edict response due to
4.1
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atmospheric turbulence are discussed in references 3, 4, and 5.
It has not been established that these models are the intended
analogs of their full-scale counterparts. This is primarily due
to a lack of full-scale response data for correlation with similar
model data. Due to launch schedules and other considerations,
it is d_fficult to obtain response data on an active vehicle. In
light of this, a research program has been initiate4 utilizing
surplus launch vehicles, a Jupiter and a Thor, for the purpose of
providing full-scale vehicle response to ground wind loads. The
physical and mathematical models may then be evaluated by
comparison with measured response. In addition the program will
provide experimental data on ground wind turbulence through _he
use of fast response drag sphere anemometers (reference 6). The
paper briefly describes the experimental set-up at Wallops Island
and presents initial results of %he program which is currently in
progress. Data are presented in the form of drag and lateral
dynamic loads on each vehicle. A response power spectrum for %he
Thor vehicle is discussed. The dynamic bending moment response of
the Jupiter vehicle is compared with available wind tunnel data
combined _ith tbeore%ical predictions of response due to turbulence.
EXPERIMENTAL ARRANG.MKNT
The Jupiter and the Thor vehicles were exec%ed at Wallops
Island, Virginia. Two views of the test area are presented in
fiFures 1 and 2. Wallops Island is located on the Atlantic Coast
oI the De]marva Peninsula. It is sparsely wooded, sandy, and
comparatively flat. The coast line in figuze 1 runs northeast
4.2
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!to southwest. Prominent structures sho_ in fioure 1 and in
figure 2 include the Thor vehicle, the Jupiter vehicle, drag r
sphere wind sensor pole on south side of Jupiter vehicle, Bendix-
Friez anemometer on top on an observation tower, the instrumeDtation
van, an emergency power generating van and the Wallops Island i
250-foot meteorological tower. Maximum diameter of the Jupiter
I
is 8.75-feet and its height on launcher is 66.O-feet above the I
ground. Maximum diameter of the Thor is 8.O0-feet and its
height on launcher is 76.0-feet. Drag sphere wind sensoz heights
above ground are 13-feet and 53-feet. Height of the Eendix-Friez
anemometer is 66-feet abov,, ground. Wind sensors on the 250-foot
meteorological tower a_'e located at 50-foot intervals.
TyPical lateral separation distances are 235-feet between
Thor and Jupiter vehicle, 48.5-feez between Jupiter vehicle ano
drag sphere pole, 200-feet between Jupiter vehicle and referenc_
--2
Bendix-Friez wind sensor tower, and 800-feet between Jupiter
vehicle and the 250-foot meteorological tower.
INSTRUMENTATION
i
Vehicle response is determined from strain gages bonded to
the outer skin of each vehicle and accelerometers located in
i
the vehlcle insCrument compartments. Stxain gages at base and |
I
mid-section stations together with accelerometers near th_ nose
are oriented £o measure perpendicular components.
Veh_31e response and wind input data are amplified and
recorded simultaneously on magnetic tape in the instrumentation I
I
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van. An automatic programmer actuates the recording system for
15 minutes a% preset time intervals or v_hen the wind exceeds a
preselected value.
RES_.TS A_D DISCUSSION
Thor Dynamic Response
Full-scale lateral and drag dynamic bending moment response
is presented in figure 3. The maximum dynamic bending moment
is plotted as a function of mean _ind speed. _The data is for
the unfueled vehicle and was obtained from strain gages located
near the vehicle base. Mean wind was determined from an aerovane
strip chart averaged over a 15-minute period. Each point in the
dynamic bending moment data is the peak value that occurred in
a 15-minute period. The readout system, a two-axis oscilloscope
and camera, to determine the maximum dynamic bending moment is
the same as discussed in reference 7. Essentially a time exposure
photograph of the oscilloscope screen produces a pattern which
defines the envelope of maximum bending moment oscillations
encountered during the data sampling period. In figure 3 the
lateral dynamic response for the Thor is consistently higher
than the drag dynamic response.
A response spectra for a mean wind of 38 miles per hour is
presented in figure 4. The spectrum for the base bending moment
is plotted as a function of frequency in cycles per second. The
response spectrum is presented for both the drag and the lateral
directions. Figure 4 indicates the response is due primarily to
4.4
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vortex shedding loads as the vehicle is responding in the lateral
direction a% a frequency of about 1.7 cycles per second. This
frequency is the vehicle first cantilever mode frequency. Response
due to turbulence is indicated by the high level near zero
frequency in the drag direction. Thus_ figure 4 indicates that
predominant power due to turbulence occurs at low frequencies.
It is seen in figure 4 that the standard deviation in the lateral
direction is twice %hat of %he drag direction. The lateral
time history for %he data poinZ is shown in %he upper right
hand corner of figure 4. Response is more or less typical of
a lightly damped single-degree-of-freedom system subjected to a
random input. An unusual characteristic of the time history is
shown in the lower figure with an expanded time scale. The
vehicle hold-down system consists of three threaded studs capable
of resisting overturning moments. From the squaring off of the
amplitude response it is apparent that the hold-down system was
not functioning properly for the period of this record and that
the system was behaving nonlinearly. This nonlinear behavior
may be causing the sub-harmonic response at a frequency of about
one-half that of the main response peak.
Jupiter Dynamic Response
The measured lateral and drag dynamic bending moment response
for the Jupiter vehicle is presented in figure 5. The data are
for the unfueled vehicle and were obtained from strain gages
located near the vehicle base. In figure 5 the maximum dynamic
bending moment is plotted as a func*_ion of mean wind speed with
4.5 ]
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¥parameters as defined for the data of figure 3. Figure 5 shows
that the Jupiter lateral loads are consistently higher than the
dr%g loads just as they were for the Thor vehicle.
Comparison of Predicted Jupiter Dynamic Response
With Measured Values
One of the main objectives of this research program is to
determine the adequacy of existing simulation techniques by
correlation of response measurements being obtained on the Jupiter
and Thor full-scale vehicles with those predicted by models.
Thus a preliminary set of predicted response data have been
obtained by the method outlined in figure 6. Figure 6 indicates
schematically how a total dynamic response was obtained by
combining calculated loads due to turbulence with scaled vortex
shedding loads from a wind tunnel model. As indicated in figure
6 the response due to turbulence is a function of the intensity
of turbulence, scale of turbulence, and the frequency response
function. A value of 0.17 was assumed for the intensity of
turbulence, 300-feet for the scale of turbulence and a uniform
one-dimensional gust input for the frequency function. Figure
6 also indicates that response due to vortex shedding loads is
determined from wind tunnel studies scaled to full scale. Data
from reference 8 was utilized to determine vortex shedding loads
on the full-scale Jupiter vehicle• The 20-percent scale Jupiter
model of reference 8 is shown in figure 7. As indicated in
figure 6, the model data has to be scaled to full scale The I
• i
dynamic bending moment data of reference 8 was modified to account
4.6
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for differences in structural damping and generalized mass between
model and full-scale vehicle. A correction factor based on an
equation for a linear system to a random input_ equation i0 of
reference 9, was applied to the model data. The maximum dynamic
bending moments in reference 8 were obtained from the greatest
peak response in a one-minute time interval. This corresponds
to 5 minutes on the full-scale vehicle. The calculated response
due to turbulence and the response due to vortex shedding loads
were combined as indicated in figure 6. In the equation for the
combined response shown at the right of figure 6 the maximum
vortex shedding lo_d Mrs is assumed to be a 3 sigma value. Thus
the combined load is also considered to be a 3 sigma value. The
combined response is compared with the measured Jupiter data in
figure 8. The maximum dynamic bending moment is plotted as a
function of mean wind speed in the lateral and drag directions.
The predicted data are indicated by the solid curve. Levels of
the vortex shedding loads and the loads due to turbulence are
indicated in each direction by the cross--hatched areas in figure
8. As indicated, the gust loads near 50 miles per hour are 0.671
x 106 inch-pounds in the drag direction and 0.336 x 106 inch-
pounds in the lateral direction. Vortex shedding loads near 50
miles per hour are 0.300 x 106 inch-pounds in the drag direction
and 0.660 x 106 inch-pounds in Zhe lateral direction. Thus
gust load is predominant in the drag direction and vortex shedding
load is predominant in the lateral direction. Figure 8 indicates
that this preliminary prediction is not very good, and unfor-
tunately falls on the unconservative side. Since precise
4.7
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measurements of the wind are not now available and the wind tunnel
data had to be modified appreciably, the correlation presented
in figure 8 is not considered to be a final answer but only an
initial comparison.
CURRENT STATUS CF PROGRAM AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
Figure Q indicates that winds can, in fact, destroy a
launch vehicle and points up the need for continued research
into the ground wind load problem. Figure 9 shows the condition
of the Thor vehicle after a wind storm on Sunday, January 23,
1966. Winds were from the west with gusts up to sixty miles
per hour. Upon investigation it was found that two of the three
threaded studs that serve as hold-down bolts capable of resisting
overturning moments had completely backed out af%e.r "safety
wires" had broken. Thus the only zcs_cl'aint against overturning
•_ind moments was the empty vehicle weight. The Jupiter vehicle
survived the storm and measurements are continuing with this
vehicle.
Initial resu]*.s of a full-scale ground wind load program
which is currently in progress have been presented. The initial
results indicate poor agreement between predicted and measured
loads. Future work will "include study of gust spectra, response
spectra, and gust frequency response functions. Wind tunnel
models more closely matching full-scale properties are being
designed to provide accurate data on the effects of vortex
shedding loads. The effectiveness of current simulation techniques
4.8
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may then be evaluated more carefully through correlation of full-
scale response measurements with those predicted by models.
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Figure 7.- Jupiter wind-tunnel model 20-percent scale.
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GROUND WIND INDUCED OSCILLATIONS
OF THE TITAN III ITL TRANSI::_RTER
Prepared by i
!
J. M. Lyons and A. J. Lure i
Aerospace Corporation
SUMMARY
The Air Force Titan IIIC launch vehicle is transferred from the assembly
areas to the launch pad at Cape Kennedy by the Integrate-Transfer-Launch
(ITL) transporter. On fou* _ccasions during the fall of 1964. the empty
transporter was observed to _scillate in both moderate and high winds.
In two, instances the structure was damaged.
To understand and solve the problem, theoretical flow models of the aero-
dynamic phenomena were postulated, and a series of aerodynamic and
mechanical fixes were designed to reduce or eliminate the ground wind
induced oscillations of the transporter. A wind tunnel test was then
conJucted with dynamically scaled models of both the transporter and
launch vehicle to (_) reproduce the phenomena; (Z) define the problem;
and (3) determine suitable fixes to eliminate the transporter problem
without inducing any oscillation problems with the launch vehicle. A
suitable fix was determined and the transporter is now being modified
accordingly.
The results of the wind tunnel test are presented and compared with the
pretes" estimates. The significant _,erodynamic phenomena are discussed.
1. ,) INTRODUCTION
The isolated ITL transporter has experienced large amplitude
ground wind induced oscillations at wind speeds below the design specifi-
cations. A wind tunnel test was conducted with 7.5 percent aeroe!astic
models of both the mast and the vehicle to define the problem explicitly
and determine a mast "fix" to eliminate the oscillations or reduce them
to acceptable levels without inducing a vehicle problem.
The object of this paper is to empha,ize the importance of aero-
elastic considerations in the design of hish aspect ratio lightly damped
structures such as the transporter mast and launch vehicles, and to
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present some indication of the present state of the art by this particular
example. Therefore, a comparison is presented between the full scale
observations, the predicte..| wind induced oscillation phenomena postulated
during the pretest period_ and the actual wind tunnel test results. In addition,
the most significant aerodynamic phenomena discovered during the test arc
discussed and possible explanations are proposed for some of the anomalous
results.
Z. 0 FACILITY DESCRIPTION
2. 1 Launch Complex
The Titan IIIC Standard Space Launch Vehicle (SSLV) is a three-body --
system consisting of a three-stage liquid engine core and two Solid l%ocket
Motor strap-on boosters. To achieve a rapid launch rate capability, the
Titan HIC utilizes the integrate, transfer, and launch concept rather than
the conventional vehicle build-up on the pad. This means that the vehicle
is assembled at remote locations and the complete vehicle, including all
electrical auxiliary systems, is then transported to the launch pad on one
of three transporters at the launch complex (Figure 1).
The transporter consists of the launch platform, the umbilical mast,
and undercarriage system. One undercarriage is located under each corner
of the launch platform. The system of undercarriages travels on two sets of
standard gage railroad tracks spaced Z7.8 ft apart and the total assembly is
pushed by two diesel locomotives. The umbilical mast supports checkout
and launch control umbilical cables connecting the vehicle to equipment
installed in rail mounted vans.
The core and payload are assembled and checked out on the transporter
mounted on pier supports in the Vertical Integration Building (V!B). The
transporter assembly is then jacked off the pier supports onto the under-
carriages, lowered onto the rails, and transferred with the equipment vans
approximately 1 mile to the Solid Motor Assembly Building (SA_.AB). Here
the SRM's are installed on a transporter and mated to the core vehicle. The
transporter and vans are then transferred 1.5 to Z. 5 miles to one of the
launch pads where the transporter is jacked onto piers in a launch-ready
position over the flame duct and adjacent to the Umbilical Tower (UT). When
not in use, the transporter with its umbilical mast is stored on piers in the
refurbish area south of the VIB.
2. Z Transporter
The transporter platform is approximately 42 ft wide, 52 ft long, and
is of welded plate girder construction. The 148-ft tall electrical umbilical
mast is located on the west side of the transporter platform (Figure 2). The
total weight of the transporter platform and mast is 553,000 lb. Parallel to
the yaw plane of the vehicle, the profile of the mast consists of two pylons,
6.8 ft in width for the full height with a 15.4 ft separation. In the pitch plane,
the pylons taper from 11. 1 ft at the base to 4. ZZ ft at the top. The entire
front (facing vehicle} and sides of the mast are covered with steel plates and
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coated with h/lartite, a flame resistant material, to protect the electrical
•_bilicals from exhaust flame damage. The rear face is left uncovered for _
access.
2.3 Design Specifications
The design specification for the transl:orter mas_ defines the required
ground wind capability in terms of the various mast configurations. The
specified peak wind speeds as measured at +.he top of the mast are summarized
below. 1
Immobile on piers without Paunch vehicle - 77 mph.
Mobile on undercarriages without launch vehicle - 65 mph. |
Immo]:il_ on piers with launch vehicie- 65 mph.
Mobile on undercarriages with launch ,_ehicle - 65 mph.
3.0 PRETEST PROBLEM EVALUATION
3. 1 Observed I-_henomena
Oscillations o{ two transporters were observed on several occasions
at both moderate and high wind speeds (Hurricanes Clef> and Dora} during
and immediately after the construction of the three transporters in the faU
of 1964. The two transporters were mounted either upon _hJ railroad type
undercarriages or on concrete piers in the refurbishing area. The ;-ehicle
was never present and the transporter masts ,_-_re not sheltered by adj&cent
structures. During all observations, the wind direction was in or very close
to the plane of the two pylons (yaw plane) and the oscillatic_'s always appeared
in the pitch direction normal to this plane. When the wind direction changed,
the oscillations ceased. The observed oscillations and pertinent character-
istics of the transporter mast are summarized in Figure .3. It should be
mentio-_ed that the reported oscillations were never documented by the
observers and the data consists of third or fourth band hearsay evidence.
It can ox,17 be regarded as qualitative and does not represent a scientific
inve stigation.
Transporter No. I, located on the launch p_-d, was never observed
to oscillate under any w_nd conditions. The winds varied from 0 to at least
60 mph from various directions. In all probability the mast was shel_ered
by the large permanent umbilical tower (Figu, • l} which dominates the flow
field.
The wind speeds were recorded at remote stations of uncertain
elevation with instruments which averaged the wind speed over a period o_
time and it can be concluded that the quoted wind speeds may be very poor
estimates of the peak quasi-steady wind at the top of the maat.
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3. Z Proposed Explanations
The low speed oscillations were of the greatest concern because the
wind speed was within the normal operating range of the transporter. The
oscillation appeared to be a classic case of a resonant response to a periodic
forcing fuu_ction, the periodic forcing function being the oscillating lifton the
mast produced by the periodic discharge of vortices from the pylons of
rectangular cross-section at a constant Strouhal number (S). Resonance
would occur for the wind speeds at which the natural frequencles of the
structure (f)coincide with the freqtzency of vortex discharge (n).
l'he lowest frequency of the vortex discharge from tapered cantilever
structures is determined by the dimensions at the top of the mast. Further-
more the Strouhal number relating the frequency of vortex discharge and
wind speed is independent of Reynolds number because the sharp edges of
the rectangular cross-section fix the separation point. Therefore, the data
for stationary two-dimensional rectangular sections at low Reynolds numbers
in Reference (I) was used to predict the Strouhal number as a function of c/d
for the top of the windward pylon.
6.8
c/d - I.61Z (I) ,
nd
s :-9" = .11 (z) ,
The wind speed at which resonances occur would be:
V R = 26. Z f mph
The resonant wind speeds for the transporter on piers and in the
transport mode, using the measured frequencies of Figure 3, would then be _ '
25.4 and 19.6 mph, respectively. Since these wind speeds correspond
closely to the observations, it appeared that the nature of the low speed
oscillation was defined. On this basis suitable modifications were selected
to alleviate t}leproblem.
The nature of the high speed oscillations was not readily apparent.
The approximate natural frequencies were only known for the first pitch
mode and the full scale observations were not accurate. Various explana-
tions considered included gust response, periodic vortex shedding with
resonance, and galloping.
The author was particularly concerned that "galloping" may have
occurred. Galloping is a self-excited instability caused by a negative slope
of normal force coefficient and its existence can be predicted by criteria
of Reference Z. In the one-degree-of-freedom system being considered it
appears as a negative viscous damping term in the equation of motion. The
. experimental work done at the University of 3ritish Columbia (References 3 i
and 4) indicates that rectangular sections with 0.75 < c/d < 4. 0 are unstable 1
and galloping would occur for the speed at which thu negative aerodynamic
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damping exceeds the structural damping of the system. The chord-to-span
ratio (c/d)of the mast varies from c/d = I.61 at the top to c/dB = 0.61 at
the bottom and is within the unstable region.
The test results presented in Figure 5 indicatethat gallopingdid not
produce the large oscillation.
4. 0 TEST OBJECTIVES AND SCALING PROCEDURE
A wind tunnel testwas conducted to (1)reproduce the observed
phenomena, (Z)define the problem, and (3)determine suitablefixes to
eliminate the transporter problem without inducing any oscillationproblems
with the launch vehicle. Also, itwas desired thatthe mast fixwould eliminate
the resonant forced oscillationsof a vehicle with a bulbous payload fairing
when mounted on the transporter. This latterwind-induced oscillation
problem was discovered in a urevious Titan IIItestprogram, Reference 5,
and is discussed in detailin Reference 6.
The wind tunnel testwas conducted by the Martin Company* (Denver
Division)under the technicaldirectionof the Aerospace Corporation. The
testtook place in the 16-fttransonic dynamics tunnel at the Langley Research
Center with freon as a testmedium. Aeroelastic models of 7.5 percent scale
were constructed for both the launch vehicle and the ITL transporter mast
with variable base stiffnessto simulate the undercarriage and pier base
constraints. The characteristics of the prototype mast were obtained from
a fullscale vibrationtest (Reference 7). Photographs of the basic model
installedin the wind tunnel plus three of the aerodynamic fixes are shown
in Figure 4.
With one exception, the models were designed to satisfyallusual
aeroelastic simulation parameters:
Mcl the bending moment parameter; CS, the equivalent viscousEI'
fd m
damping ratio of structure; _-, the reduced frequency; --_, relative
pd
density; ,,,{EII
mfZd4"
It was not possible to simulate both the relative density (m/pd Z'}and
the full scale Reynolds number IRe = pvd/_) for the empty launch vehicle,
*Unless noted, allwind tunnel data was obtained from the Martin wind tunnel
report (Reference 8).
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Figure 4. Transporter Models.
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Therefore, the relative density was simulated and the test was conducted at
45 percent of the full scale Reynolds number for all configurations. The
lack of simulation was not important for the t:ansporter mast. The Strouhal
number and the aerodynamic force on cylinders with rectangular cross-
sections are not dependent on the Reynolds number because the separation
point is fixed by the sharp edges. The error in the Reynolds number may be
significant for the launch vehicle with a circular cross-section. For most
velocities of interest the model will be in the supercritical Re range where
vortex shedding is random. However, the prototype will be in the trans-
critical range, discussed in Reference 9, where there is evidence of
periodic vortex shedding.
The desired scaling relationships between the model and prototype
are summarized below.
qt
Table I. Scaling For Wind Tunnel Model
M
Reynolds Number, Re = 0.45 Re Bending Moment, M =-m m 4Z5
= I.Z28 V Length, d = 0.075 dVelocity, V m m
Frequency, fm = 16. 368 f Dynamic Pressure, qm = 5. 576 q
The comparison of the actual natural frequencies for model and
prototype configurations presented in Table 2 indicates that the scaling
relationships would not be applicable for all test conditions due to poor
simulation of the yaw and torsion modes. It may be seen that the
frequencies in the pitch mode, where the observed response seemed to
occur, were accurately scaled. In addition to the full scale vibration test
reported in Reference 7, there was a preliminary hand shake test in which
-the damping values obtained were generally lower. The selections presented
in Table g were judged to be the most reasonable.
5.0 TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION -
BASIC CONFIGURATION
5. I Test Results
The basic configuration was tested with the full scale structural
damping of C_ = 0.5 percent for all wind directions and wind speeds from
zero to at legst the full scale equivalent of the specification requirement,
which is 76 mph. The components of the static and dynamic bending
moments in both the pitch and yaw planes were measured near the base
of each pylon by means of strain gages.
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Table 2. Comparison of Prototype and Model Dynamic
Properties of the ITL Transporter Mast
Configuration Property Full SCale Desired Model Actual Model
i ll_l
Mast on piers Pitch bending
f (cps) 0.97 15.9 15.6P
c
_s(.loT_.-) o. s o. s o. s(a)
cr
Yaw bending
f 1. 59 26.0 16.4
Y
_s 0.5
0.5 0.7
Torsion
ft 2. 96 48.4 33. 7
_s 1.2 1.2 --
Mast on
Undercarriage Pitch bending
f (cps) 0.75 12. 3 12.4P
c
_s(%_-) Z. 0 1.0 (b) --
cr
Yaw bending
f 1. 33 21.8 16. 1
Y
_s
t. 65 1.65 --
Torsion
ft 2.91 47.6 32.6
_S .....
(a) The damping could be increased by use of a tuned viscous damper and
values up to ('s = 4% were utilized during the test.
(b) Conservative value arbitrarily assigned for analyses
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The maximum loads and largest oscillationsoccurred at relatively
low wind speeds for the _ = 90° directionin which the wind was in the plane
of the pylons (i.e., yaw plane). The transporter oscillatedin the pitch
directionnormal to the wind. The response was quite sensitiveto wind
directionand only reached large amplitudes when the wind directionwas
within 15° (_ = 90° ± 15°) of the yaw plane. This directionalphenomenon
is almost identicalto the recorded observations for the fullscale mast
which were described in Section 3.
Plots of the bending moment as a functionof wind tunnel dynamic
pressure and equivalentfullscale velocity are presented in Figure 5 for
the criticalwind direction_withthe mast supported both on piers and under-
carriages.
The staticloads acted almost entirelyin the drag directionand it
may be seen that large oscillationsoccurred at both low and high speeds.
Those oscillationswere normal to the wind direction.
The equivalent fullscale wind speed corresponds to the wind at the
top of the mast. No corrections have been applied to the staticmoments
to account for the ground wind profile.
5.Z Discussion of Results
5.2.1 Low Speed Response
The low speed oscillations of the prototype (Figure 3) were reported
to have occurred between 20 and 30 mph and the preliminary predictions for
the resonant speeds (VR) were 25 mph for the pier, and 20 mph for the under-
carriage constraints. Figure 5 indicates that the peak response in the wind
tunnel occurred at equivalent full scale speeds of 32.5 mph and 26.5 mph
for the mast on piers and undercarriages, respectively. It may be also
seen that the loads approached the allowable limits. In fact, the allowable
bending moment may have been exceeded because it was difficult to define
a peak response accurately and the wi_d tunnel model was damaged during
this phase of the test.
It is not surprising that the peak responses in the w_.nd tunnel
occurred at higher speeds than those reported for the prototype. The wind
tunnel speed represents a peak or quasi-steady speed whereas the reported
full scale values probably represent a mean wind speed averaged over a
five minute interval. Averaging the wind over a period such as this would
not measure low frequency gusts which could excite vortex shedding response.
The quasi-steady speed could be 10 or 20 percent greater than the recorded
mean wind speed. Furthermore, the recorded speed may have been
The negligibleresponse thatwas measured at _ = 0° poses a very
interestingaerodynamic problem. An analysis of thisparticular
phenomenon is presented in the more comprehensive Aerospace
report (Reference I0) dealing with this subject.
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Figure 5. Isolated ITL Transporter - Measured Bending Moments
at Base of Leeward l_/lon for the Basic Configuration
at the Critical Wind Direction.
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¥measured at an eleva;.ion below the top of the mast. Thus it can be concluded
that the low speed oscillations of the transporter mast were reproduced in
the wind tunnel test.
The reduced frequencies (fd/V) of the low speed responses were
approximately equal for the pier and undercarriage base simulations with
fd/V R = 0.0845 and 0.08ZZ, respectively. These values were 25 percent
lower than the Strouhal number (S -- 0.11) that had been predicted to
describe the periodic vortex shedding from the windward pylon. This
large error in the prediction resulted since no attempt had been made to
account for the interference effects of the leeward pylon.
If the leeward pylon in the wake is fairly close to the windward
pylon, it will force the vortices to form further outboard. Since the Karman
voztex trail is only stable for a definite longitudinal and lateral spacing of
the vortices (_/h '= S. 56, Reference 11), the longitudinal spacing will also
be increased. Consequently the frequency of periodic vortex discharge and
Strouhal number will be reduced. No experimental data has been found for
rectangular cylinders, but Roshko (Reference 12) has tested a splitter plate
at varying distances downstream of both a circular cylinder in laminar i'low
and a fiat plate. These data indicate that the Strouhal number would be
reduced by approximately 30 percent and the wake width would be increased
25 percent for splitter piate locations corresponding to the approximate
distance between the pylons expressed in terms of span (d), chord (c} or
wake widths (h). The effect of this interference is summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Comparison Of The Predicted And Measured
Strouhal Numbers For Periodic Vortex Shedding
And Reduced Velocity At Resonance
Reported for Predicted for Predicted with
Prototype One l:_lon Interference Measured
S =nd ._ O. 11 O. 077 --V
V R
f.--_.-- 7.2 - 13.9 9.1 13 II. 9
Thus it may be seen that the measured value for the resonant wind
speed agrees quite weU with the values predicted for a forced response due
to periodic vortex shudding with interference.
The oscillograph traces at the resonant speed differed from the usual
response of a mechanical system at resonance. The frequency was constant
and equal to the natural frequency of the: model but the amplitude of this
resonant oscillation was random. This indicates that the exciting lift force
also included random energy. These measurements are not inconsistent --
with the known characteristics of periodic vortex shedding at large Reynolds
numbers and were not unexpected. The periodic vortex shedding from the
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¥pylons is analogous to that for circular cylinders at subcritical Reynolds
numbers where several authors have observed random amplitudes.
Humphreys' data (Reference 13) indicate that the response of a two-
dimensional cylinder is random i_z thi;j periodic vortex shedding range.
He implies that the periodic lift forces (S - 0. Z) have random amplitudes
and notes that the phenomenon is closely related to the three-dimensional
effects that exist on two-dimensional _odels of constant cross-section.
Roshko (Reference 11) measured the power spectral density of the velocity
fluctuation in the wake of circular cylinders at very low subcritical Reynolds
numbers and noted that there is a considerable amount of random energy
distributed over all frequencies in addition to the energy concentrated in
the spike at S - 0.2.
Therefore, it has been demonstrated that the large oscillations at
low wind speeds were the result of the resonant response of the first
cantilever pitch bending mode of the mast to the alternating lift force
produced by periodic vortex Shedding. It also has been shown that the
resonant velocity is predictable with fair accuracy _rom the known Strouhal
numbers for stationary two-dimensional cylinders.
5.2. Z Comparison With Other Experimental Data
5_veral instances of vortex-induced resonance have been observed
in other experiments. Large amplitude osciiiations for models o_t both the
Atlas/Agena vehicles at PALC 1 and a Titan Illwith a bulbous payload
located in the wake of an umbilical mast have been observed when the
frequency of vortex discharge from the mast coinc_.dedwith the natural
frequency o_ the vehicle (Reference 6). The values of reduced _requency
at resonance measured in these experiments were comparable to the present
measurements.
Scruton (Reference 14) tested a suspension bridge tower very similar
to the ITL transport and found results almost identicalto the present ones.
Vortex-induced resonance occurred for winds in the plane of the pylons and
the resonant speed was within i0 percent of the value which would have been
predicted by the methods described previously.
The "capture" phenomenon which Parkinson (Rcference I)has _
associated with vortex-induced resonance does not seem to have occurred.
"Capture" is supposedly caused by coupling between th,e motion of the
structure and the flow field so that the frequency of vortex discharge
remains fixed at the natural frequency of the structure for a finite speed
range above V R. Thus, there would be a broad hump rather than a sharp
peak in the response curve. Figure 5 indicates that the low speed resonance
was characterized by a very sharp peak.
5.Z.3 High Speed Response
Large oscillationswere measured in the torsion mode with the peak
at q --100 psf (Figure 5). This corresponds to V m = 151 fps. The torsion
frequency of the n-odel is fT = 33.7 cps and correspondingly, the redu,:ed
frequency would be fTd/VR = 0.070 ,,which is within 15 percent of the
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¥reduced frequency for the. low speed resonance, fpd/VR = 0. 0840, This
close correspondence indicates that the high spee_i oscillations were probably
caused by periodic _'or_ex shedding with resonance occurring at q = 100 psf.
Since the peak was sl:arp and the :response fell off at higher speeds,
galloping can be eliminated as a cause. In fact, there is no evidence that
ga:loping occurred at any wind speed.
If the model had been accurately scaled in the torsion r,'_ode, Table 2
indicates _he model frequencies should have been 47.6 cps and 48.4 cps for
the undercarriage and pier base restraints instead of 32.6 and 33.7 cps. The
corresponding full scale velocities for resonance would be 118 to 120 mph.
These speeds are twice ,_s high as the reported value of 60 rnph and therefore
do not represent the reported high speed response.
The power spectral densities presented in the Martin wind tunnel
report (Reference 8)Lindicate that the model response at q = 30 psf was also
in the torsion mode. Figure 5 indicates the response was most pronounced
for the undercarriage restraint. If the torsion mode had been properly scaled,
the oscillations would have occurred at q = 66 psf, a full scale velocity of
68 mph z The resulting bending moment would have been on the order of
60 x 10_ in-lb per pylon which is below the structural allowable of 105 x 106
in-lb. However, it would be large enough to fir part of the flexible platform
from the uiers because the total gravity moment about the western edge is
only 80 x'106 in-lb.
Thus it appears that the reported oscillations of the prototype at 60
mph may have occurred in the torsion mode and were reproduced in the wind
tunnel test at an incorrect speed due to scallng errors. It is not known why
the observers were able to estimate the deflection of the prototype mast
without identifying the torsion mode.
6.0 TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION -
MODIFICATIONS
6. I Configurat_un Selection
A series of aerodynamic fixes were designed during the pretest period
either to alter t.hefrequency of, or to eliminate, the periodic vortex shedding
that has been postttlated as the cause of the large mast response at low wind
speeds. These aerodynamic fixes are listed below in order of their antici-
pated efficiency in solving the mast problem.
a. Drop curtain
L,. Open lattice
c, Spoilers
d. Modified cross-section (rounded leading and trailing edges in
plane of pylons)
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Photographs of the three latter fixes , re present._:d in Figure 4. It
may be seen that all consisted in changing the _hape of the upper quarter
of the mast above the splice _ne. "/'he drop curtain fix c,_nsisted _f covering
the gap between the pylons for the top quarter of the mast with a panel on the
side facing the vehicle.
Theoretical analyses and previous wind tunnel tests of launch vehicles
(Reference 15)and towe.'s (Reference 14)have indicated that increased
structural damping was a very effective method of reducing the _s_illations
of these high aspect -_tio structures. Therefore, a tuned viscou_ damper
was designed by Mr. W. H. Reed of the Langley Research _enter to simulate
various levels of structural damping. It had been anticipated that doubling
the critical damping ratio would solve the oscillation problem for the trans-
porter mast. However, it was not certain that it would be feasible to
incorporate this mechanical fix i-_ the iu11-scale transporter.
All the fixes were then tested throughout the required speed range for
all wind directions with the base _onstraint simulating the transr_rter on
plers. The n_ost feasible fix was then selected by considering ,_erformance,
cost, and grnund system feasibility, s_d this part;_cular fi_ w_s the.,- _ tested
with the undercarriage base constraint and, _rious _,aunch vehicle confi_Rra-
tions to insure that all wind-induced oscillation p_'oblems had b_en el_m_nated.
i-6.2 Test Results
A ,_urnmary of the test results and comparison with pretest predictions
is presente_l in Table 4. With the exception of increase_ damping, it may be
seen that all the fixes reduced the L_ads more than 20 percent and could ,e
considered partially or totally successful. Details of the most significant
results are discussed in the following sections.
_. 3 Discussion of Results
6.3. 1 Aerodynamic Fixes
A comparison of the tot_l resultant bending r_,oment (M) for all the
aerodynamic fixes is presented in Figure 6. It is obvious that the modified
cross-section was the most successful fix. A greater insight of the non-
steady aerodynamic forces may be obtained fro,_ Table 5 which presents
the measured response in terms of peak dynamic pitch moment {MDp) data
at resonance.
A1t_:¢_ugh Table 4 indicates that the aerodynamic fixes reduced the
total mome_.ts by 2-_ to 8_ percent, Table 5 indicates that the normalized
forcing func*;,,ns were reduced by 40 to Q4 percent. Furthermore, the
table indicate_ that the resonant speed could be predicted with existing
two-dimensional data for stationary cylinders within Z0 percent of the
measured value for all configurations except the open lattice fix.
a. Drop (:urtain Fix
Th_s f_x had been inspired by the experiment of Scruton with _e
tov;ev of the Severn River Suspension Bridge. This experiment has been
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Figure 6. Isolated ITL Transporter - Resultant Bending Moment
at Base of Leeward Pylon for Various Aerodynamic
Fixes at the Critical Wind Direction.
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discussed previously in Section 5. _. Z. A high degree of confidence existed !for this particular fix because the previous investigation indicated that a
curtain on one side of the tower covering the top quarter eliminated all
resonance and _duced the loads by an order of magnitude (Reference 14).
These results were not confirmed by the present experiments,
the resonant speed was not changed, remaining at V 9/fd = 1_, but the most
critical wind direction shifted 5 ° away from the face with the curtain. The
total bending moment was reduced 33 percent, the reduction in the dynamic
pitch moment was 44 percent. !
ib. Open Lattice Fix (Figure 4b)
A high degree of confidence existed that this fix would reduce
the critical oscillations because it was known that the periodic forcing
function acted near the top of the mast. It was expected that a small
resonant peak would occur at the reduced velocity of VR/fd = 14.6 which
would correspond to an estimated Strouhal number of S = 0. 098 and the
pylon width of 6 ft at the t'_p of the solid faces. The data indicate that the |
peak actually occurred for q < 12 psf and VR/fd < I0. _lhis indicates that I
the frequency of vortex discharge was determined by an intermediate width
between the top of the pylon and the top of ;:hesolid faces.
The 78 percent reduction in total load due to the very low
resonant speed was much greater than expected. There was no significant
change in the static loads because the drag of the open lattice is as great
as that of the closed rectangular section, i
c. Spoilers (Figure 4c) 1
The spoilers on top of a mast had proved to be very effective l
in reducing the response of the Atlas vehicle in the wake of the rectangular
umbilical mast at PALC 1 (References 6, 15, and 16) if tile spoiler width
was at least Z. 5 times the width of the mast or the diameter of the vehicle
in the wake. These tests also indicated that the large resonant pe.k would
be replaced by two much smaller ones corresponding to the periodic vortex
shedding from the spoiler and the basic mast below the spoiler.
These expectations were confirmed, the reduced velocities for
resonance agreed ,with predicted values within 13 percent, and Table 5
indicates that the non-dimensional periodic forcing functions were reduced
by 84 and 94 percent. The 84 percent reduction in the low speed response
was identical to the corresponding PALC 1 results shown in Figure 11 of
Reference 6. The maximum dynamic response occurred at q = 30 psf and
was associated with the vortex shedding from the pylon beneath the spoiler.
However, Figure 6 and Table 4 indicate that large static drag loads shifted
the maximum total load to q = 40 psf, which corresponds to 53 mph for the
prototype on piers. The total load was only reduced Z4 percent from that
of the basic mast and the fix was not deemed to be completely satisfactory.
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d. Modified Cross-section
Both pylons were streamlined by adding half conical fustums to
both the leading and trailing edges in the yaw plane (Figure 4d). This was
done to prevent separation at the leading edge, narrow the wake, and increase
the Strouhal number so that the resonant speed would be _-educed to a very low
value. The two-dimensional data. of Delany and Sorenson (Reference 17) for
a two-dimensional cylinder similar to the cross-section of one pylon gave
assurance that this modification would eliminate the problem for the critical
wind direction of _ = 90 °. The data indicate,- _hat (1) the lack of Reynolds
number simulation would not be a significant _-ffect, (Z) the static drag would
be reduced 70 percent, and (3) S '= 0.3 with mast interference effects included.
The equivalent full-scale speed for pitch resonance would have been Vl% - 9 mph
and t_-e corresponding wind-tunnel dynamic pressure would have been q - 1.2
psi.
Tables 4 and 5 indicate that the loads were reduced approximately
90 percent and no problems were encountered at other wind directions.
Resonance in torsion would also have been expected at S - 0.3 and the corre-
sponding wind-tunnel dynamic pressure would have been q - 5.5 psi. The
plot of bending moment in Figure 9 indicates that a peak response probably
occurred at a dynamic pressure less than the first data point at q = 15 psi.
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the predicted resonant peak may
have occurred at a low wind speed.
It was feared that this particular fix might induce a forced oscil-
lation of the launch vehicle because the gap distance between the pylons would
be reduced to 11. Z ft. The diameter of the vehicle is I0 ft and the previous
wind-tunnel test of a 15-it bulbous payload had indicated that a critical
situation exists when the payload diameter is approximately the same size
as the gap.
A detailed explanation of the phenomena is presented in Reference
6. Briefly, it may be said that the payload produces sufficient interference
to convert the two pylons and the vehicle into an equivalent aerodynamic body.
There would be a main sequence of low frequency vortex shedding from the
extremities of the mast and high frequency vortex shedding in the gap. This
situation is very similar to the effects described in Figure 6 of Reference
10. The periodic vortex shedding then oscillates the vehicle and resonance
would occur at a particular wind speed.
It should be mentioned that the vehicle was tested in th_ presence
of the basic mast and this type of resonant condition was observed with a
10-it diameter payload downstream of the mast (¢ = 180 ° , Reference 8,
Figure 69). The resonant speed occurred at reduced frequencies of fvc/V R =
• 082 or fvw/V R = . 035. This reduced frequency corresponds to the Strouhal
number measured for the mast at ¢= 90 ° without the vehicle and is consider-
ably less than the expected value of S = 0. 135 for ¢ = 180 ° without the vehicle.
Thus, it is not clear if vehicle interference is significant at d =
15.4 ft. However, it is definite that it would be significant for the modified
cross-section fix with a 10-it payload.
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6.3. Z Damper Fixes
The small decrease in mast response shown in Table 4 with
large increase in structural damping was surprising because the resonant
response of a linear system to a periodic forcing function is inversely
proportional to the damping in the system. It was tacitly assumed that
total damping of the system would be approximately equal to or slightly
less than the measured value of structural damping (i. e., _net _ 0.5
percent of critical). This was the case for the Severn River Suspension
Bridge Tower tested by Scruton (Reference 14). The reported amplitude
variation with damping (Figure 7) indicates that the bridge responded as
if the net damping in the system were slightly less than the measured
structural damping.
Table 6 and Figure 7 indicate that the dynamic response of the
ITL mast did not vary in this manner with structural damping. In fact, the
system responded as if it contained an additional increment of damping
(_A) equivalent to approximately 3 percent of the critical value. This
additional damping must be of an aerodynamic origin but the nature of
the phenomena is not obvious.
At resonance the damping force is equal and opposite to the
applied force (180 ° out of phase with the applied force). Thus, it might
be reasonable to suppose the additional damping was associated with the
phase difference between the forces applied to the windward and leeward
pylons. If this were the case, Figure 7 implies that the phase angle for
the ITL mast should approach 180 °, and that of the suspension bridge
should be approximately zero. 'this information cannot be obtained directly
from the test data because response was measured rather than aerodynamic
force.
However, the frequency of vortex discharge (n) is equal to the
natural frequency of the structure (f) at resonance and the resonant wind
speed (VR) was measured. It is known that the translation velocity of the
vortices (v) is 85 percent of the free stream velocity for both bluff and
streamlined bodies (experimental measurements from Reference 18 can
be substantiated by use of a Von Karman's drag formula, wake character-
istics, and measured Strouhal number). The time lag and phase angle may
then be determined from Figure 3, Table 6, and Reference 14, as shown
below.
The phase angle for the transporter mast and suspension bridge
are of the same order, so that the differences in response for various
levels of structural damping cannot be attributed to the time lag between
the forces applied to the windward and lee_Jard pylons.
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tTransporter Mast Suspension Bridge
(Model) ...... (Full Scale)
VR/fd 11. 1 - 12.2 9
VR(ft/sec ) 54. 8 - 60.4 49.4
v (ft/sec) 46.6 - 51.3 42
f {cps) 15.6 O. 33
(ft) 1. 156 42 - 57*
'_'f O. 387 - O. 363 O. 33 - O. 45
V
O = 360 ° &'f - 162°(deg) 139 ° - 127 ° 119 °
7.0 FINAL FIX
The open lattice fix was selected as the most feasible one for the
following reasons:
a. It would eliminate the resonant oscillations of a bulbous payload
launch vehicle located in the wake of the mast during the _ransportation phase.
b. Simplicity of required modifications with minimum interference
to work platforms.
The suitability of the open lattice fix was then confirmed by testing
the transporter on undercarriage_ with and without the various launch
vehicle configurations.
8.0 CONCLUSIONS
_e The low speed wind induced oscillations of the prototype transporter
ast were reproduced in a wind tunnel test. The nature of the problem was
fined explicitly as a forced response due to periodic vortex shedding and
this confirmed the pretest predictions.
*Reference 14 did not provide this dimension; values represent measurements
scaled from a photograph.
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¥The oscillations of the prototype observed at 60 mph were probably :
in the torsion mode and were reproduced in the wind tunnel. However, the
nature of the forcing function was not defined explicitly. 7-
Several cf the aerodynamic modifications (fixes)were found to be
satisfactory and performed as predicted. The most effective fix consisted
in rolmding the faces of the pylons.
The addition nf increased structural damping to the system is not
a feasible solution.
The open lattice fix was selected as the most desirable because it i
eliminated the wind induced oscillation problem of the bulbous payload
vehicle on the transporter.
i
Many of the pretest predictionE were confirmed by the wind tunnel j
test results. Some unexpected phenomena were obs,:rved and a few of the
pretest predictions were found to be completely erroneous.
The wind induced oscillation phenomena was tmderstood well enough
to have predicted the resonant condition for the transporter if seroelastlc
effects ,had been considered during the design phase.
9.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
Aeroelastic analyses should be performed during the preliminary
design of all high aspect ratio lightly damped structures such as the
transporter mast, towers, or launch vehicles.
The aeroelastic design of all unusual structures should then be
confirmed by wind tunnel tests of aeroelastic models.
!
SYMBOLS !
!
c Viscous damping coefficient I
!
c Chord length of structure in nominal streamwise direction (ft) I'
c L Sectional lift coefficient i
d Reference diameter or width of object normal to the nominal wind '
direction "(ft) I
El Nominal bending stiffness (Ib-ft 2) j
f Natural frequency of first bending mode cf mast or vehicle (cps)
h Width of wake defined as lateral distance between rows of vortex _
centers (ft) F,
¢
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¥/
£ Longitudinal spacing of vortices (ft)
M Total resultant bending moment (in-lb)
MD Dynamic bending moment (in-lb)
MID Normalized dynamic bending moment (in3)q
MS Static bending moment (in-lb)
m Nominal mass per unit length (slug-ft)
n Frequency of vortex discharge (cps)
q Dynamic l=ressure in wind tunnel (PSF)
S Strcuhal nur__ber, non-dimensional frequency of vortex dis_harEe
d
S - n_
t time (sec)
V Free stream velocity (fps unless noted)
V
f--_- Reduced _elocity of structure
v Velocity of vortices (fps)
w Total width of mast (ft)
4 Distance between pylons _ft)
_A Fraction of critical damping of system attributed to aerodynamic
forces
_S Fraction of critical damping in system due to transporter structure
0 Phase angle (deg)
Absolute viscosity of ai: or Freon test medium /sl-_ -L)
_ft- sec
p Mass density of air or the Freon test medium slu
¢ Wind direction corresponding to wind tunnel coordinates (deg)
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AERODYNAMIC EXCITATION OF STRUCTURES BY WIND -
A REVIEW OF RECENT WORK AT THE NPL
by R. _. Whitbread
INTRODUCTION
The National Physical uaboratory first became involved in
the study of aerodynamic excitation of s%ructures by wind in 1946
when Fraser and Scruton, who until then had been concerned with
aircraft flutter research, were requested to investigate the
problem of wind-excited oscillation of suspension bridges. Later
chimneys, towers, and tall buildings were included within the
general scope of the research programme but as yet, we have not
come into direct contact with the particular problems of launch
vehicles.
The appro&ch that has been adopted to these problems to date
has been to carry oul; wind-tunnel investigations using models
scaled aeroelastically to give as close a dynamic representation
of the full-scale prototype as materials and methods for model
construction will allow. Some work has also been carried out to
obtain basic aerodynamic data of general applicability _d a
little, but increasing amount directed towards a fundamental
understanding of unsteady a_r flows. Until recently mos_t of
these investigations were carried out in smooth uniform flow
conditions but more recent work at NPL and elsewhere, in which
attempts have been made to introduce more representative wind
.2
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structure in the form of turbulence and wind shear, has indicated
the fundamental importance of this aspect of the general scaling
i
problem.
In this paper it is possible to give only a very brief and |
superficial treatment to the work that has been carried out by %he
NPL. Consequently it was considered that a list of NPL reports
on this topic of aerodynamic stability migh% usefully be circulated
at this meeting. This list is included at the end of the paper.
Definition of aerodynamic excitation. - In our work at the
NPL we have tended to follow aeronautical practice and represent
the unsteady aerodynamic force F in derivative form,
F =HZ+KZ
a a
where H a may be considered to be an aerodynamic _tiffness and K a
an aerodynamic damping.
In practice it has been found that, for lightly damped
structures, the frequency of oscillation is independent of wind
speed and equal to the value observed in still air so that it is
reasonable to assume tha% H = O. The aerodynamic damping K.
a
may be expressed non-dimensionally a_
k a = Ka = 2M6a
_D2N pD 2
where M is a mass per unit length and _a' a logarithmic decremen%
which may be measured direc%ly. Th_s depar%ure from the concep_
of a sinusoidal forcing function has %he advan%age tha% i% is
completely general and values for k a may be determined for all
types of excita%ion whe%her i% be vor%ex shedding, galloping, or
6.3
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from any other cause. It may be noted that when the frequency of
vortex shedding, as given by the Strouhol number coincides with
a structural frequency then there is an equivalence between k
a
and C L (the so-called Karman lift coefficient) such that
C = - 4nkaDo
L Vr2
The above representation has proved satisfactory for tests
conducted in smooth uniform airflows where the random component
of both the wind speed and the response amplitudes are small• In
turbulent winds, however, we would now follow Reed and introduce
a random component L(t) into the expression for the aerodynamic
force, so that
F = KaZ + L(t)
Measurements of excitation.- Measurements of aerodynamic
excitation (-ka) have for the most part been made under two-
dimensional flow conditions, with low levels of turbulence and
with Reynolds number hardly exceeding 10 5. Within these limitations
measurements of aerodynamic excitation have been made covering
both variation in wind speed and amplitude. Figure-I shows the
variation of the excitation (-ka) with wind speed for a particular
amplitude with a sharp peak at the wind speed for which the vortex
shedding frequency coincides with the structural frequency. For
other wind speeds (-ka) is small and for the most part negative,
i.e., an aerodynamic damping. The variation of the (-ka) peak
with _mplitude is shown in Figure 2 where a plot of (-ka) versus
1/D 0 illustrates the equivalence, for this particular wind speed,
6.,4
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between the two forms of expressing the aerodynamic force.
Work is in hand to investigate the variation of (-ka) with
Reynolds number with a programme of measurement in the NPL
Compressed Air Tunnel which should provide additional data up to
and just beyond a Reynolds number of 106 .
Aspect ratio has been found to have a very considerable
effect in reducing excitation values. A seri_s of measurements
on a near-circular section covering "the range of aspect ratio
from 7 up to the two-dimensional fiJw condition gave values for
(-ka) in the approximate ratio of ' to !O0 respectively.
To date no direct attempt has been ,_ _ to measure excitation
values in turbulent flows. Measurements of root-mean-square lift
coefficients have however been made by Vickery at NPL using a
square sectional shape with two-dlmensional flow conditions.
Tests in smooth uniform flow and in a flow wlth- a. turbulence I
intensity of lO-percent showed a 50-percent drop.ln the root-mean- _
square lift coefficient measured with the flow d_rected normal to
a face. The peak values recorded in the spectrum, however, differed
by a factor of 10.
PreventSve devices.- Requirements for _he preventive devices
with which we at the NPL have been concerned are tha_ _hey shall
be equally effective for all wind directions and shall require no
maintenance. One such device, which has been fairly widely used
in the United Kingdom and elsewhere mainly for s_eel chimney
stacks, is known as s_raking and consists of a series of _hree
s_rips wound as helices around_he circumference of a cylinder
6.5
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¥with, in its op imum configuration, a pitch of five diameters
and a strake height of one-tenth of a diameter. A typical
installation is shown in Figure 3 together with some measurements
of (-ka). The device originally suggested by Price of fitting an
outer perforated cylinder, has been adapted for use with a
multiflue chimney in which the several flues were enclosed within
and supported by a reinforced concrete shroud. Model tests
indicated that perforation of this shroud was very effective in
reducing excitation.
Model investigations.- Using aeroelastic scaling techniques
originally developed for aircraft flutter investigations, it has
been possible to construct complete aeroelastic models of st_ctures
such as chimney stacks and simple towers. For the more complex
structures, which involve intricate arrangements of shear walls and
floor slabs, aeroelastic construction has been found to be
impracticable and has been abandoned in favor of a simplified
linear-mode representation. This is achieved by constr_iction of
a stiff light-weight model of the correct moment of inertia
pivoted at the base in a low friction bearing. It has been found
very convenient to extend part of the model through to the under-
side of the wind tunnel where coil springs are attached to provide
the appropriate stiffness, and where additional structural damping
is applied by electro-magnetic means.
Real wind effects, such as turbulence and wind shear, are not
easily reproducible in the conventional aeronautical wind tunnels
at the NPL. Attempts to introduce such effects have been confined
6.6
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to the use of grids upstream of the test section, either graded
in resistance to produce both wind shear and turbulence or in
some cases just a uniform grid has been used.
Some wind-tunnel investigations.- I now propose to devote a
short time to some of the investigations that have been carried
out at the NPL and to discuss them very briefly under hea_ings
which I hope will be relevant to the general theme of this meeting.
!
"/he stability of multi-cylinder co_igurations.- Three
different configurations for a group of four circular chimney
flues are shown in Figure 4. (a) The flues in this configuration
were grouped closely together and were supported by an external
steel lattice tower 321-feet in height. Each flue was lO-feet
in diazleter with 14-feet between centers. Excitation due tu
vortex shedding was found to be weak and to occur for a very
limited range of wind direction. The frequency of shedding
appeared to be controlled by an equivalent over all diameter
l
rather than the diameter of an individual flue. (b) In the
second confuguration the flues were more widely spaced and were
carried by an internal lattice structure. The diameters in this
case were 8-feet, and at the top 280-feet above ground, the center-
to-center spacing of opposite flues was approximately 24-feet.
This configuration was iound to be very much more unstable than
that mentioned previously with excitation occurring over a wide
range of wind direction. The frequency of vortex shedding was
controlled by the diameter of the individual flues. Tests with
strakes fitted to all four flues showed a considerable reduction
6.7
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in excitation and this preventive measure was adopted in the final
design. (c) The third configuration, in which the four flues
were completely enclosed by a reinforced concrete shroud, has been
referred to earlier. Tests on this quadrafoil sectional shape
and a comparable circular section showed that the former was
subject to the greater excitation. Further tests on the quadrafoil
shape with the top section perforated indicated favorable stability
but in the final design the circular shroud was preferred.
The stability of slender tapered structures.- Aeroelastic
models of two slender tapered structures are shown in Figure 5.
The first is a 400-foot chimney stack and the second a proposed
1000-foot T.V. tower. In both cases vortex excitations occurred
in both the fundamental and the first harmonic modes of oscillation
with the shedding appearing to lock-in, over the top section, to
a frequency based on the minimum diameter. The presence of the
small turret at the top of the T.V. tower increased the excitation
in the first harmonic mode whilst the addition of a small part-
lattice mast on top of this turret had the effect of markedly
reducing the excitation particularly in this first harmonic mode.
This confirmed some earlier tests on the Crystal Palace television
tower which had indicated that a lattice structure always
experiences positive aerodynamic damping.
Th.e stability of similar structures in close proximit_v.-
Linear-mode models of a pair of square-section towers are shown
in Figure 6. Tests on a single tower in smooth uniform flow
indicated strong vortex excitation for a limited range of wind
6.8
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direction. The placement of the second tower down-stream, off- _
set somewhat to one side, proved to have a stabilizing influence
on the first tower. However, the interference created by the
upstream tower produced excitation of the second tower in excess
of that which had been experienced by the single tower. Later
tests in which both turbulence and wind shear were introduced,
demonstrated that large intensities of turbulence could have a
marked effect on the response of the towers. The sudden peak
in amplitude experienced in smooth uniform flow was replaced by
a steadily increasing maximum amplitude with wind speed; it is
necessary to refer %_ maximum amplitudes because the response _o
turbulent flow, although sinusoidal, tended to be of random
amplitude. It was, however, noted that the motion was pre-
dominantly transverse %o the direction of the wind and that
instability occurred for much the same range of wind direction
as it had for the smooth uniform flow.
Future research.-The following is a list of those topics on
which research is planned to take place in the near future.
i. Measurement of aerodynamic excitation of circular cylinders
for a range of aspect ratio and for a range of Reynolds number
up to and just beyond 106 .
2. Measurement of the pressure distribution around circular
cylinders of various aspect ratio with the addition of efflux.
3. _urther studies to ascertain the nature of vortex
shedding from tapered cylinders.
4. Studies of the effecCs of turbulemce on %he wind loading
6.9
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of structures. This work is %o be _subdivided as.follows:.
(a) production o_ representatlve atmospherlc wlnd structure
in the wind tunnel,
(b) influence of turbulence on aerodynamic excitation,
(c) measurement of "aerodynamic admittance" for a range
of structural shapes,
(a) prediction of the response of structuzes %o turbulence.
Most of these topics can readily be studied using existing
NPL wind tunnels. However, in some important areas a wind tunnel .
of large working area and long wozking leng%h will be required
and plans are in hand to build such a tunnel. I% is proposed to
adopt a dual working section configuration with one section of
20-feet x lO-feet and the other 12-feet x 7-feet; also a smaller
3-foot square _unnel is under construction for turbulence studies.
6.10
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CONSIDERATIONS AND PHILOSOPHY OF GROUND WINDS CRITERIA FORMULATION
ABSTRACT
The various practical design and operational considerations involved
in establishing ground winds criteria for aerospace vehicle developments
are presented. The concept of exposure period probabilities in terms of
risk to vehicles exposed to wind loading during operations is considered.
Applications of extreme value statistics to wind design criteria and the
use of spectral methods to represent the tlme-dependeL_ce structure of
ground winds are discussed. Future needs for inputs in vehicle designs
are outlined in the discussion.
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INTRODUCTION I
The principal purpose of all ground wind criteria is to provide a
description of the emblent wind environment, such .hat, when employed
_.th other inputs to space vehlcle and supportiv _ ,_" _tural design
problems, a design which will be acceptable for op, _atlonal use is
produced. The first thing that must be recognlzeo is that the wind
criteria, although important, are but one of the many inputs and consid-
erations that m_st be taken into account in esta_Iishlng, in the flnal
analysls, the design strength of a structure, be it space vehicle or
tool shed. It is, therefore, important that the users of these criteria
work as a team with the developers of ambient ground wind models. Such
a relatlonshlp helps to ensure both a physically reallstic model and a
practical and useable structural design.
This paper presents some considerations involved in establishing
ground wind criteria, mainly from the atmospheric input viewpoint. From
this plesentation perhaps there will develop a basis for discussion of
the subject which will promote an overall undet-standlng of the current
thinking and produce a consensus of direction for future activity.
Everyone concerr_ed with this subject is well aware of the fact that
ground winds (< 150 meters) are a phenomenon which varies iv both space and
time. The following generallzations may be made: The longer term statls-
tlcal analysis for most locations will show an increase in wind speed wlth
height for a given risk level, the afternoon winds usually contain the
hig • • velocities relative to early morning hours, and the distribution
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of obstacles (tzees, buildings, etc.) contribute signifJcantly to flow
conditions at a specific place. However, even these relatively yimple
Q
thoughts are overlooked in design or operational considerations.
In general, as many potential natural enviro_nent_l problems as
practical should be designed out. _his broad remrrk needs to be qualified
since, from a risk viewpoint, fo_ e_ery measured mnbient extreme there
exists a finite probability that it will be exceeded. So there is no such
thing as being 100 pe_ cent sure. Therefore, the ability or neceJsity to
"design out" a potential natural enviromnent problem depends cu the trade-off
between many things like cost, operational constraints, covfidence in design
approach, acceptable risks, etc. There is no single "right" an_cer to this
problem. Ho_-ever, in some cases it appears to be controlled by one prin-
cipal design input - money. This is illustrated by a case in which avail-
able money for a structure was equated to tons of steel which, _ eur_,
was related to wind speed. Instead of deciding what risk would be accept-
able and then selecting the wind speed, etc., the final d_si_n risk level
was apparently arrived st by using the money available for the pro_ect.
Another aspect of this subject is the predictability of ground _inds
relative to design considerations. This questio_ always arises _hen_ver
someone either has made a mistake in his design, and it is too late to
change, or he finally realizes that a 0.1 per cent design risk does not
mea_ he will not lose his vehicle tomorrow afternoon. This latter point
is illustrated by a case where a design engineer stated that he _anted a
0.1 per ce_t risk wind crLteria with a 150 per cev_ a_surance that it would
not b_ exceeded in an operational situation.
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With the exception of a few rather well defined situations, it is
imposeible for present day weather forecasters (specialized or otherwise)
to predict accurately peak ground winds. By accurately, it is meant that
you would, with a high degree of confidence, leave a space vehicle known
to be incapable of withstanding any wind above 25 knots, standing during
an afternoon thunderstorm based on a weather forecaster's prediction of
24-knot peak w tnds. For certain well developed atmospheric situations,
i.e., hu:ricanes, cold fronts, squall lines, and northeasters, the occur-
rence of these events can sometimes be predicted a few hours or a day
in advance to permit protective action. But even here, no accurate pre-
diction of the peak wind is possible in the sense mentioned earlier. The
message intended is this: When one makes a design which is dependent on
a wind prediction, consider carefully the element of increased risk.
DESIGN AND OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
Figure 1 provides a brief list of some considerations that should go
into establlshing ground wind criteria. It is rather obvious that the
ground wind criteria immediately become an integral part of any design
problem. They cannot be developed independently of the application.
Before more is said, however_ it should be understood that atmospheric
physicists have been concerned with the behavior of ground winds for
many decades. Volumes have been written on the subject, but there still
is no universal model or criteria of ground wind behavior.
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iMost of the considerations itemized in Figure I are self-explanatory.
Item No. 9, "Research Versus Project Requirements" should be stressed.
Here, one should make a rather clear distinction between the needs of
projects for consistent design inputs, often of a somewhat simple nature,
and research studles endeavoring to relate complex vehlcle responses to
similarly complex forcing functions, as represented by wind inputs, for
future application. The transition from the latter to the former should
be made with due and deliberate considerations for the overall project
impacts and consequences.
Wind loads criteria which have been established for buildings and
other civil structures are used in the design of ordinary structures.
The space program has unusual structures in terms of size, shape, and
utility. The Vertical Assembly Bul]ding and the Saturn V space vehicle
are prime examples. The established engineering buildlng codes are not
directly appllcable for the design of these structures. Once the consider-
ations in Figure 1 can be accommodated or reasonable estimates inferred,
then wind criteria for initial analysis can be established. Design wind
criteria cannot be established satisfactorily until the total engineering
problem has been analyzed.
CURRE_r DATA
Sufficient statlstical records on ground winds exist, at best, only
for some given height. These are the regular observations made by the
U. S. Weather Bureau and other organizations with similar interests.
I_fortunately, these measurements were not made for space vehicle design
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use aud, therefore, no special care has been exercised in producing the
records beyond the normal weather forecasting and operation needs. Since
it takes many unreplaceable years to acquire a useable record, we are
forced to interpolate, extrapolate, theorize, and otherwise guess at
sufficient additional Information to establish e_ en the simplest criteria
relative to risk.
9
One of the older methods used to establish structural wind criteria
was to take the largest wind speed (measured or assumed) for a location,
and then in some cases double the value Until rather recently, few, If
•
any, vehicle designs considered anything other than a single wind speed
for all heights regardless of location. Insofar as gust considerations
are concerned, this appears to be a complicated input for design, even I
In the simplest form of descrlpt_on. Apparently most actual vehicle !
designs employ a peak wind as a steady force and then include a design !
allowance for dynamics, vortex shedding, etc. Use of various relatively
sophisticated input models, such as power spectral relationships, still
/
suffers from concern over spectral description representativeness, response
i
characteristics of vehicle, and acceptable analytical models, i
_wo reports and the references thereto provide a relatively g_od 1
!
ba:kground on what ground wind data are available relative to current-day i
use as criteria: NASA TM X-53328, '_errestrlal Enviromnent (Climatic)
t
Criteria Guidelines for Use in Space Vehicle Development, 1966 Revision," l
(Danlels, 1966) and the Air Force '_andbook of Geoph_31cs and Space I
Environment, 1965 Revision" (Valley, 1965). 1
i
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EXTREFfg.VALU__ W%I|D L_V,IY_ "-"._ 7OR C_,!:'ERIA*
Statistical methoas ar =.euqulring an increasing 'r_',ieof importance
in the physical sciences, l'h_ ,._c4_:istlcalana;ys_s of w'._" : I_ ",'ery
.... _........ _'_"'_ elementdifficult, because of the extzeme var'_;b.!_.ityef t_,i_ _;......::,_
in time and space.
The theory of extreme values proposed by E. o. Gumbel (GL_bel, 1958)
is one of the most efficient methods presently available for the analysis
of extreme winds and the resulting definition of design criteria for
structures affected by strong winds.
The strongest wind a structure may encounte_ in its lifetime is
very difficult to determine. Wind, more than any other atmospheric
element, varies so widely in time and space that none of the many
estimates of "design wind" have been found to be completely satisfactory.
Classical statistical methods, which usually concern average values, are
not adequate when the variable of interest is the largest (or smallest)
in a set of observations. For many years engineers have used extreme
values of wind speed in various forms to determine design wind pressures
and loads. Often the design wind was defined simply as the highest speed
ever recorded at a particular station. It was soon discovered that the
value of this extreme depended on the length of record which varies from
station to station. The variation of th- single extreme is so large that
I |_
* This sectlon was contributed by Mr. L. Falls, MSFC, R-AERO-YT.
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it provides only an indication of what the design wind should be. It is
at this point that the theory of extreme values developed by E. J. Gumbel
may be introduced.
For a wind whose design return period*, Td, is greater than I0 (so
that the Poisson approximation is valid), the number or trials (desired
lifetime), N, within which recurrence is likely, can be expressed, for
various probabilities, in terms of percentages of the design return
period, Td, as
Td
S = -- (I)
R
where R is any positive number_ i.e., R is the percentage of the desired
lifetime, N, which will give the design return period, Td.
Now let
P = probabllity of the event not occurring in any of N trials.
PI ffiprobability of the event occurring at least once in N tri.:Is.
We now introduce the concept of calculated risk, U, which is equal to PI
above. Now,
P = (I- L)s (2)
Td
and
U = PI = 1 = (I - _.I)N. (3)
_d
i i i| t_
* Average interval between recurrences of an event in a particular series
of trials.
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Substituting Td/R for N f.'om equation (1) into equation (3), we have
u = P1 -- 1 - (1 - Td/R > -1/R
Td Td -,_ 1 - e . (4)
Thus, Td may be obtained as a function of calculated risk. By
plotting the range of U, 0 _ U _ 1, versus various values of R, equation
(4) gives us Figure 2 as a convenient method to obtain the value of R
for any level of calculated risk, U.
Example:
Suppose we are given that a certain structure requires a desired
lifetime of thirty days with a calculated risk of being destroyed by
extreme winds of five per cent. We are required to find the average time
interval between recurrence of a critical wind and the corresponding
crltical wind value.
The data sample used for this example is the serially complete peak
wind speeds at the surface (10 meter reference height), Cape Kennedy,
Florida for all months, February 1950 to December 19;4. Figure 3 is
the extreme value plot of these data with a sample size of N = 179 months.
Thus, given N = 30 days ffidesired lifetlme
U = .05 = calculated risk.
Find: Td ffi design return period
W'k= crltical wind.
From Figure 2, for U = .05, we have R = 19.5. Now from equation (1),
Td - RN = 19.5 x 30 = 585 days = 19.5 months.
7.10
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Entering the extreme-value graph, Figure 3, at a return period equal
to 19.5 months, we read (on the least squares llne AB) a corresponding
critical wind speed of W* = 52.5 knots.
Following are several values of Td (in months) and W* (in knots)
corresponding to the indicatad values of N for a calculated risk U = .05.
i w i _ i ,qm
N 30 Days 60 Days 90 Days
-- .. i it, ,-.,,
Td 19.5 39.0 58.5
W* 52.5 57.2 60.2
| i
A combination of probability theory and Gumbel_s recent theory of
extreme values provtdes a theoretical method for analyzing and interpreting
a random variable such as wind speed.
The basic theory of extreme values involves the development of a
theoretical function for the probabillty that a given extreme value
will not be exceeded by any of a large set of extremes. Observed
extremes are fitted to this function by a least squares procedure, and
the assumption is made that the sample of observed extremes is large
so that limiting values can be used.
Several "calculated risks" were computed using the extreme value
criteria. These calculated risks were compared to "exposure period
probabilities" (Lifsey, 1964) which represent the empirical relative
frequency of occurrence of the event, W** The results were as follows
for the indicated values of N - desired lifetime and W* " critical wind.
7.1.1
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F
b_ = 40.2 knots Ww - 59.2 knots
N 30 days 60 days 90 days 30 days 60 days 90 days
Calculated Risk .240 .400 .550 .020 .039 .060
Exposure Period
Probability .245 .400 .520 .020 .043 .068
mL
As shown by the above table, the agreement between the theory of
extreme values and the empirical "exposure period probabilltles" is very
close for the selected sample. Thus, we may conclude, from a limited J
number of trials, that the "goodness of fit" between theory and observations
is very good.
The derivation of the extreme value distribution is a theoretlcal
proced re as opposed to emplrlcal methods used by many eP_i_eers who
belleve that everything should be '_normal" and whatever turns out not
to be so can be made "normal" by a transformation. Thls is not true or
practical in this situation.
No theory can explain all observations for which it is the proposed
statistical model. The conditions for thr- use of the theory are not
always fully satisfied by the observations. Therefore, certain areas of
nonagreement must occur between theory and observation. This cannot be
considered as a failure of the theory.
7.12
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%GROUND WIND PROFILE AND SPECTRAl, REPRESENTATIONS *
During the design and fabrication stages of launch vehicles, the
design engineer must be cognizant of the final weight cf the launch
configuration so that unnecessary weight penalties are avoided. Since
the ground handling equipment will remain behind on the ground at launch,
tha present design philosophy, in the industry, is to design the auxiliary
ground equipment to attenuate and alleviate some loads due to the ground
winds. P_wever, it is conceivable that ground handling equipment may have
to be so sophisticated that to provide this capability will be imp_actical.
Thus, it is imperative that the ground wind environment be defined in
useable engineering terms as accurately and precisely a_ possible so that
the engineer need not overdesign the ground handling equipment and the
space vehicle structure. This is especially true if the space vehicle is
required to withstand ground wind loads in the event the ground handling
equipment cannot be designed to complately alleviate or attenuate the entire
design ground wi_d loadings. Thus, the purpose of this section is to
discuss the philosophy employed in the development of design criteria in
the context of the ground winds problem. _"
The types of ground wind design criteria may be conveniently divided
into two categories, mainly, the quasi-steady and unsteady properties.
The quasi-steady characteristics produce steady drag forces which cause
,_endtng and an oscillatory lateral loading perpendicular to the wind
d£ :_.tion which is a consequence of von Karman vortex shedding. Thus,
it is important that the ground wind destsn criteria reflect the coupling
• This section was contributed by Mr. George H. Fichtl, HSFC, RoAZltO-YE.
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ibetween these wind characteristics. The unsteady characteristics will
cause the launch vehicle configuration to experience oscillatory bending
in both the drag and lateral directions (Cardinale et al., 1964). However,
one must bear in mind that the effects produced by these wind character-
istics are coupled. For example, it appears that the mechanism for the
vortex shedding produced by the steady-state wind is controlled by the
unsteady characteristics (turbulence) which produce oscillatory deflec-
tions in both the drag and laLeral dtxections. In the past, ground wind
design criteria have been presented in the following forms: discrete
profiles and spectra. In the remainder of this section, we will discuss
these types of criteria in the context of defining the unsteady wind
with a view toward determining the future needs for spectral type and
related design inputs.
1. Wind Profiles Representation
One of the primary gcals of atmospheric research concerning the
atmospheric boundary layer is to establish an analytical representation
of the wind profile. Researchers bare found that the analytical form of
the wind profile depends upon the stability configuration of the boundary
layer as manifested by the Richardson number, the pressure gradient and
Coriolis forces, and the vertical heal fluxes and Reynolds stresses that
reside within and on the boundary of the atmospheric boundary layer.
Acco_ingly, the literature abounds with profile equations which account
for some or all of these effects. For ex&aple, in the surface boundary
layer, the log profile is wLlid in neutral air (Sutton, 1953), the
log-linear profile due to Honin and Obukhov is valid for near neutral
7.14
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conditions (Panofsky et al., 1960), and the diabatic wind profiles due to
Panofsky (1963) and Deacon (1949) are valid in unstable a_ well as in
stable air. On the other hand, in the spiral layer where the Reynolds
stresses are of the same order of magnitude as the pressure gradient and
Coriolis forces, the theory first due to Ekman (Sutton, 1953) and recently
expanded by Blackadar (1965) is applicable_
However, at the present time, ii-appears the empirically derived
power law Js the primary wind profile that is being employed for defining
ground wind profile envelopes for design criteria application. It is
given by
u = uI (zz---)p, (5)
where u is the wind speed at height z, uI is the wind speed at the reference
height zl, and p is a nondimensional quantity which depends upon the surface
roughness, the wind speed, Richardson number, and perhaps other parameters.
The exponent p is usually represented as a function of wind velocity at
the reference level. Figure 4 shows p as a function of uI for the reference
height zI based upon data obtained at Cape Kennedy, Florida, White Sands
Missile Range, New Mexico, and Brookhaven National Lsboratory, New York
(Scoggins et al., 1960). The apparent reasons for the popularity of the
power law as compared with the more theoretically acceptabl,_ profile equa-
tions mentioned above are twofold. First, the power law fits envelopes of
wind data observaticns over a wide variety of meteorological conditions.
Secondly, the power law may be applied to wind data with relative ease
which one does not enjoy with the other profile formulas.
7.15
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At most launch sites there are insufficient wind data in the vertical
direction to perform statistical studies for constructing wind profile enve-
lopes. Accordingly, a stable statistical sample must be constructed by
supplementing the existing single height climatological sample with wind
profile data from other observation sites. By employig the power law
profile, wind measurements at any height may be transformed to any other
height so that the wind data may be combined consistently for design use.
Upon establishing this sample, one may then determine the statistical
distribution of uI at the reference level, and consequently construct the
associated wind profile envelopes of the quasi-steady-state winds with
the aid of equation (5). An obvious uncertainty in this procedure is that
the resulting wind envelopes may not necessarily correspond to the true
wind envelopes that would have resulted from using the actual wind data
if they had existed.
In addition to providing wind profile envelopes of the quasl-steady
wind field, it is equally important to define a design gust configuration
for each envelope. At the present time, the philosophy for developing
this type of criteria is to treat the gust as acting over the complete
length of the vehicle. This supposedly provides the most detrimental
gust loadings and reduces the problem of developi:_ design criteria to
providing gust factors and associated gust acceleration times. The
gust factor G is defined as follows:
_ax
G I m '
q
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where Q is the mean wind and Uma x is the wind speed associated with the
peak gust. It is known that the gust factor is a function of the steady-
state (mean) wind speed, the length of time used to obtain the mean wind,
the prevailing stability conditions, terrain features, and height. The
design gust factor adopted by Marshall Space Flight Center is 1.4 and the
associated time for the wind to accelerate from the quasl-steady state to
the peak wind condition is 2 sec. These criteria appear to be in agreement
with the results of Mitsuta (1962).
2. Spectral Type Representation
a. Atmospheric Turbulence
As discussed previously, gust loading data are currently defined
in terms of a steady-state wind profile, a gust factor, and the time it takes
for the gust to obtain its maximum amplitude. However, in order to account
for the interaction of the atmosphere with the launch vehicle in a more
comprehensive manner, power spectral methods may be employed. In this case,
design gust load inputs must be defined in terms of spectra. Spectral
methods are not new in the aerospace industry, for one needs only to glance
at the literature concerning aircraft gust response to see that spectral
methods Pmve enjoyed wide populatlry. Particularly noteworthy is the work
of Press (1957), Lappe (1965) and Pritchard et al. (1965) with regard to
defining spectral gust inputs for aircraft design. Bohne (Sissenwine and
Kasten, 1962) has shown that the spectral methods which are frequently
employed in the determination of aircraft flight gust loads are useful in
the analysis of the nonlinea3: ground wind drag problem.
?.17
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Wind spectra are obtained from both tower and low flying
aircraft measurements. The aircraft observations yield spectra for
I
various horizontal directions along the fligh_ path of the plane, while
tower measurements give Eulerian spectra that are represented as space
spectra by using the Taylor hypothesis. In recent years, this hypothesis
has been the cause of much discussion; however, Lumley and Panofsky
(1964) have concluded from a survey of the available information that
it appears that the Taylor hypothesis is generally applicable except for
the low wave number components associated with vertical velocity fluctua-
tions.
At the present time, only a limited amount of low level
turbulence spectra exists. Thus, researchers have been able only to f_x
the general shape of the longitudinal spectrum, while the shape of the
lateral spectrum appears to be even more elusive than that of the former.
However, in the limit of small wave le_A_ths or high frequencies, the
spectrum of the lateral and longitudinal components varies approximately
to the -5/3 power of frequency. The present method employed for determin-
ing the analytical forms of spectra from turbulence data is essentially
trial-and-error fitting of assumed analytical forms to data, with intui-
tion and theory to serve as a guide. In general, the analytical forms of
I
the spectra are chosen so that for large frequencies they possess the -5/3
behavior which is charau_r.{stic of the inertial subrange first predicted i
by Kolmogorov (Panofsky 1963). Howe_er, it appears that the major effort
i
toward defining spectra for vehicle response studies has been expended in
the area of defining a longitudinal design spectrum. This apparently is
J
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due to the fact that, only until very recently, there has been little
need for lateral spectra in vehicle response problems. In the case
of longitudinal spectra, the normalizing parameters that occur in the
analytical representation are based upon similarity considerations.
Henry (1959), who has examined wind spectra associated with a range
of stability conditions, has found an altitude dependence as indicated
by the similarity theory. However, it appears that the present state
of the art of the methods employed in spectral response studies of
vertically erect launch vehicles does not have the degree of sophistication
necessary for using de_,ign spectra which depend upon altitude. Thus, the
analytical representation of the longitudinal spectru_ due to Panofsky
(Lumley and Panofsky, 1964) and based upon the strong wind spectra
compiled by Davenport (1961) may develop to be an app_opriate type
spectral input for response calculations. His analytical representation
is independent of z and is given by
900_
- 4u*2 . (6)I + (9oon)
where _ = _/Ulo , Ulo being the steady state wind speed st 10 m. The _ system of
units is being employed and _ has the units of cycles sec -_. Figure § _.
shows a_(_)/u .2 as a function of _. Two wind profile parameters, namely, I
!u* and Ulo , occur in this zepresentation of the longitudinal spectra.
I-
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These parameters serve to couple the spectruea of turbulence and the wind
profile, thus permitting the atmospheric scientist to define the steady
state wind profile and the associated spectra consistently. Even though
this seems to be a logical development, it should be verified for a
specific location.
b. Isotropic Turbulence
It is common practice in launch vehicle response studies to
use the longitudinal spectra of isotropic turbulence due to Dryden (1943)
and yon Karman (Pritchard et al., 1965) as a representation of atmospheric
turbulence. In the case of the Dryden spectrmn it is given by
= L_ l
where _2 is the variance of the longitudinal component of the turbulent
fluctuations, L is the scale of turbulence, and £ is now equal to e/Uo, uo
being a quasl-steady characteristic wind speed. Figure 6 shows a plot of
this spectrum in dlmensionless variables. Usually the variance a 2 is
determined by integrating the above expression over _11 frequencies and
comparing the resultlng relatlonship with the corresponding integral of
experlmentally determined spectra. The major difficulty with using the
i
isotroplc turbulence model is the specification of the scale of turbulencep
which in reallty varies, as noted prevlously, with height in the atmospheric
boundary layer and thus takes on a variety of values ranging from approxlmately
i
r
I
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I0 to 350 m. For example, Webb (1955), who has analyzed correlation
functions of atmospheric turbulence, suggests that the scale of longl-
tudlnal turbulence is propcrtloned to the square root of the height,
while Panofsky and Singer (1965) have recently suggested a two-thlrds
power dependence upon height.
Frequently in response calculations, the turbulent portion of the
veloclty fleld is assumed to vary randomly in time b_t uniformly over the
complete length of the vehlcle. It is posslble that such a procedure
could yield extremely conservative estimates of the veblcle's response.
However, this simplification reduces the problem of specifying a spectral
ground wind input to only defining a longltudlnal power spectrum as
discussed previously. Recently, there has been some interest in expanding
response calculations to Include the correlation between horlzontal wind
gusts in the vertlcal. The procedure is to assume chat atmospheric turbu-
lence is locally homogeneous and isotroplc so that the cross spectra
between llke components of the wind depeno only upon the distance between
the correlated veloclty components. In view of the assumption of Isotropy,
the cross correlations between unllke veloclty components vanish and :he
quad-power of the spectrum associated with the correlation between the llke
components of veloclty is zero for all frequencies. Partlcularly noteworthy
is the extension of Houbolt's work (1957) by Reed (1964). Reed developed
analytlcal expressions for the cross correlation functions for the horlzontal,
lateral and longltudlnal components of turbulence by assuming that the patterns
of turbulence are frozen into the fluid and convected at the rate of the mean
wind speed for the case of isotroplc turbulence as observed in a wind tunnel.
7.21
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in the aerospace industry may be attributed to its relatlvely slmple
mathematical form, as well as to the philosophy contained in the phrase
"since so llttle is known about atmospheric turbulence, why not use the
isotroplc turbulence model which has proven itself in the aircraft industry." "i
Although this philosophy may have been acceptable in the past, it may not
be justified in the future when response calculations become more sophisti-
cated, especlally in view of the knowledge that has already been accumulated
concerning atmospheric turbulence.
_b_URE OUTLOOK
In coming years, we may reasonably expect that design loading
calculatlons with regard to ground wind inputs will become more sophisti-
cated as experience is gained. It is thus imperative that the atmospheric
scientist anticipate the future requirements for ground wind design inputs
on the part of the design engineer. Currently, this calls for no less than
a complete description of (1) the time dependent structure of the wind field,
(2) the quasl-statlc wind field, and (3) the interactions and interrelatlon-
ships of these two portions of the wind field. Clearly, the atmospheric
scientist will have to work in close coordination with the design engineer
so that the appropriate decisions can be made regarding the processing of
wind data.
In addition to considering loads upon vertically erect vehicles,
consideration must also be given to the possibillty of other modes of
launch. For example, horlzoutally launched vehicle conf_guratlons are
7.22
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being considered. This type of configuration is envisioned as being
launched with the aid of a launching sled. Before the launch vehicle
initiates flight, it may experience severe loadings due to horizontal
gusts while attached to the sled. Upon initiation of flight, the vehicle
will experience a combination of wind loads due to vertical and horizontal
gusts, as well as loads due to the mean wind profile while penetra£ing
the atmospheric boundary layer_ Accordingly, information will be nee _d
about the horizontal as well as the vertical distribution of turbu_ ice.
Fortunately, a body of information exists concerning aircraft wind gust
loading.
Another future problem area concerns vehicle booster recovery. As
v_hicle boosters increase in size, the cost of one-shot booster operations
could become prohibitive, and it is conceivable that booster recovery
operations will become common practice. Accordingly, the engineer will
have to consider the problem of structural fatigue. This means that, in
addition to spectral type ground _ind inputs, there could be future need
for exceedance probability models of atmospheric turbulence for space
vehicle applications.
In developing any type of wind input for vehicle response and loading
calculations, the ideal situation would be to have available a large body
of existing data which will yield statistically stable results. However,
in the case of wind spectra, one does not have available a statistical
sample of spectra which a statistician would call stable. Thus, the
atmospheric scientist must turn to other sources of data and develop
design spectra in an indirect manner. At the present timer the only
7.23
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ground wl_d data that exist in large quantities are the surface wind records
obtained for given heights at U. S. Weather Bureau and military weather
stations. Through our present knowledge of the wind profile, these data
may be extrapolated into design wind profile envelopes. Thus, the question
that remains is how do we specify spectral type inputs based upon wind
profile statistics? It is apparent that the atmospheric scientist must
establish the intimate relationships that exist between the wind profile
and atmospheric turbulence by performing extensive field experiments.
Hopefully, upon establishing these relationships, design spectra could
tnen be prescribed, based upon a statistically stable sample of hourly
wind observations. At the present time, this procedure is being followed
on a very limited scale.
In addition to specifying spectral type inputs, it appears that there
will also be requirements for wind inputs that depend explicitly upon the
time. Recently, it has been suggested that the undulatory characteristics
of the wind profile, both in magnitude and more so in direction, could
significantly affect the yon Karman vortex shedding mechanism. Thus, it
is likely that information about the unsteadiness of the so-called "steady-
state" wind profile will be needed in the very near future. It will be
equally important to give some consideration to the development of a
comprehensive discrete gust model. Such a model is envisioned to give
statistical information about the shapes of discrete g_sts both in the
vertical and in time, in addition to information about gust exceedance
probabilities.
f
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A continued need will exist for better and more representative
expressions of risk releti_e to ground wind exposure problems. In
particular, the need to establish theoretical statlstical models which
may be employed without risk of change in the design values establlshed
therefrom, when avo_her year or two of meaaurements become available,
is apparent. Since the ground wind loads problem is, from a natural
envirotunent viewpoint, only one of many intezrelated problems_ it is
llkely that in the future we will see more emphasis on the "total" design
problem of a Rpace vehlcle incorporating the multltude of interrelatlon-
ships to formulate a design relative to sn overall system risk.
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GROUND WIND MEASUREMENTS AND ANEMOMETER RESPONSE "
James R. Scoggins
Aerospace Environment Division
A_ro-Astrodynamics Laboratory
NASA -Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama
June 2, 1966
ABSTRACT
The theoretical response of inertia-type anemometers is presented.
The determination of response parameters using theory and wind tunnel
data is explained and examples given. A comparison of simultaneous
anemometer measurements in a real wind environment is made from whlch
inferences are drawn regarding the validity of response parameters
determined in a wind tunnel. Finally, the ground (Sfc. to 150 m) wiild
measurement program being conducted at the Eastern Test Range is
discussed, and some practical problems in measuring ground winds outlined.
(For presentation at the June 7-8, 1966, meeting on Current Wind Load
Problems in Relation to Launch Vehicles at Langley Research Center.)
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GROUND WIND MEASUREMENTS AND ANEMOMETER P_SPONSE
By
James R. Scoggins
Aerospace Environment Division
Aero-Astrodynamics Laboratory
NASA - Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama
June 2, 1966
SECTION I. INTRODUCTION
_e measurement of wind speeds in a turbulent environment can be quite
difficult depending upon the accuracy and resolution required. Reasonably
accurate measurements of wind speeds averaged over time periods in excess of
approximately one minute are easy to make. Such measurements are made routinely
by government weather services and other organizations throughout the world.
These measurements are considered adequate for general meteorological uses
where gust structure is not considered important. The time averaging filters
out the gust structure regardless of how faithfully it may be reproduced by
the instrument itself.
The accuracy and frequency resolution of wind measurements is determined
by the response characteristics of the anemometer system. When measuring winds
averaged over a few tens of seconds or longer, most conventional type anemometers
probably provide adequate measurements (see Section IV); however, if measurements
of the gust structure are desired, conventional anemometers are, in general, not
adequate (see Sections If-IV).
The correct interpretation of measurements obtained by any anemometer is, in
general, quite difficult but absolutely necessary if one is to draw correct con-
clusions. Think of how many "scientists" have drawn conclusions from data they
8.2
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fthemselves didn't understandl
It is the intent of this paper to review response theory as usually applled I
to Inercla-type anemometers, present results obtained in wlnd tunnels and in the
free atmosphere, describe the measurement program for ground winds at KSC, and
discuss some practical problems in measuring ground winds in general. _he ulti-
mate intent of this paper is to improve the overall understanding of measured
ground winds, their interpretation, and to improve the understanding of the
characteristics of anemometers commonly used to measure winds.
SECTION If. ANEMOMETER RESPONSE THEORY
The response of an anemometer is ususlly determined by assuming a linear
relationship between input and output. This implies the relationship
O(t) = kI(t) where O(t) is the output, I(t) is the input, both a function of
time, and k is constant for all time. In the general case, this relationship
assumes the form of an ordinary linear dlfferentlal equstlon of the form
(Ferris 1962)
dkdt-Tro(t)= I(t) (t)k=O
where the coefficients A_ are constant, and I(t) is the forcing function.
Equation 1 is a linear differential equation; however, I(t) may contain non-
linear terms.
There are very few physical processes which are truly linear and, therefore,
may be accurately represented by equation 1. Why, then, is linearity so often
8.3
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assumed? In most csses, the primary reason is that the equations can be solved
in closed form and well-defined and interpretable results obtained. The Justi-
fication for assuming s linear system is that the solution approximates the true
solution over a limited range of the variable. The range over which the solution
is approximately valid depends upon the degree of nonlinearity of the system.
A system is nonllneEr if the Ak'S are a function of O(t) or if the derivatives
in equation I are raised to a power greater than one.
The observed response of inertia-type anemometers may be approximated mathe-
matically by the first order linear differential equation (MacCready and Jex 1963)
u + ( u--I(t) (2)
where U represents wind speed, l(t) the forcing function, and T the response time.
This equation is a special form of equation I with I/T replacing the ratio At/A O.
The solution of equation 2, where I(t) represents a step input function, is
U = &U(I - e't/T) (3)
where &U is the magnitude of the step input. From equation 3 it is obvious that
the response time is the time required for the variable t_ resch 63% of the final
value of the step function. For example, if an anemometer experiences a suddeni
increase in wind speed of 5 m/sec, 63% of this sudden increase of wind will be
indicated by the anemometer in s time equal to T. Obviously, the smaller T, the
quicker the response of the anemometer. Now, if we define a response dlstsnce by
the equation
L - Uo T (4)
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where Uo is the steady-state wind speed and L is the response distance, and
leLting X be the distance of wind flov past the anemometer given
x _ Uot (5)
then by substitution of equations 4 and 5, into equation 3 gives
X
u = _u (t - e" E ) (6)
The parameters T and L may be us_J to define the response characteristics of
an anemometer to a step input. The distance constant L is usually employed
rather than T; the smaller the distance constant, the more rapid the response
of the anemometer. From equations 3 or 6 we see that the wind speed as indi-
cated by the anemometer approaches the true wind speed exponentially in time.
During the time period equal to the response time the anemometer will indicate
63_ of the final value; during the next response time it will indicate 63_ of
the remaining difference, etc. A graphical solution of equations 3 and 6 is
shown in Figure 1.
A more realistic assumption regarding the forcing function, yet still
grossly inadequate, is to assume
z(t)= c sin_t (7)
where C is the amplitude of the sinusoidsl input. The solution o£ equation 2
for this ca e is given by
(1 , w2 T2)_
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in terms of time, and by
U=C ..... I sX
®2L2 sin(U-+ (9)
(I + ---_,--)
,#• J
in terms of distance. In equations 8 and 9, _ represents the phase angle, ----
MM'_
w is clrcular frequency and is given by 2_f, where f is frequency in cycles
per second, and the terms in brackets represent the amplitude rati_ of the
output to input. _hese equations show chat the _utput differs from the InFat
on1:-by phase and a change in amplitade. A plot of the amplitude ratio in __
either equation 8 or 9 as a function of frequency is called the response
function or transfer function of the anemometer. It tells w_at percentage
of the amplitude as a function of frequency is measured by the system. A
schematic representation of the transfer function and the phage angle i_
shown in Figure 2. It must be kept in mind that the solutions of th6 equations
shown in Figures i and 2 a_e highly ideallzed by the asc'_ptlon of llnearlty.
The mathematical treatment given above does not consider electronlc filtering
problems as3ociated with most anemometers. Even if, say, a cup-type anemometer
is detezmined to have a certain response capability defined by equation 2, its
effective response may b6 much less because of signal conditioning and inadequate
response of the data recording mechanism. Also, aerodynamics associated with the
flow of air around the cups or the housing may produce _Idltlonal uncertainties.
Thus, the response of the system must be considered in the interpretation of data
and not Just the response of the sensor alone. Camp (I_55) gives a discussion
regarding the effects of filtering on measured wind data.
8.6
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In the mathematical treatment of wind sensors given above, duly wind
speed sensors were considered. For wind direction sensors (vanes) a second
|
order equation is required to represent the system mathematically. For
purposes of this paper it is sufficient to say that the solution to the
second order differential equation is in the form of exponentials. For
those interested in the response of vanes, additional information may be
found in reports by Camp (1965), Adams (1954), and Mazzarella (1954).
A number of anemometers, which will not be discussed in detail in this
paper, are available but are not in general use. These include sonics, hot
wires, drag spheres, vector vanes, etc. An attempt was made to perform com-
parison tests (see Section IV) using these anemometers, but because of cali-
bration, threshold speeds, drifts in calibration, head vibration of sonics,
and other similar problems, it has not been possible to date to get satisfactory
results. In general, these so-called faster response anemometers require con-
stant personal attention during the period of operation and, even then, the
accuracy and quality of the data are not adequately known.
SECTION III. WIND TUNNEL RESULTS OF ANEMOMETER RESPONSE
Camp (1965) investigated the response of the Beckman and Whitley Series 50
and the Climet Model CI-14 anemometers in the White Sands Missile Range wind
tunnel. Both of these anemometers are cup types. The Beckman and Whitley Series
50 employs six cups and is referred to as the "staggered six," while the Cllmet
!
instrument employs only three cups.
The procedure for determining the distance constant in a wind tunnel for
an anemometer is to prevent the cups from rotating in the presence of a steady-
state flow, then release the cups suddenly and note the acceleration. The
1966022936-155
position of the cups at the moment of release, especially for three-cup ane-
mometers, influences the value of the response parameters determined. The
initlal cup orientation u__ed by Camp in his work is shown in Figure 3.
Figures 4 and 5 show typical wind speed traces at wind speeds of 4.47 and
8.94 meters per second, respectively, obtained in the wind tunnel. The time
constant is obtained by noting the time required for the anemometer to indicate
6370 of the wind tunnel speed if one starts counting at the initial moment of
release. The time constant may also be obtained by starting at any arbitrary
point and determining the length of time required for the anemometer to indi-
cate 537° of the remaining difference between the indicated velocity and the
tunnel velocity. Thus, one can obtain several estimates of the time constant
for an anemometer for a given wind tunnel run.
Table I shows results taken from Camp's report for the Beckman and Nhi ley
Series 50 and Climet Model C1-14 for three wind tunnel speeds, 4.47, 8.94, and
13.41 meters per second. As indicated in the table, a number of wind tunnel
runs were made to establish the distance constant for each speed category. The
results obtained are believed to be highly accurate for the stated conditions of
the tests and the filters us_.d to condition the output signal. In all cases the
Climet Model CI-14 three-cup anemometer had a smaller distance constant than did
the Beckman and Nhitley Series 50 six-cup anemometer. This means the Climet
instrument has a faster response than the Beckman and Whitley Series 50 and,
therefore, if nonlinearities are insignificant this may be interpreted as meaning
that the Climet has a better frequency response resolution than does the Beckman
• and Whltley Series 50. However, for a different initial cup orientation for the
Climet instrument the response distance may be somewhat larger, i
8.8
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¥Frequency response curves for the C_.imet wind sensor are shown in Figure 6
for the three wind speeds employed in the wind tunnel tests. Similar curves
could be drawn for the Beckman and Whttley Series 50. As shown in the figure,
frequencies up to about 3 cps ca_ be measured with reasonable amplitude reso-
lution during high wind speed conditions. Even during low wind speed con-
ditions (4.47 m/sec), one cps can be measured reasonably well. These are
highly idealized results which must not be taken to represent the true response
characteristics of the anemometer (see Section IV).
One of the most difficult problems to solve when acquiring high resolution
output from the cup anemometers discussed in this report is that of signal
conditioning. The output from these anemometfrs is in the form of pulses.
The Beckman and Whltley Series 50 gives forty pulses per revolution, while
the Cllmet instrument gives 100 pulses per revolution. It turns out that the
filtering problem is easier to handle and produces better results for the
higher pulse rate. Referring to Figure 4, it may be seen that he Beckman and
Whitley Series 50 trace contains rather large amplitudes associated with each
Ipulse and these are superimposed on the average change of wind speed as a
!
function of time. The trace from the Climet instrument also contains super-
imposed small amplitude oscillations; however, the amplitude is much smaller
and of a higher frequency than for the Beckman and Whitley instrument. The
Beckman and Whltley output signal had to be flltered more in order to reduce
the amplitudes of the high frequency ripple to within acceptable limits, whereas
the output from the Climet instrument could be filtered less and still achieve
acceptable results. In principle, the slx-cup anemometer should have s shorter
distance constant than the three-cup anemometer if one considers only the sensor
1966022936-157
response, but when one considers the system response the three-cup anemometer,
in this case at least, h_s the best response.
The turbulence level in wind tunnels is usually very low compared to the
atmosphere. The extent of variation in drag on the anemometer cups cause_ by
turbulent flow is not known; however, it is known from space vehicle wind tunnel
tests that the turbulence level does influence the vortex shedding and thereby
changes the response of the vehicle to winds. It is reasonable to expect that
a similar phenomenon occurs in relation to cup-type anemometers. Thus, the
distance constants determined in wind tunnel tests may not be directly applicable
to measurements made in the free atmosphere. This subject is :onsidered further
in Section IV.
SECTION IV. COMPARISON OF ANEMOMETERS IN THE REAL ENVIRONMENT
The theoretical response of anemometers was developed in Section II and
applied in Section llI above using wind tunnel results to establish the response
characteristics of two anemometer systems. As pointed out in Section If, the
theoretical results may not be applicable in the real atmosphere because of non-
linearities. Applicability of theoretical and wind tunnel results was investi-
gated by exposing several anemometers slu_Itaneously to the real environment,
then analyzing the results on a comparative basis. This section presents the
. results of those studies.
Four commonly used anemometers, the Beckman and Whltley Series 50 and Series
101, the Cllmet Model CI-14, and the Aerovane, were mounted on a crossarm perpen-
dicular to the wind direction (Camp 1966). Time correlated measurements from
all anemometers were recorded on magnetic tape slmultaneously. When facing into
8.10
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the wind, the anemometers were oriented on the crossarm in the followlng order
reading from left to right: B&W Series 50, B&W Series 101, Aerovane, and
Climet. These sensors were located approximately three feet apart. In order
to eliminate a possible bias due to the separation of the instruments, only
staEistlcs of the measured wind speeds were analyzed.
Table If, taken from Camp's report, summarizes the statistical results
from five anemometer comparison tests. Presented in the table are mean wind
speeds for each anemometer, the variances about the mean, and the percent of
the total variance for periods equal to or greater than five seconds. The
means and variances were computed for a five-minute time period. Considering
tests i, 2, and 3, the mean wind speeds differed by as much as 25 percent while
the variances differed by more than 50 percent. Variances associated with the
Aerovane mea3urements are smaller than those associated with measurements of
the other anemometers. This was expected since the Aerovane has a slower
response than the other anemometers. However, one would not expect, based on
the theoretical and wind tunnel results presented in Sections I and II, the
Beckman and Whitley and Climet anemometers to provide significantly different
results. Three cups were used with the Beckman and Whitley Series 50 for these
tests since the staggered-slx cup assembly was not available. This may have had
some influence on the values obtained for this anemometer. Results from tests 4
and 5 presented in Table II compare the Aerovane with Meteorology Research, Inc.'s
(MRI) Velocity Vane. As shown in the table, there is no significant difference
between these two anemometers.
-- Spectrum techniques were employed to examine the distribution of the total
variance over frequency in an effort to account for the large differences in
8.11
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variances, and also to compare the results with theoretical and wind tunnel
results presented above. Spectra associated with the five tests presented
in Table II are shown in Figure 7. Allasing was not considered and trend,
if any was present, was not removed. These spectra must be considered tentative
untll more comprehensive results are available.
In test i the spectra are quite different over all frequencies, but in
all other tests rather good agreement is shown for all frequencies. However,
there is a divergence in the curves for periods greater than 5 to 10 seconds
with no noticeable consistency in tests 1 through 3. The normallzed spectra
were integrated to obtain the percent of variance accounted for by periods
5 seconds and longer. These results are presented in Table II. Tests 4 and
5 are quite consistent and not very different over all frequencies. With the
exception of the aerovane, which filters out the higher frequencies rather
effectively, differences in the measured variances are distributed over all
frequencies rather than being confined to a particular region of the spectrum.
Z_is implies that gusts with periods of several seconds or longer may not be
measured accurately. The spectrum curves were drawn by eye to best represent
the calculated spectral estimates. A considerable amount of smoothing was done,
and if even more had been done, significant differences in the spectra would
still have resulted Another important conclusion which can be reached from I
• i
these spectra is that the theoretical and wind tunnel results presented in i
i
Sections II and III above are not verified for the real environment. According
to Figure 6, the Beckman and Nhitley and Climet instruments should be capable
of measuring gusts with periods on the order of one second or less with a
reasonable amplitude resolution. Thus, the logical conclusion seems to be that
nonlinearities occur which are not accounted for by the theory.
8.12
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Results from tests 4 and 5 show that the Aerovane and the MRI velocity vane
have very similar characteristics, measuring the same winds and variances7 and i
have the same statis_ical distributlon of the variances over frequency. From
the results presented here, it does not appear that the higher frequencies
(periods less than about 5 seconds) can be measured with confidence using any
of the anemometers tested.
SECTION V. THE MEASUREMENT OF LOW ALTITUDE (SURFACE TO 150 METERS) WIND AT
THE KENNEDY SPACE CENTER (KSC)
There exists a need for improved low altitude wind measurements at KSC for
use in such programs as the response of space vehicles to ground winds, atmos-
pheric diffusion, iauncb operations, vehicle design studies, etc. Most wind
measurements collected to date have been made at a single location near the
ground or on structures with poor exposure. None of these measurements have
provided adequate details of the gust structure. A 500-foot (150 meters)
meteorological tower has been built by NASA at Kennedy Space Center for the 1
purpose of measuring low altitude winds for use in various programs. Figure 8
shows a schematic of the tower facility and the location of wind, temperature,
and humidity sensors. The tower facility is located on Merritt Island approxi-
mately 3 miles from launch complex 39 and about the same distance from the
coastline.
The main tower is triangular in shape, eight feet on a side, and contains
instrumentation as shown in Figure 8. A small tower is located 18 meters to
the northeast of the major tower for collecting data near the ground where the
exposure on the big tower is poor. Anemometers are dual mounted on the north-
east and southwest side of the big tower on twelve foot booms, but only on the
8.13 1_I
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northeast side of the small tower. Humidity measurements are made at two
locations, 3 and 120 meters. The absolute value of temperatures is measured
at the three-meter level with temperature differences being measured between
3 and 18 meters on both the large and small towers, 3 and 60, 3 and 120, and
3 and 150 meters. The temperature nor humidity elements are dual mounted.
Paper strip chart recorders are used to record all wind, temperature,
and humidity data inside a building located near the base of the tower. In
addition, a 14 channel magnetic tape can be used to record wind data with high
resolution and accuracy. Wind data are recorded from either the northeast or
southwest side of the tower at all levels, but not from both sides slmultaneously.
An automatic switching device is included in the facility for selecting the best
exposed bank of instruments. The tape recorder may be used automatically to record
wind data once each hour or at other predetermined time periods, or it may be
operated in a manual mode for collecting data upon command. The magnetic tape
is used only to collect data for gust and turbulence studies.
The humidity is measured by the Foxboro dewcell, temperature by Cllmet
aspirated thermocoupies, and wind by the Beckman and Whitley Series 50 staggered
six anemometer. Because of the undesirable filtering problems associated with
the Beckman and Whltley Series 50 (see Section III) and maintenance difficulties
which have been experienced since the tower became semi-operational the latter
part of 1965, it is now planned to install Cllmet Model C1-14 anemometers within
the next few weeks. When this change is made and the tape recorder checked out,
the tower facility will be considered fully operational.
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SECTION Vl. SOME PRACTICAL PROBLEMS INMEASURING SURFACE WINDS
Accurate high resolution wind measurements are difficult to make and,
as pointed out above, the commonly _zsed anemometers are not adequate for
this purpose. When such measurements are attempted, there are several
problem areas which must be considered. Some of these are discussed in this
section, but there will no doubt be many others associated with specific
installations,
1
One of the first problems which must be considered in the measurement
of low altitude winds is that of establishing the need for and applications
of the wind measurements. If one needs only flve-minute averaged winds, the
instrumentation required may be different, and in some cases much simpler,
from the instrumentation required for measuring high frequency fluctuations.
Also, data recording requirements may be a _unction of the intended appli-
cation of the measurements, The next problem Is the selection and testing of
instrumentation. It is important to select a reliable instrument with the
desired operational characteristics. The importance of experimentally evalu-
ating the instrumentation is quite clear frut_ the results pre_ented above.
Regardless of how good the sensor responds to the wind, _he degree of
signal conditioning (filtering) required to eliminate undesirable output
signals is of primary importance. The output signal from most anemometers is
in the form of pulses and must be smoothed or filtered in order to get an output
which can be properly interpreted. As pointed out in Section III, the effective-
ness of the electronic filters is a function of the pulse rate. For a low pulse
rate a high degree of filtering may be required to eliminate undesirable output
signals (see Figure 4). A high degree of filtering may ellm!nate signals
8.15
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¥representing wind variations, especlally the higher frequencies. Also related
to the signs] conditioning (filtering) problem is that of adequate data
recording facilities. The accuracy and resolution of the data recording equip-
ment should be slightly better than any other component of the system. Paper
strip chart recorders commonly used have some maximum frequency response beyond
which they are Incapable of recording fluctuatlons in the output slgnal. In
most cases, these recorders act as a filter for high frequency slgnal variations
and, therefore, may in effect reduce the capability of th_ anemometer system
even though the sensor may have a far greater frequency response. This leads
into perhaps the most important problem of all - the total system response
characteristics. The old addage that, "A chain is no stronger than its weakest
link," might be paraphrased to, "The response of an anemometer system is no
better than the response of any one of its components."
The last problem area discussed here is that of instrument exposure.
0bile this had nothing to do with the capability of the instrumentation Itself,
it does influence the validity of the measurements Because of structure Inter-
ference, a dual system of anemometers was mounted on NASA's 150-m meteorologlcal
tower at KSC (see Section V). With two sets of instrumentation, it is possible
to eliminate some of the structure interference by recording wind data from the
best exposed bank of anemometers; however, the problem is still not completely
eliminated. Another important consideration in the exposure of anemometers is
the interference due to the surrounding area. If instruments are mounted in the
vicinity of man-made structures or in the wake of natural obstacles, the measured
wind conditions would not be representative of the free atmosphere. The exposure
problem is quite important when considering the response of apace vehicles to winds.
8.16
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In this case, s free atmosphere exposure may not be the most desirx_te since
there are usually structures located in the vicinity of the vehicle.
SECTION VII. CO_NTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The response characteristics of anemometer_ determined from w_n_ tunnel
results and based on first order response theory are not consistent with
results obtained fr_r_ comparison tests of anemometers made iu the real environ-
ment. A logical conclusion is that the linear response theory is not adequate
or the aerodynamics associated with flow around the cups introduce uLstes_y
Itorques which produce error in the measured wind speeds. One possible solution
to the aerodynamics problem, as suggested recently to several instrument manu-
facturers, would be to perform flow visuslizacion tests using smoke or some
other tracer in a wind tunnel. Such tests might serve to pinpoint aerodynamics
problems or cup interference.
There are many problems to consider when designin_ a wind measuring
facility. Briefly stated, some of th_se are: (1) establish need for and
application of wind measuremevts, (2) selection and testing of instruments
(sensors), (3) signal conditioning (£iltering), (4) adequacy of dsts
recording equipment, (5) system response characteristics, and (6) instru-
ment exposure (structure interference and surrounding area).
All of the problem areas presented above were carefully considered in the
planning and construction of NASA's 150-m meteorological tower at KSC. The
primary purpose of this facility is research and developmen_ relating to tur-
bulence and, therefore, the messurement of gust structure is of primary impor-
tance. Dual anemc_neter systems were installed, and strip chart recorders and
8.17
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anemometers are being replaced on the b_sls of the problem areas noted above.
Provisions have been made to inrtall high response anemometers on the tower,
which will be done as soon as a high response system is proven to be reliable sr
and accurate. Tower motions may prove Co be a problem when high response
r
anemometer3 are Installed. This problem remains to be investigated. With the
exceptton of the high response anemometers, the 150-m meteorological tower _
facility at KSC should become fully operational during the summer of 1966 and
hopefully will be one of the best facilities in the United States.
A
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TABLE II
STATISTICS FOR FIVE ANEMOMETERCOMPARISONTESTS
ANEMOMETERS MEANWIND VARIANCE ABOUT PERCENTVARIANCE
SPEED IM/SEC_ MEAN IMZ/SECZI FOR P > 5 SEC
TESTI
B&W 50 6.73 I. 66 O. 89
CLIMET C1-14 7.77 I. 14l 0.91
B&W I01 7.97 2.26 0.93
AEROVANE 6.16 O. 99 O. 99
IEIT__Z
B&W 50 3.51 0.89 0.90
CLIMET C1-14 :',.31 1.53 0.92
B&W I01 2.94 1.03 0.92
AEROVANE 3.52 O. 86 O. 98
TEST3
B&W 50 3. _8 I. k8 O. 85
CLIMET CI-I_ 3 _'$ 2.12 0.87
B&W I01 _o.,2 I. 77 0.86
AEROVANE ._ 7_ 1.38 O. 93
iEIT.._k.
AEROVANE t. 23 O. 79 O. 98
MRI VELOCITY 4.67 1.03 0.98
VANE
AEROVANE k.20 0.39 0.98
MRi VELOCITY k.k7 0.54 0.97
VANEI
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WIND MEASUREMENTS USING A VERTICAL ARRAY
OF FAST RESPONSE ANEMOMETERS
by
RodneY L. Duncan and Jerome T. Foughner, Jr.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
Orthogonal horizontal wind components are measured using a
vertical array of 5 fast response anemome%ers mounted at vertical
separation distances of 50 feet on the Wallops Island 250-foot
meteorological tower. The transducer, a drag sphere type anemome±er,
and the test area are briefly described. Initial data in the form
of power spectra up to 5 cps and the coherency between similar
components at two measuring stations are presented for the 200
and 250 foo% level. The spa%ial correlation of gusts is discussed
in terms of gust loads on launch vehicles. Plans for future work
on wind measuremen%s using an additional array of fast response
anemome%ers up to 53 feet and a program %0 experimentally test
the validity of Taylor's hypothesis are described.
INTRODUCTION
An important part of the response of launch vehicles to ground
wind loads is the response of the vchic!e to turbulence. Initial
9.1
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d_amic response data for Jupiter and Thor vehicles from the
Wallops Island full-scale ground wind loads program are presented
in reference i. A comparison is made between m_asured full-scale
response and predicted response using wind-tunnel vortex shedding
response sca!ed to full-scale conditions added to the calculated
response due to turbulence. The agreement is not good and most
of the discrepancy is believed to be in the calculated response
due to turbulence. For an accurate prediction of gust loads on
launch vehicles, information is needed on the statistical properties
of low level turbulence. Data on the correlation of gust velocities
is particularly of interest. Not only is it important to study
the correlation of these random fluctuazions of atmospheric wind
with time, it is also important to study the correlation of these
fluctuations in space. The degree of correlation of turbulent
fluctuations of the wind along the length of a vehicle has a
significant effect on the response of the vehicle to turbulence.
A program to obtain data on the statistical characteristics
of low level turbulence is currently in progress at Wallops Island,
Virginia. This paper presents initial data from this program.
SPATIAL CORRELATION OF GUSTS
Unsteady atmospheric winds near the ground are typically as
illustrated in figure i. The profile patterns shown are instanta-
neous distributions of horizontal wind at different times as a
field of turbulence is blown past an erect_,d vehicle. The dashed
line represents the mean wind profile while the arrows are rapid
9.2
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Lfluctuations of the wind about the mean. These random fluctuations
vary in both time and space. Reed in reference 2 has shown that
for the fundamental cantilever frequency of Saturn V class vehlcles,
approximately 0.5 cps, the gust velocities along the length of the
vehicle are essentially uncorrela%ed for separation distances
greater than two maximum vehicle diameters. Reference 2 also
states that when this degree of uncorrelated gusts is considered,
calculations indicate that the response is significantly lower
than that calculated assuming perfect correlation of gusts wlth
vehicle length. This is evident in figure 17 of reference 2
part of which is reproduced here as figure 2. Figure 2 presemts
the calculated power spectral density of the xesponse of a Saturn
launch vehicle to the mean wind component of the turbulent
fluctuations of the wind. The dynamic deflections have been
normalized to %he static deflection assoc:ated with the mean wind
speed. The solid line represents the calculated response assuming
perfect correlation of gusts along the length of the s_ructure, and 1
the dashed line refers to the response caiculated for the degree ]
!
Of correlation previously described. The area under the dashed
curve, the variance, (a2 = 0.110) is less zhan half that under
the solid line (_ = 0.261). The square root of the area under ?
the curve is the rms level of response_ thus, the rms response is
reduced by approximately 35 percen% when a represen%a_ive correlation
of gus_ velocities is zonsidered.
Da_a on %he spa%ial correlation of gus%s are available in i
references 3 and 4 for various vertical separation distances and
9.3
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¥at Io_' fluctua'_iun frequencies. Although the fundamental mode
frequencies of Saturn V class vehicles are wi-thin this 16w
frequency range, there are other vehicles whose frequencies are
somewhat higher. Two such vehicl s are the Jupiter and Thor
whose unfueled fundaz, ental mode frequencies are 2.2 and 1.7 cps,
respectively. The wind measurements discussed in this paper
extend this frequency range to 5 cps using fast response drag
sphere type anemometers.
DRAG SPHERE ANEMOMETERS AND TEST AREA
A cut-away view of the fast response drag sphere anemometer
is shown in figure 3. Ihe instzument consists of a 7.-inch-diameter
perforated sphere mo'inted on a two-component force bal&nce that
senses two orthogonal horizontal components of the wind. The
counterweight shown in figure 3 aids in cancelling the effects of
inertia loads. The instrument system is assumed to be capable
of accurat_ m.asurements of wind fluctuations at frequencies at
least as nigh as 5 cps although a precise dynamic calibration of
the system has not been made. The only uncertainty in dynamic
characteristics of the system is a_sociated with _he aerodynamic
behaviol- of the perfora'_ed sphere itself; all other components
havJng known frequency response flat to frequencies well above
5 cps.
Views of the test area and the installation of the drag
sph_zc .".nemometers on the Wallops Island 250-foot meteorological
tower are shown in figures 4 and 5. There are five drag sphere
9.4
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anemometers located at equal vertical separation distances of 50
feet on the tower. The instruments are oriented so that their
orthogonal sensing axes are coincidental with the north-south
and east-west axes. Figure 5 shows the south face of the tower
with the booms for the drag sphere mounts extending perpendicularly i
from this face on the southwest corner. Conventional aerovane
type anemometers are mounted on the southeast corner of the Zower
and are visible in figure 5. The wind direction for the data
presented in this paper is from east to west - or parallel to the
south face of the tower.
PRESE/'_TATION AND DISCUSSION OF DATA
Statistical analysis of limited data from the 200-and 250-
foot level stations has been performed and samples of such an i
analysis are presented.
A sample power spectrum of the mean wind component of
atmospheric turbulence is given in figure 6. The spectrum is for
the horizontal fluctuations of the dynamic pressure, as sensed by
the drag forces on the sphere, due to turbulence in the wind. For
small fluctuations of the wind compared to %.he mean wind speed,
this power spectrum of pressure is simply related to the power
spectrum of velocity by a constant involving the density and %.he
mean wind. The spectrum presen%.ed is from the 200-foot level
instrument, the mean wind speed was 18 mph, and the intensit,, of
turbulence (_/U) was 0.14. The data fit very well with the
-5/3 slope law, shown by the dashed line, up to 1 cps which agrees
9.5
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with the velocity spectra presented in references 3 and 4. The
curve in the range from 1 to 5 cps deviates from the -5/3 slnpe
and is of very low intensity - perhaps even in the noise level of
the instrumentation. No noise levei check on these anemometers
and the instrumentation has been conducted to date.
Initial data on the spatial correlation of turbulent gust
velocities are presented in figure 7 which is a comparison of
turbulent coherence functions. The ordinate is the square root
of the coherence function defined as %he absolute value o the
cross spectral density between similar gust components at differen±
heights no_ma].[7_d to the product of their individual power
spectra. The _b cissa is a non-dimensional frequency defined by
a vertical s_F ation distance, _z, frequency, f, and the mean
wind speed, U. The coherence for both the mean wind component,
u(t), and _he lateral component, v(t), of turbulent fluctuations
are presented in figure 7. The solid symbols are the experimental
data obtained at the Wallops Island test facility, while the open
symbols are data taken a% other locations (refs. 3 and 4). The
solid line ,_presents theoretical considerations from reference
2 assuming Zocally homogeneous and isotropic turbulence and the
validity of Taylor's hypothesis. All data tend to scatter abgut
this "theory with %he Wallops Island data consistently higher than
%he others throughout the range presented. One possible explanation
for the high values from the present results may be the fact %hat
the vertical separation distance for the Wallops data is less than
that for any of the other data. Information on %he laLeral
9.6
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¥component of turbulent fluctuations is shown in the lower plot of
figure 7. There are no experimental data on the lateral gust com-
ponent for comparison but the limited Wallops data presented
compares well with theory.
It Lppears from these curves that the gust velocities are
essentially uncorrelated for values of this non-dimensional fre-
quency greater than 0.3 for the mean wind component and O. 5 for
the lateral component. Using the Jupiter fundamental mode frequency
of 2.2 cps, a wi,,d velocity of 50 mph, and the limit value of 0.3
for this non-dimensional frequency, the curve and data indicate
%hat the correlation of ": gust components is very small for
vertical separation distances greater than i0 feet, or approximately
one maximum vehicle diameter.
C RENT STATUS OF PROGRAM AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Wallops Island full-scale ground wind loads program dis-
cussed in reference 1 utilizes Jupiter and Thor vehicles which
I
are of heights considerably lower than that of the data presented
from the 250-foot meteorological tower. A vertical array of the
fast response drag sphere anemometers has been mounted on a pole
at the Wallops test site (fig. 8) in an effort to obtain data in
the heights covered by these vehicles - up to approximately 65
feet. These instruments are mounted at equal vertical separation
distaa_ces up to 53 feet and are also oriented so that their sensing
axes axe north-south and east-west. Further insight into the
correlation of gusts with vertical separation distances in this _.
9.'7
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range of heights near the ground 9.s hoped to be gained using this
array. Future efforts will be concentrated on analyzing the data
from this array in the same manner as that employed for the data
just presented.
Another facet of this program will be an experimental test
of Taylor's hypothesis up to 5 cps. Taylor's hypothesis states
that a fixed field of turbulence is transported by the mean wind
with no change in its statistical characteristics as it is being
convected. This investigation will be conducted using the four
sensors on the stationary array shown in figure 8 and a portable
tower arrangement as shown in the schematic in figure 9. The
correlation of gust velocities with horizontal instead of vertical
separation distances will be of concern. By moving the portable
tower, the two measuring stations can be aligned with the mean
wind direction and the horizontal separation distance may be
varied. A similar investigation is being conducted by Harris (ref.
5) in the United Kingdom. Harris will utilize a stationary
horizontal array of six 1 I/2-inch-diameter sphere gust anemometers
mounted in a rather interesting pattern and aligned with the pre-
vailing wind direction. This array is illustrated on the right
of figure 9. By using different combinations of the six sensors,
data may be obtained on the correlation of gusts for horizontal
separation distances from 45 to 765 feet in increments of 45 feet.
In other words, for one data period, information is available for
_r_%ration distances of 45, 90, 135, etc., up to 765 feet.
_,i In conclusion, this paper has presented an indication of the
9.8
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meteorological information obtained from The 250-foo% tower and
discussed future work in conjunction with The Wallops Island full-
scale ground wind loads program. Data are just beginning To be
reduced from these programs and those presented ba'ue been initial
results. It is felt that These programs will provide valuable
information on the contribution of gust loads on launch vehicles.
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eFigure 8.- Low elevation vertical array of fast response drag sphere
anemometers.
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TO WIND LOADING
By A. G. Davenport
Professor of Engineering Science
University of Western Ontario
London, Canada
INTROIX;CTION
If one studies the response of structures in the wind over a fairly long
period of time one finds that its behaviour can tidily be considered in two
parts, a steady component and a dynamic component. It is found from the aero-
dynamics that the steady component of response can be directly related to the
action of the mean wind: the fluctuating part is related either to the fluctu-
ating component of _he ,windor to the mean wind itself3 through the mechanism
of vortex shedding or some form of aerodynamic instab__llty.
The design of the structure is basically concerned with answering such
questions as what are the ms_imum stresses and deflexions or alternatively how
many cycles of given stress amplitude likely to occur? The latter is possibly
a more sophisticated question than the former yet, it is nevertheless a signifi-
cant question from the design standpoint as the large number of fatigue induced
wind failures bears testimony.
The purpose of this paper is to consider some of the meteorological factors
influencing the answers to these questions.
The convenience of considering the steady and dynamic components of the
response of a structure has been referred to. The same convenience also applies
when discussing the wind itself. The wind however is a perpetually restless
phenomenon and the distinction between the steady and the fluctuating par_ i I
__IlO.1
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¥basically pragmatic. Fortunately it appears the distinction can be made on
L"
reasonable physical foundations, s
If we determined the spectrum of windspeed near the ground over a period
of time comparable to the lifetime of a structure3 we might find the general I
• form shown in Fig. 1. This spectrum is taken mainly from actual records ana- _
lysed by van der Hoven.
The spect_Jm shows a number of significant peaks and gaps. A fairly broad
gap occurs between fluctuations having periods lying between roughly a few min-
utes and severr_lhours. This gap is particularly noticeable in stronger winds
i
when the right-hand peak, due to mechanical turbulence, is very pronounced.
This gap has been observed to exist quite generally and has been attributed to
the lack of physical processes which are capable of producing fluctuations in
this range.
This gap separates what might be termed gust fluctuations, due mainly to
mec1_nlcal turbulence, from the much slower fluctuations which for present pur-
poses will be termed fluctuations in the mean velocity. The presence of the
gap also indicates that fairly stable estimates of the mean windspeed can be
made when the windspeed is averaged over a period in the range ten minutes to
an hour.
This period for averaging the mean is also suitable for the structural
analysis. Since this period is far longer than any natural period of struc-
tural vibration it assures that effects caused by the mean wind properly
represent stea_y-state, non-translent effects.
This distinction between the mean velocity and gusts enables the two
aspects of the wind to be treated separately.
i0.2
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THE MEAN _IND
In establishing the properties of the mean wind for structural design pur-
poses two questions appear paramouut. The first is the establishment of the
mean wind climate at the site of a structure and the secona is the variation of
the mean flow in the atmospheric bo_dsry layer.
One of the dlfriculties in trying to define the wind climate at a locality
is to do so independent of the boundary layer characteristics themselves.
Meteorological stations from whose long term records we should expect to be
able to establish statistical properties of the wind climate are frequently
distant from the structure. Unless the exposures at the structure and at the
meteorological station are similar, very different wind conditions can often
prevail even a few miles away. The comparison in Fig. 2 of the once-in-50 year
wind speeds at city and airport stations in the United States illustrates this
fact. Even though the anemometers in the city were significantly higher than
at the airport, the windspeeds there are in all cases lower than at the airport.
BOUNDANY LAYER PRC_ILE
This difference is easily explained if we consider the retarding effect of
the roughness of the terrain as shown in Fig. 3. It is noted that at 100 feet
above ground the velocity in the city is approximately half that in crpen
country for the same gradient wind blowing.
These curves were drawn from data collected several years ago fr_n a wide
range of sources and have been substantially confirmed by additional data col-
lected since.
This difference in wind speeds which is due entirely to local exposure
conditions, in particular the ground roughness, has obvious importance in
10.3
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estimating the wind conditions at a particular __te from the wind measured at
some point distant. The different rate of Increase of wlnd speed with height
is also important.
In these curves the power law has been used to describe mean speed pro-
files. Two parameters define the profile, namely the power-law exponent and
the graf_lentheight, at which the gradient velocity Is attained.
' The use of the power law is of course empirlcsl. It has nevertheless
been used extensively in fllzLdmechanics to define the boundary layer profile
both In the atmosphere and in the wlnd tunnel. Recently several slightly less
empirical profiles have been proposed such as the KEYPS profile by Panofsky and
others and the theoretical wind spiral by Lettau; at present there seems no
obvious advantage over the power law profiles from the standpoint of wind
loading.
It should perhaps be remarked that under general conditions the profile is
considerably dependent on the thermal stability. Forttmately, however, In
strong winds the stability of the atmosphere tends towards neutral conditions
under the strong mixing action produced by mechanical turbulence which prevents
thermal imbalance.
It is often found that a structua'ei_ situated near the boundary of two
roughnesses and in these circumstances an estimate of the rate at which the
boundary layer adapts itself from one roughness to the new roughness is
important.
A recent theoretical development by Townssnd and Panofsky seems useful in
thls respect. This theory suggests that on average the new boundary layer
grows wlth a slope of about i in i0 downwind from the interface of the two
roughnesses. This slope Is approximately in the same ratio as the RMS vertical
10.4
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velocity to the mean wind speed. This is reasons,ble since it is the vertical
component of turbulence that is largely responsible for transmitting the new
sheaz"stress from the ground. The slope is found to be somewhat steeper when
going from a smooth to rough surface than vice versa, which again Is in accord-
ance with the vertical turbulence intensities then prevailing.
Some recent exploratory experiments ca._riedout in the University of
Western Ontario Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel have tended to confirm this.
MEAN WIND CLIMATE
For structural design two different types of information appear to be
relevant. First e description of the distribution of all mean wind speeds on a
relative frequency basis and second a description of the (Listributionof the
annual maximum mean wind speeds. Both types of statistical information can be
assembled using Weather Bureau data. Several approaches are possible; the most
advantageous being dictated by the nature of the structural calculations being
made, the reliability of the information, the number of years of record avail-
able, the height of the structure above ground and _he distance of the struc-
ture from the meteorological observing station.
Figs. 4, 5 and 6 show th1"eetypes of analyses. Fig. 4 shows the distribu-
tion of Rawindsonde measurements at 500 meters from John F. Kennedy airport in
New York. This represents approximately the distribution of all stronger wind
speeds. It is seen to fit reasonably closely to a theoretical Rayleigh distri-
bution which, it can be shown, is the distribution appropriate for a horizon-
tall. !sotroplc wind field. Because the wind at this height is relatively free
of the surface influence it can be assumed that it is probably typical of a
i0.5 I
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fairly wide region. Surface wind distributions can be estimated using the mean
wind profile given in Fig. 3 appropriate to the particular terrain.
If desired, extreme value theory can be used to estimate the annual maxi-
mum (or any other period) from this parent distribution of wind speeds. To
establish this distribution3 2 or 3 years of record provide a very large sample
and the reliability is therefore probably quite high. This type of analysis
can be taken further to show directional effects.
Figs. 5 and 6 both show extreme value analyse-'of surface wind dct_.
These data are less reliable. Since they are necessarily accumulated over
ceveral years of record during which period, the instruments have probably
been changed, have been located at different places and heights, have some-
times been inoperative due to ice or improper maintenance, and their exposure
may have been changed due to encroachment of buildings or may have been poor to
begin with. Nevertheless these surface data can be assembled without diffi-
culty, and they give an indication o% the wind speeds that are likely to
prevail.
In both Figs. 5 an& 6 comparison is made with the theoretical extreme
value distributions of the Fisher-Tippett type I. Reasonable agreement is
apparent.
To accurately correlate the mean wind speeds at the site of a structure
with those at a station for which long term records are available usually
requires a minimal amount of field testing. Simultaneous records at the two
locations over a period of one or two months is probably sufficient.
10.6
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)PROPERTIES OF TURBULENCE NEAR THE GROUND
The properties of turbulence near the ground can conveniently be defined
in terms of statistical quantities. These quantities consist of the various
correlations of the three velocity components in each of the three components
spatial directions and also in the time domain. Alternatively these correla-
tions can be transformed into the various spectra and cross-spectra of the
turbulence.
For structural engineering design, one of the most important properties of
turbulence is the spectrum of wind speed--or the longitudinal component of
velocity. Fig. 7 shows a generalized spectrum of the wind speed from a number
of different localities and normalized by the square of the friction veloc-
ity V,2. Reasonably good agreement i._ found for data from a wide variety of
localities. The data is found also to conform approximately to the empirical
expression
n S(n)= 4.0 x2
v.2 + 2)413
in which x = nL
V
an S(n) is the power spectral density at frequency n
V is the mean velocity
and L is a scale length.
The value of the scale length is in the neighbourhood of 400C feet for the data
shown. More recently the writer has found that larger values of the scale L
are sometimes required to fit observed spectra.
The above form of the spectrum implies that there is no great variation
in the varimnce of the velocity component with height. Although this is
lO.7 q
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approximately tln_e,some improvement in the agreement can be obtained if the
spectra are presented in the form
q
n S(n) = 6 x2
where _2 represents the variance at the particular level _eing considered.
The latter has the tendency to increase with height and then to gradually fall
off at greater heights.
The vertical and horizontal lateral spectra have been measured extensively
by Panofsky, Singer and others. The energy in these directions appears to be
approximately half that in the longitudinal. In these directions the scale of
the turbulence tends to increase with height above ground.
The _patlal correlations of velocity are a most important consideration
when analyzing the loading of large structures.
These correlations can be used to define the "average size" of gusts.
Figs. 8 and 9 show measures of these correlations (or coherence) in a wind tun-
nel and in the natural _ind, respectively. If the "effective width" of these
curves is defined as the scale (or in fact semi-scale) then it is found that
the gusts of the longitudinal component in the vertical direction are approxi-
mately 1/3-1/4 the gust wavelength. In the lateral direction the width is
appreciably smaller in strong winds--approximately 1/10th of the %_velength.
CONCLUSIONS
The following summarizes the principal observations made above.
l) For structural design purposes it is convenient to consider the character-
i
istics of the mean wind and of the turbulence separately.
lO.8
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¥_) An averaging period in the range i0 minutes to an hour generally provides
stable estimates of mean velocity and allows the processes during this
period to be treated as stationary.
3) In strong winds the profile of the mean windspeed in the earth's boundary .
layer is mainly influenced by the roughness of the terrain. The profiles
given in Fig. 3 appear to be in reasonable agreement with observation. i
4) Surface roughness can cause significant local modification in the wind i|
climate.
5) The transition in boundary layer characteristics downwind from a change in
roughness appear to be well described by the Panofsky-Townsend profile.
The slope of the new boundary layer is on average approximately 1/10th;
a steeper slope is found when going from smooth to rough and a shallower
slope from rough to smooth.
6) Two statistical distributions are useful in defining the _nd climate, the
distribution of all wind speeds and the distribution of the annual maximum
wind speeds. Greater reliability can be expected from the distribution of
all wind speeds than from the distribution of the annual maxima; extreme
value theory may Le used to predict the extreme wind speeds from the parent
distribution of all wind speeds. Both types of distribution can be
developed from routine U.S. Weather Bureau data.
7) The distributions of upper level winds as well as surface _rlndscan be
estimated. Upper level distributions _rlllusually have application to a
broader area since the magnitude of surface winds is significantly affected
by exposure.
8) Distributions of all wind speeds can usually be represented theoretically
by a distribution of the Welbull type of which the Rayieigh distribution is
10.9
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a particular case and which is appropriate for an horizontally isotropic
wiredregime. Extreme values can be asymptotically represented by the
Fisher-Tippett Type I distribution.
9) Turbulence in the atmospheric boundary layer generally exhibits a number of
non-isotropic characteristics. For example, the relative distribution of
energy is stronger in the longitudinal direction than in the transverse
which is the reverse of isotropic turbulence.
i0) Expressions for the spectrum of the wind speed have been given by
Davenport, for the transverse components by Panofsky3 Singer and others.
ii) The spatial correlation of turbulence indicates that in strong wind the
effective width of gusts in the vertical direction is approximately
i/3-i/_ of the wavelength. In the horizontal direction the width is
closer to i/lOth of the wavelength.
i0.i0
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¥Summar V
The simulation of motion in the atmospheric surface layer by
low-speed, wind-tunnel flows is discussed. Similarity parameters and
wind-tunnel characteristics required for simulation of small- and micro-
scale atmospheric motions are stated. Comparisons of vertical distri-
butions of mean velocity for different thermal conditions, turbulence
power spectra, energy dissipation rates, and intensity of the vertical
component of turbulence are made for wind-tunnel and atmospheric
data -- data taken in the thick turbulent boundary layer (i m) produced
by flow over a long test-section floor (ZO m) show good agreement with
atmospheric data•
Time and length scaling factors for small and large scale
turbulence are established through the use of similarity agreements
utilizing the energy dissipation rateper unit of mass c .
Ii .2
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kLABORATORY SIMULATION OF ATMOSPHERIC MOTIONS
IN THE LOWEST ONE HUNDRED METERS !
by
J. E. Cermak
Introduction
Simulation of atmospheric motions in the lowest one hundred
meters by laboratory flows is desirable from several points of view.
From a scientific perspective, laboratory flows which are faithful
models of atmospheric prototypes can be systematically studied under
controlled geometrical, dynamical _.nd thermal conditions to produce
new knowledge about geophysical systems. From an engineering or
applied perspective, almulated atmospheric flows in the laboratory are
of value in experimental efforts to establish the dynamic behavior of
structures, to predict the diffusion of heat and mass for varLous envi-
ronmental circumstances, to study the scattering of electromagnetic
energy, and to explore many other interactions between atmospheric
motions and manWs activities on the surface of his planet.
The remarks in this paper are confined to what is commonly
called small-sc_e and micro-scale atmospheric motions. A restric-
tion to small-scale motions limits the distances for which simulation
is considered to those giving large values of the Rossby number or, in
other words, flows in which the Coriolis acceleration is a minor factor
in determining the flow. Horizontal distances are thus limited to about
i50 km. Micro-scale motions are defined to be the turbulent motions
embedded in the small-scale mean motion.
%
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Nonuniformity of the small-scale mean motion occurs both in
horizontal and in vertical directions. Horizontal nonuniformity is in-
fluenced strongly by terrain nonuniformity while nonuniformity in the
vertical direction is conditioned by surface shear stress and vertical
heat flux. Simulation of these nonuniformities is discussed for steady
flow of the surface layer.
Turbulence structure -- the micro-scale motion -- is
characterized by numerous measures of which length scales, intensi-
ties, energy spectra, and turbulent energy dissipation are of primary
importance. Comparisons of such quantities for laboratory and atmos-
pheric data have been made in an exploratory sense at the Fluid
Dynamics and Diffusion Laboratory of Colorado State University. These
studies which are described in Ref. l, reveal that much research re-
mains to be accomplished before atmospheric turbulence structure can
be simulated with a high degree of confidence; however, the special
type of wind tunnel developed at Colorado State University produces
turbulent boundary-layer flows having the desired characteristics.
11.4
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Symbols
Symbol Def:'.nition Dimensions
g gravitational acceleration Lt "a
h reference height L
-t
k Karman constant or wave number - or L
m subscript designating model flow
p subscript designating prototype flow -
t time t
u turbulent velocity fluctuation in mean flow
-i
direction Lt
u a time mean of u a Lat - a
w turbulent velocity fluctuation in vertical
-idirection L t
w, i/z Lt-i
C constant
C Specific heat at constant pressure QL TP
.o
E(k) three-dimensional energy spectrum L3t -a
E i (k) one-dimensional energy spectrum LSt "a
F force F
H turbulent heat flux QL- at" i
L Monin-Obukov stability length L
L x integral scale in direction of mean flow L
11.5
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Symbols - continued
S_mbol Definitionj.,..., Dimensions,.
Ld scale length for small scale turbulence L
L6 scale length for large scale turbulence L
Q thermal energy Q
Ri Richardson number
T mean absolute temperature T
-i
U mean local wind speed Lt
-i
U mean ambient wind speed Lt
a
-t
U, shear velocity Lt
-t
V mean reference _ind speed Lt
Z vertical distance above surface L
Z aerodynamic surface roughness Lo
constant
6 boundary-layer thickness L
turbulent energy dissipation rate per unit
of mass LZt "_
v kinematic viscosity of fluid La t= i
p mass density of fluid ML "s
surface shear stress FL" a
o
11.6 I"
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Army Meteorological Wind Tunnel 1
If the laboratory data referred to in this paper are to be fully
appreciated, a brlef comment on the wind tunnel in whlch they were
obtained should be made. The motivating idea leading _o the design of
this unique facility was to provide a long test section so that a thick
turbulent boundary layer can develop in a natural manner. Figure t
shows this laboratory facility.
Gross operating conditions of th_ wind tunnel have the following
characteristics:
Ambient v ind speed U : 0.5-37 m/sec
a
Ambient turbulence intensity: 0. I per cent
Max. temperature differences at i. 5 m/sec:
Tcold floor "Thot air = "65°C
Thor floor - Tcold air = 105OC
Most of the data referred to were taken at the downstream
portion of the test-section approximately 24 m from the entr_ce and
about 12 m from the beginning of the thermally controlled floor section.
Reference 2 describes the wind tunnel in detail; however, the following
flow characteristics at a wind speed of about 9 m/sec are useful to
keep in mind:
Boundary-layer thlcknesll 6 : 70< 5< I i 0 cm (depends
on floor roughness)
'I_rbulence integra! scale Lx: i I cm at Z = 6/_
raylor_s mlcro-scsle : 0.9 cm at Z = 6/Z
P:ichardson number PA : -0.8 < RI< 0.3 at Z = 3 cm
(U = i. 5 mlsec)
a
11.7 ,J-
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Requirements for Laboratory Simulation of the Atmospheric _urface
An ex_,minatlon of the governing equations of motion and the
equation for consez ,;ation of energy gives parameters which must be
equal in both ,he laboratory and the field for similarity in the strict
sense. The parameters and auxiliary condition which must be matched
are s_own in Fig. 2. In addition, the boundary conditlons, including
surface temperature and ro_Ighness variation with position and ambient
turbulence intensity, must be similar.
Meeting all of these requirements simultaneously is generally
impossiole; therefore, a compromise _, :_h strict similarity is nec- '_
essary. The important problem which must be faced is to determine
the conditions under which equality of certain parameters can be re-
laxed without introducing serious error in the 1abcratory flow. By
limiting the flow extent to under i 50 k_., equality of the Rossby nu:_-
bers is no longer a necessity. If air is used for the laboratory flow
the Prandtl numbers and specific heat ratios are automatically equal.
Since the Froude number and Richardson number for thermally s,rati-
fied flows are eqvivalent, the major parameters remaining to be
matched are the Reynolds number and the Richardson number. By an
adequately designed heating and cooling system an equality of Richard-
son numbers is posslble. Therefore, the Reynolds number, because
of the necessity to use length scale ratios up to about 1:I000, presents
the major difficulty in achieving strict similarity.
Spati'_l Nonuniformitj of the Mean Wind Field (small-scale motions),
A. Variation in the horizontal due to topographic features.
Topographic features and large structures may produce varia-
tion of the surface wir, d field. If these features are "sharp-edged",
11.8
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models scaled to i:t000 or even 1:5000 (Ref. 3) give good simulation
of the mean wind fieldin spite of the Reynolds namber differingby
three orders of magnitude. The reason for successful flow simulation L
in these cases is that the basic flow patternno longer is a function of
Reynolds numbers (for sufficiently high values) but depends only on j
the geometry.
An example of such simulation is reported in Ref. 4 and is
shown in Fig. 3. Comparison of the model fl_,w with actual field data
gave excellent agreement. The main lesson to be learned from these
experiences is that strict equality of the Reynolds number for model
and prototype flows is not necessary in order to achieve sim"'.arity of
gross flow patterns over objects having sharp edges.
B. Variations in the vertical direction due to shear and thermal
structure
Variation of wind speed in the vertical direction is in general
complex; therefore, simulation has been studied primarily for the
"ideal" case. By "ideal"is meant flows over level plane areas where
topographic effects discussed in section A are negligible and buoyancy
forces have no component parallel to the surface.
Mean velocity profiles under a variety of thermal stability
conditions have been measured in the thick turbulent boundary layer
at about 24 m from the test section entrance. These vertical distri-
butions are compared with field data taken during project Prairie Grass
in Fig. 4. The basis for comparison is the log-linear relationship
U i(lnZ Z )u. Et+ 13L-+C
-U, 3 C PT
P is the
in which the Monin-Obukov stability length L = k g H
reference length and the shear velocity U, = (_o/p){ is the reference
11.9
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velocity. T heagreementofthetwosetsofdatareveals that the mean i_I
flows are similar over at least the lower one-third of the wind-tunnel
boundary layer. The corresponding height in the atmosphere may |
Ivary from about 20 to 200 _.
Under neutral thermal conditions (adiabatic in the atmosphere)
the corresponding vertical variation of wind speed becomes
Z-Z
U ! o
-- = - In
U. k Z "o
Therefore, under such conditions where the object to be studied has
a height h less than the boundary-layer thickness 6 one arrives at
the similitude criteriaof Jensen (5). This criteriais merely thatthe
ratio of roughness heights for model and prototype (Z_m / (Zo)p must
equal the length scale ratio determined by the height ratio of model and
prototype structure hm/h p ;i.e.
h m (Zo) m
h (Zo)P P
Similarity comparisons for the outer part of the boundary laver
have not been made. When sufficientfielddata become available, a
velocity defect form such as proposed by Hama (6)
a = 9.6 l-
U,
which correlates laboratory data well for C. t5< Z/6< t is expected to
also correlate the field data, Since 6 is an unknown in the atmosphere
a more practical form of the velocity-defec_ relationship can be taken as
where C is expected to depend upon h and the ambient turbulence. I
1'
Turbulence Structure (micro-scale motions)
Efforts to simulate turbulent structure of the atmospheric surface _
T
layer in the laboratorydr_ closely associated with the problem :_
11.10 i
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of producing a laboratory spectral energy distribution Ei(k ) which is
similar to what is found in the atmosphere. If the one-dimensional
energy spectra El(k ) are similar, then one can proceed to derive, on
the basis of dimensional arg_oments, time and length scales relating
the two flow fields.
Fortunately, close similarity of the one-dimensional energy
spectra exists for boundary layer flows obtained in the downstream |
portion of the long meteorological wind tunnel. The data shown in Fig. |
5 reveai close correspondence (including a significant inertial sub-
range where E 1 (k) _ k -5/3 excepting at small relative wave numbers
k
k/kd - 1/4 -3/4 where the boundary-layer thickness of the wind-
C V
turmel flow limits the large-scale turbulent motions to being of order
6 . Apart from limitation on large-scale turbulent motions, the sig-
nificant energy-spectrum features are present in the laboratory flow
provided the boundary layer can develop over a sufficiently long fetch.
If the small-scale turbulence structure over the outer 90 p_
cent of the boundary layer is acknowledged to closely approximate an
isotropic turbulence field, dimensional arguments lead to a len_h
scale relationship. Consider a field of turbulence in which the turbu-
lence Reynolds number is moderately large. Should a volume of fluid
moving downstream from a turbulence generating grid in a wind tunnel
be followed, the turbulence structure (energy spectrum) is expected
to depend only upon the energy dissipation per unit of mass c , the
kinematic viscosity v and the time of travel t . As is indicated by
Hinze (7, p. 187) these three quantities form , dimensionless group
which must then be a constant; i. e.,
ct z
• -- = constant.
11.11
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In the boundary-layer flow under consideration the time t has
littlemeaning in the sense of our model flow; therefore, we shall con-
struct a time scale which depends on a characteristic velocity and
length. Keeping in mind thatthe energy spectra are nearly similar
for the two flows, a velocity derivable from this distributionshould
be selected for reference; therefore, the mean square longitudinal
velocityfluctuation ¥_ becomes significantsince itmay be expressed
as
oo co
0 0
where E(k) is the three-dimensional energy spectral function.
Defining a scale length as L d , the dimensionless grouping
obtained for the turbulence fieldmay be expressed as
a
e L d
-- = constant .
U2V
Considering that v is equal for both the laboratory and the
atmospheric boundary layer, a statement relating the laborat ,ry model
length scale (Ld) m to the prototype atmospheric length scale (Ld) p
can be made. This statement is
i/z
( d)p tC/u)mJ
The length L d defined is entirely dependent upon the turbulence
energy spectrum because e can be written as
(X)
¢ = 2 v f kaE(k) dR
0 I
t
!
11.12
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f
/
therefore,
i*
/ E(k) dk
L d _ _
• 2/_E (k)dk
° !E_ploratory data have been collected in the wind tunnel (Ref. 8)
and in the atmosphere (Ref. 9) which permit calculation of the length
scales. Distributions of _/_ are shown in Fig. 6 for both the wind-
tunnel flow and the atmosphere. The distributions appear to be of the
same form. If the ratio (c/u-_)p / (c/u'_)m is computed for the outer
portion of these profiles, the prototype length scale (Ld) p is t6 times
larger than the model length scale (Ld) m . A corresponding ratio of
l/z
time scale_ is given by tm/t p = (¢p/_m) . For these flows
tm/t p = (Z60/9300) 1/2 = 1/6 . The scale ratios obtained by these
arguments give a measure of the relative small scale characteristics
for the two flows. The importance of scaling these small-scale micro
motions depends upon the problem under study -- for flow around
objects, say a cylinder of diameter d, where d or d is large
m p
compared to (L_m or (L_p, respectively, sin_litude at this scale
is relatively unimportant compared to similitude for the large-scale
micro motions which we discuss in the next paragraph.
To examine similarity of the large-scale turbulence consider
that
ecc L5
where AU is a gross mean velocity difference. On this basis° the
ratio of large scale lengths becomes
11.13
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For the wind-tunnel flow over the rough boundary and the atmospheric
flow referred to in Fig. 6, the quantities on the right=hand side of the
• previous equation are as follows:
prototype model
c (cmZ/sec 3) 260 9300
AU (m/sec) i6 9. t5
Here AU is taken as the velocity where the vertical velocity gradient
vanishes in both cases. The length-scale ratio then becomes
(L6) ,
(L 6)p i90
Accordingly, if the mean turbulent dissipation rates are known and
the wind-speeds at approximately zero vertical wind gradient are
known for both a laboratory and an atmcspheric flow, it becomes
possible to establish the relationship between height in the model and
the prototype. The corresponding time-scale ratio for the large =
scale turbulent motion becomes
_ P
These scale ratios become particularly significant when it is desired
to simulate flow around structures or other phenomena which are
sensitive to the large-scale micro motions or turbulence. To simulate
flow around a structure using the atmospheric flow and wind-tunnel
flow referred to here, the appropriate model scale would be approxi-
mately i:_O0. Of course, the wind-tunnel boundary layer must be
sufficiently thick t_ submerge the model.
' 11.14
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In Fig. 7 data are shown which compare the behavior of the
intensity of the vertical velocity fluctuations at 3 cm above the smooth
wind-tunnel floor and t and 2 m above the earth's surface as affected
by thermal stratification. These data which are presented in Ref. i0
show that the effects of thermal etratification are similar for the two
flows. In the region where these data were taken (Z < 0. I 6) the
actual average height ratio of t/50 is estimated to be approximately
equal to (Zo) m / (Zo) p for the two flows. The wind-tunnel data
taken at U = 150 cm/sec appears to be strongly influenced by viscous
forces; i. e. • the Reynolds number U__Zis too small compared to thev
prototype value.
Summal_
Mean flow characteristics and turbulence characteristics in
the lowest i 00 m of the atmosphere can be simulated in the laboratory
if adequate wind-tunnel facilities are available. The wind-tunnel
should have a long test section which will permit development of a
turbulent boundary layer having a thickness at least equal to the height
of any object, scaled to a practical size for study, which is to be
placed in the flow. At a test section length of 20-30 m the spectrum
of turbulence is simil:_r excepting at the smallest wave numbers. If
the energy dissipation rate and the ambient wind speed are known for
a laboratory flow and an atmospheric flow, the scaling ratio for ver-
tical heights or the large-scale turbulent motions can be established.
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APPROACHTO THE WIND-TLRTNEI',MODET,L_G OF THE RESPONSE
OF STRL_TURES TO THE NATURAL WIND
By A. G. Davenport
Professor of Engineering Science
University of Western Ontario
London, Canada
INTRODUCTI0N
Historically, it has been traditional to design structures against the wind
through the use of nominal static pressures of between l0 and lO0 pounds per
square foot applied to the horizontal projected area of the structure. These
pressures have been derived_through a combinatiop of some fairly approximate
aerodynamic ideas, on the str_Jntureof the wind and how it acts on structv__es
and from empirical observation and experience with the performance of full-scale
structures.
Experiences such as the Tay Bridge disaster of 1879,in which the then long-
est bridge in the world plunged into the Firth of Tay with considerable loss of
life, raised the values of design wind pressures from a figure less than
l0 pounds per square foot to over 90 pounds per square foot. For a number of
year_ the wind loads were derived largely on the basis of largest observed gust
speeds and the drag coefficient of a flat plate. This gave birth to a genera-
tion of extremely stout and sturdy bridges and buildings.
Since that time most structures designed according to their static loading
precepts have been comparatively immune to the effects of wind. However there
have been a number of notable exceptions, amongst these were suspension bridges
and stacks. Some of these structures, even though designed to resist thermal
static loads, were known to show dangerous forms of oscillation which on
12.i
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occasion led to failure. The failure of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge surprised the
engineering profession into an awareness of problems due to w_nd loading which
did not appear to respond to the traditional solutions. The diagnoses of some
of these problems and their proper solutions are still being sought today.
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE APPLICATION OF WIND TUNNELS
The application of wind tunnels to structural engi_2ring problems is at
least as old as its application _o aeronautlcsL problems. Its impact and
sophistication in development to meet its naeds however has been far slower.
One of the earliest wind tunnels was "L it in the 1880's by Irmlnger, the
I
manager of a gas works in Copenhagen. He used the f_ _ in his factories to
E
measure the forces on simple shapes. Later in his life he worked with Professor !
Nokk_ntred at the Technical University and did extensive work on the pressures
on buildings. Gustof Eiffel, foremost a structural er_ineer, initiated wind-
tunnel tests in Paris at the turn of the century.
From these beginnings, numerous _Ind-tunnel tests on building structures
were undertaken during the first half of this century. In all cases the tests
were carried out in the steady laminar flow of aeronautical wind ttumels. 0nly
steady pressures and forces were considered.
There was some discussion on the proper modelling techniques that should
be used; this mainly centered on the question of Reynold's number. It was gen-
erally conceded however that with sharp-edged structures duplication cf Reynold's
number was not important; or_lywith curved structures was this likely to be 81g-
nificant and here devices, such as trip wires, could often be used to overcome
wlmt otherwise would have been a difficult problem of simulation on a wind-tunnel
scale.
12.2
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The existence oJ a mean velocity profile present in the natural wind was
of course realized by meteorologists; it was not however a very well defined
phenomenon; particularly in the urban elr¢ironmentof buildings which was far
away from the meteorologists' customary fields of investigation which were
mainly confined to grass fields and open water. This lack of firsthand expe-
rience offered no real encouragement to considering the effects of boundary
layers in the wind tunnel. Besides most of the wind tunnels were used mainly
for aeronautical purposes and had been deliberately designed to suppress the
formation of boundar) layers.
0nly in one series of tests by Bailey and Vincent, which were carried out
in the old Duplex wind tunnel at the National Physical Laboratory in England
and having a uniform working section approximately 100 feet long, was the i,_lu-
ence of boundary layers considered.
The pressures measured in these tests showed quite significant dissimilar-
ities to previous tests. These tests were carried out at the beginning of the
war however, and there were, nerhaps, more pressing matters at hand which pre-
vented these investigators pursuing the questions raised by the experiments and
the possibilities opened up by this early, but unconventional_wind tunnel.
In the late 1990's Dr. Martin Jensen, working in the same laboratory as
Irminger and Nokkentred in Copenhagen, carried out some most significant experi-
ments on building shales. The wind tunnel he used was a similar shape to the
National Physical Laboratory Duplex wind tunnel and had a long parallel sided
working section. The models he placed at the downstream end of the working sec-
tion. On the floor of the tunnel he placed roughness mats, the texture of which
ranged from the smooth floor of the tunnel to corrugated card board to small
lP.3
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stones. He measured the pressures on the models on the tunnel floor in the
flows produced by these rough surfaces.
At the same time Jensen undertook experiments in the natural wind on larger
scale versions of the same shapes. The results of his full-scale and model
experiments are shown in Fig. i.
As a result of these experiments Jensen published in 1958 a paper called
"The Model-Law for Phenomena in Natural Wind". For the conclusions he drew
I quote from the introduction to that paper.
A great many technical circumstances depend on the wind in
nature and cannot, or can only with great difficulty, be analysed
except through model tests.
As examples may be mentioned the wind load on buildings and
structures, the contamination of the air from chimneys, and the
various sheltering problems in agriculture and in living spaces
between buildings.
There is an unquestionable need of model tests, and as a
matter of fact, a great many model tests have been carried out in
the course of time within the said fields and similar fields in
the aerodynamic laboratories.
These investigations, however, are to some extent misleading,
because the test procedure, especially the model-law, has been
wrong. It may seem strange that within a vast research field
incorrect model-laws have been applied, but the explanation is
both simple and not very flattering: the model tests have prac-
tically never been checked by full-scale tests in nature.
The natural wind is turbulent, and the phenomena dealt with
in this paper take place in the boundary layer of the wind, and,
as should be emphasized, are highly dependent on the nature of
this boundary layer.
Unfortunately, however, almost all previous tests have been
carried out in wiD_1-tunnelswith as far as possible a smooth flow
of air, and as for models of objects standing on the ground, it
has moreover been tried earnestly to avoid the boundary layer of
the wind tunnel.
The correct model test for phenomer_ in the wind must be
carried out in a turbulent boundary layer, and the model-law
requires that this boundary layer be to scale as regards the
velocity profile.
12.4
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It should be noted that the few tests carried out on full scale structures
generally indicated a lack of agreement wlth the laminar flow wind tunnel tests.
Rathbun for example concluded that the pressures he measured on the Empire State
Building dld not resemble those determined by Dryden and Hlll In the wind
tunnel.
In Jensen's experiments in the wlnd tunnel he confined his interest to the
steady pressures. In thls sense while he attempted to model the flow correctly
through shear stresses at the ground surface as in the atmospheric boundary
layer, he did not attempt to model completely the structures themselves as well.
To model any structtu'ecompletely it Is also necessary to model its dynamic
characteristics.
Probably the flrst tests carried out on structures in which the correct
dynamic properties are reproduced were those run after the failure of the Tacoma
Narrows Bridge. Since then others have followed notably Scruton and hls col-
leagues at the National Physical Laboratory in England. In the suspension
bridge experiments at Washington open Jet wlnd tunnels were used producing a
laminar flow. They dld not therefore reproduce the turbulence.
THE PRESENT APPROACH TO WIND TUNNEL MODELLING
Two years ago the writer was asked to direct a wind tunnel test programme
in preparation for the design of The World Trade Center. These tests carried
out at the Colorado State University in cooperation with Dr. Cermak may have
constructed the first tests in which the dynamics of the structure and the tur-
• bulent boundary layer flow were both reproduced.
Some other tests on square prisms have since been carried out and Flg. 2
illustrates the Ir_fluenceof the boundary layer on the behaviour. These tests
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in Fig. 2 were carried out on a rigid m_del pivoted at the base with springs.
It is reasonable to conclude from this series of diagrams that aeroelastic tests
waich are not carried out with the correct boundary layer can be seriously
misleading.
Colorado State University appears to have built the first tunnel in North
America in which it is feasible to carry out tests of this nature. It will be
described at this symposium by Dr. Cermak the Director.
Recently the writer has built a tunnel of similar dimensions _ : the
University of Western Ontario. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. It shows the
long working section of approximately 100 feet in length and 8 feet in width.
The roof height is adJustsble throughout to permit control over the longitudinal
pressure gradient.
This tunnel was first put into use early this year. One of the first
studies we have undertaken concerns the dynamic response of hype_'boliccoolin_
towers. _lis followed the failure of a number of these structures in England.
Fig. 4 shows a view of the dynamic model of the cooling towers. This model
conforms to the full scale structure in geometry, damping, m_ss and stiffness.
One of the significant series of tests we ran with this cylindrical struc-
ture •_as to compare the interaction of Reynold's number, model size, surface
roughness of the tower itself and scale and intensity of turbt_lence. (This has
some significance from the point of view of the tests on space vehicles which
we will be considering later this year.)
It was found that over the range of Reynold's numbers tested (.1 to .5 mil-
lion) all of the variables produced some interaction. It was of some encourage-
ment to note that turbulence in the flow tended to stabilJze the response to
Reynold's number and, it would appear, induced super-critical flow conditions.
12.6 I
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This appears to be an area that should be considered further, and we will _e
doing so in the test programme on space vehicles.
Finally I would like to make reference to the degree of success that is
likely to be achieved in simulating the atmosphere. First, one mi6ht observe,
we are never likely to be completely successful. Even if we overlook the ques-
tion of the thermal c_nditions as being of secondary significance in the wind-
loading problem there are still features of the atmosphere such as the corloiis
forces, which undeniably influence the earth's boundary layer yet cannot be sim-
ulated in a wind tunnel. Even the earth's boundary layer itself is a somewhat
nebulous phenomenon when it comes to defining its limits. It would certainly
not appear to have the tidy upper boundary possessed by a bounda_ layer in
wind tunnel.
The best that can be hoped for possibly is to measure the properties in
the wind tunnel and in the earth's atmosphere and to match them as well as pos-
sible. Fo_"this reason we have over the past few years been studying the _r_nd !
in the atmosphere quite intensively.
In some tunnels use is being made of graduated scrcens, primarily to pro-
duce the mean flow profile, but inevitably some turbulence as well. We are
adopting the same technique in order to give the boundary layer a start at the
upstream end of the tunnel and thereby develop a thicker boundary layer than
would be developed by the roughness alone. The belief is that the flow will
have "forgotten" what caused the boundary layer by the time it reaches the
downstream test section.
There might be some doubt as to whether the screen alone wi.l_lproduce the
same deta'led flow structure as dces shearing action at the surface. Fig. 5
popsibly suggests the relationship of the flow structure near the floor as
12.7 i
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suggested by Townsend. The formation of jets shown in this diagram agrees well
with some characteristics observed in atmospheric turbulence as well as boundary
layer turbulence in the wind tunnel. The same formation is unlikely to develop
behind a screen.
I am ending this paper without drawing any particular conclusions con-
cernlng the approach described toward modelling the action of wind in the bound-
ary layer. The conclusions we hope will follow in a few months time, in par-
ticular in relation to the study on space vehicles, In the meantime we have
nothing to suggest we are on the wrong track.
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PREDICTIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
OF THE FLOW FIELD PARAMETER ANALYSIS
OF _YE WIND INDUCED OSCILLATION PROBLEM*
By
Wayne E. Simon
Associate Research Scientist
Martin Company
Denver, Colorado
*This work was sponsored by NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Contract NAS 8-_322.
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¥The fundamental ideas of the flow field parameter analysis and ap-
plications to the case of a vehicle standing alone are presented in
Reference I. Basically, the idea is to construct a good representation
of the drag and pressure distribution on the vehicle. Then the spectrum
of the local aerodynamic excitation is described by three characteris.
tics: _agnitude, shape factor, and the frequency (Strouhal) at which
the peak excitation occurs. The magnitude is related to the steady
drag, the shape factor to the separation angle, and the frequency to
the curvature of the pressure distribution at the separation angle.
Finally, the total aerodynamic excitation is made motion-dependent by
assuming that the axial correlation length of the excitation is related
in a specific way to the motion of the tip of the vehicle. Figures 1
through 18 are reproduced from Reference 1 and show how well the ob-
served behavior of models can be duplicated with the analysis.
The next problem to be handled was the addition of tower effects to
the analysis. The effects of the tower on the mean flow were approxi-
mated by superimposing a two-dimensional potential flow disturbance and
a two-dimensional wake. The equivalent cylinder diameter for the poten-
tial flow and width and centerline velocity defect of the wake were then
adjusted until the observed steady drag base bending moment on the model
was duplicated. The model of the Saturn V tower is a truss-type strucu
ture with a cross-section approximately 14 inches square, and horizontal
plates spaced vertically at 6 to 8 inches apart, For this model:
13.2
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I) The equivalent two-dimensional potential flow disturbance
was equal to the potential flow about a circular cylinder
of 14.5 inch diameter;
2) The equivalent two-dimensional drag of the tower is equal
to that of a circular cylinder whose (CD . d) equals 26.5
!inches;
3) The equivalent two-dimensionLl wake distribution of mea_.._n
velocity is the same as that of the cylinder of 2), at a
distance of 63.5 inches.
YiKure 19 shows the steady drag base bending moment computed for these
parameters compared with the data for the Saturn V model.
Thus the effect of the tower on the mean velocity at the model can
be included in the computations. Now, if the response of the model is
computed for the case of the model directly in the wake of the tower, it
is found that the response is neKliKible. However, the observed response,
although small, is not n,_grligible. The conclusion drawn from this is
that I in this case, it is necessary to include the effects of the high
turbulence in the wake of the tower on the response of the model. In
order to do this, the turbulence in the tower wake must be approximated.
The dynamic characteristics of the tower wake wer_ represented by
two parameters, turbulence scale and tower Strouhal number. In prinoiplet
a third parameter, the wake centerline turbulence intensity, should be
used. However, the model response measurements determine only the com-
bined effect of intensity and scale, so, baaed on Dryden's measurements
13.3
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behind screens, the wake centerline turbulence intensity waA assumed to
be equal to the ratio _f the turbulence scale to the distance between
the tower and the vehiole. The wlues of the two parameters _.hich were
consistent with the data im_i_d a turbulence scale of 5.66 inches
(which compares favorably with the 6 to 8 inch spacing of the horizontal
plates in the model of the tower) and a tower Stroubal mmber of 0.25,
based on the 14.5 inch diameter implied by the potential _low disturbance.
Now, when th_ model is outside the wake of the tower, the only ef-
fect of the tower i8 through the potential flow disturbance. Thus the
response of the model is affected only through th6 change in the local
stream velocity at the model caused by the potential disturbance. Thtm,
the model response, sea function of local stream velocity, is unaffected
by the tower for azimuth angles from Oe to + 150° (outside the wake of
the tower). Figure 20 shows model data plotted on this basis and com-
pared with the computed response. Figure 21 presents data for the case
of the model directly in the wake of the tower. Similar comparisons
have been made for many configurations of the Saturn V models.
Now consider the implication of what has Just been done. In order
to _atch the data for the model in the wake of thc tower, it was neces-
sary to include the effect of the turbulenoe of the w_ke. Now to the
model, turbulence is turbulence, and the source of the turbulence is
imnaterial. Thus it follows that the free stream turbulence should also
be included in the response calculations. The point is academic for
the wind tunnel models, since the turbulence in tb_ wind tunnel is very
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low, but it is important for the prototype response since the tur_u_enee !
lis typically two orders-of-magnitude hig"er than that in the wind tun-nel. In order to make some calculations of this effect, an estimate of
turbulence spectrum and scale was made as shown in Figure 22. Now the
Reynolds number and Mach number for the prototype environment also dif-
fer from that of the model. Figure 23 shows the result of the changes
in these three variables from model test values to prototype w_ues on
the computed response of the prototype. The most dtriking feature _f
Figure 23 is the dominant effect of the turbulence.
Now, a note of caution. These results are based on semi-empirical
equations for drag, pressure distribution, and aerodynamic excitation.
While the results are good representations of the observed response of
wind tunnel models, the range o_ the variabJes in the wind tunnel is not
large enough to provide a good test of the equations. For this reason,
wind tunnel tests of cylinders have be_n conducted at Colorado State
University during the last nine months to test some aspeots of these
equations. Approximately 600 runs have been mede in which the variation
of surface pressure, shearing stress, and rms unsteady pressure with
azimuth angle has been measured. Blockage ratio was vaE£ed from 4% to
50%. Turbulence intensity from 0.1% to 11%, surface roughness from smooth
to 0.01 x diameter, and Reynolds number from 2 x 104 to 4 x 106. Fig-
ure 24 presents a measured pressure distribution, the fitted curve, and
the parameters computed from the fitted curve. Approximately _)0 pr, Js-
sure distributions have been fitte_ I,nd work is starting on the ahearin_ '
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stress distributioa8 (determined from heat transfer measurewents). Com-
parison of the experimental results with the equations _rlll be made as
soon as the data reduction is complete,
!
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I. Simon, W. E., "Flow Field Parameter Analysis of the Wind Induced
Oscillation of Launch Vehicles", AIAA Symposium on Structural
Dynamics and Aeroelasticity, Boston, Mass., August 1965.
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THE AMES WIND-TUNNEL GUST GENERATOR
by Donald A. Buell
The current research effort at Ames Research Center in the
¢.
field of ground-wind loads is to develop a gust generater for use
in a wind tunnel capable of high Reynolds numbers. A pilot model
f
has been constructed with which to obtain data for design of the
final version. This paper will be concerned only with the objec-
tives of the research, since data have not yet been obtained.
The gust loads on a vehicle arise from the variation in magni-
tude and direction of the resultant wind velocity vector as indi-
cated in figure 1. Unless the force is determined experimentally,
it is necessary to assume that the force on a section of the vehicle
is that due to a steady velocity equal in maEnitude and direction
to the actual instantaneous resultant velocity. It is implied that
the flow field adjusts itself instantaneously to chanEes in velocity
and that the resultant force is thus independent of the frequency
of the gust.
Since two-dimensional cylinders have a tendency to shed vortices
in a reEular pattern, it is more reasonable to suppose that the
shedding period is a sort of minimum adjustment time which must
elapse after a velocity charge, before the steady-state drag is
representative of the force on the cylinder. Thus, one might expect
gust load calculations to be uncertain for frequencies above the
8trouhal frequency. This maximum frequency for valid gust load
calculations could be even lower for three dimensional cylinders.
In addition, one expects interactions between the gust forces and
the vortex-shedding forces when the frequency of the two are close.
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These considerations become of special concern at frequencies near
the natural frequencies of the vehicle, where the vehicle is most
responsive to an input.
One form of the frequency distribution of atmospheric turbu-
lence is shown in figure 2, together with the portion to be simu-
lated by the Eust generator. The abscissa ls reduced frequency,
L being the scale of atmospheric turbulence. The spectrum of
velocity in the ordinate has been nondlmenslonallzed with the mean
square of the velocity and has been multiplied by frequency, as
suggested by Professor Davenport, to preserve the relation between
areas under the curve when a log scale of frequency is used. The
spectrum shown is for velocities parallel to the mean in lsotroplc
turbulence. There are other expressions for the spectrum which
may be more accurate, and another form of lsotroplo spectrum for
the lateral direction, but the spectrum shown will serve to illus-
trate the point. The 8trouhal frequency for a modern large vehicle
corresponds to fL/U of about 2. This also corresponds approximately
to the natural frequency of the vehicle at high wind v_locitles.
Hence, it is desired to simulate the spectra in this area so as
to experimentally determine the oscillatory forces that may be
encountered.
The response spectrum of a vehicle might be as shown in figure 3
if it is cast in a form similar to the turbulence spectrum. There
is a large area under the curve at low frequencies (resultln_ from
the large input) where the assumption of Instantaneous flow adjust-
ment is adequate. However, the response at the natural frequency
can be very large and is the uncertain part of the gust load. As
14.2
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%vehicles get larger, their nataral frequencies will probably
get smaller. More important, the fL/U for the Strouhal frequency _
will get smaller. These factors will decrease the range of fL/J
which is amenable to calculation and make an experimental deter- _
_c
mlnation of gust loads more important.
As Professor Davenport and Mr. W. R. Reed have pointed out, i
the cross correlation of the velocities at various heights must
also be properly accounted for. It is our intention to simulate
Insofar as possible representative values of both spectra and
cross spectra. Isotropic turbulence will serve as the model for
simulation in order to take advantage of its simplicity of ex-
pression. It is then planned to vary the simulated turbulence
scale and intensity over a range of values to match those observed
by various researchers.
The methc! for creating the gusts will be to place oscillatln_
vanes upstream of the model as indicated schematically in figure @.
As the vanes move, they shed vorticlty which distorts the alrstream
to give either latera_ or longitudinal velocity increments, de-
pending on the phase differences between vanes. In the pilot
model, the vanes will oscillate slnusoidally, but in a final ver-
sion, each vane will oscillate with a complex motion to produce
_pproximately random gusts. There would also be provision for a
slnusoldal input at the vehicle frequency to simulate model motion.
In the pilot model there can be a variation in the number
of rows and columns of vanes and in the amplitude, mean deflec-
tion, and phase relation of the individual vanes. Rot wires will
be used to measure velocity fluctuations throughout the wake. The
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vanes have been d_slgned for oscfllatlonQplitudes up to _ 55
de,tees at low frequencies and for frequencies up to 50 cycles
per second st low amplitudes. Tests with the pilot model will
take place In a low speed atmospheric wlnd tunnel.
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fThe investigation currently proceeding at Texas A&M University
has as its objective the study of the use of air injection to
oscillate a wind tunnel stream and to otherwise simulate atmospheric
processes in the wind tunnel.
The study has only recently begun and there are essentially
no results to _e presented now, therefore the discussion here will
be limited to plans for the initial tests. The range of parameters, s
especially the Strouhal member, are based on use of a large wind
tunnel such as the 7 foot by lO foot Low Speed Wind Tunnel at
Texas A&M. Postulating the use of a model of the order of
I foot in diameter means that gust frequencies might range up to
50 c.p.s. Transverse velocities up to i0 ft. per second in a
basic I00 ft./sec, stream are sought. Preliminary studies are
being completed in the 2 foot by 3 foot Low Speed Wind Tunnel.
The general scheme is shown in Figure I. Ejector nozzles
are mounted at the downstream end of the test section. The air
supply system includes a modulating valve which is rotated at
a selected speed and '_ulses" the ejectors. The induction
action of the ejectors causes the tunnel stream to oscillate.
It appears possible to generate "slnusoidal" gusts by pul_lug,
for example, the top ejectors out of phase with the bottom ejectors.
Longitudinal gusts can be obtained by pulsing all ejectors in
phase. Random turbulence could be generated by pulsing the
ejectors individually in a random fashion. Wind shears might be
simulated by steady operation of the ejectors, but with the tup
ejectors operating at a higher pressure t_tn the lower ones. _
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There are many questions to be answered by our study as shown _.
in Figure 2.
(I) What is the configuration of the transverse gusts which
can be simulated? Uniformity?
(2) Can relatively pure longitudinal gusts and wind shears
be producedT
(3) What is the optimum ejector configuration? Air supply?
(4) What are th_ pertinent performance parameters which one
can use to scale the system to a different wind tunnel?
(5) Others
(a) What type of instrumentation is optimum from the
standpoints of sensitivity, ruggedness, rellabillty?
_) What is the influence of ejector air in the tunnel
streamT
To give some indication of what might be expected wit_ th_s
system some results of a rough preliminary study are presented.
As shown in Figure 3, a six inch by six inch duct was mou_ited in
the 2 foot by 3 foot Low Speed Wlnd Tunnel and a M = 1.5, 1 inch
exit diameter nozzle was installed as shown. The steady state
performance of the ejector is shown in Figure 4. The ejector was
operated in _oth the downstream direction slown and in the upstream
dlrectlon) that is, opposing the maln stream flow.
The results show that for a given mass flow ratio the upstream
facing ejector was more effective in changing the stream velocity
as might be expected from the consideration of blockage versus
induction effects.
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The ejector air supply was pulsed at I0 c.p.s, and 30 c.p.s.
and the modulation of the stream was influenced by the frequency
respor_e characteristics of the pneumatic system consisting of the
modulating valve, the nozzle, and the interconnecting line.
The results must be regarded as preliminary because no dynamic
calibration of the transducers was performed. However, in general,
the results were consistent with those which would be expected based
on the static performance of the ejector. Typically, the stream
was oscillated at i0 c.p.s, from 83.1 f.p.s, to 103.4 f.p.s, by
ejector pressures ranging from 17.5 psia to 30.3 psia with down-
stream ejection. For upstream ejection the stream velocity was
varied from 59.0 f.p.s, to 74.8 f.p.s, by ejector pressures of
from 14.58 psi to 21.76 psia. The performance at 30 c.p.s, with
downstream ejection showed the stream velocity fluctuating between
63.4 f.p.s, and 74.6 f.p.s, with pressures ranging from 14.8 p.s.l.a.
to 33.4 p.s.i.a. It is not possible to Judge from these results
the probability of success of the multiple nozzle arrangement in
inducing transverse gusts. Such results must await our more
detailed studies.
At the present time the first ejectors for the 2 foot by 3
foot wind tunnel are being made. They are Mach 2 nozzles with a
2 inch diameter exit. The modulating valve is expected shortly
and will be modified. Instrumentation is on hand and will consist
initially of hot wire and hot film gages. The airfoil probes
developed at the University of Toronto are also going to be used.
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Nb_RICAL SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONSOF CONTINt_ MOTIOn:
VORTEX FORMATION AND SB_DDING IN A VISCOUS COMPRESSIBLE FLUID
By John G. Trulio
APPLIED THEORY, INC.
The work reported here consists of the numerical solution of the Navler-
Stokes equation for the flow of a viscous compressible fluid around an infinite
right circular cylinder. The calculations were performed for the V_rshall
Space Flight Center*, and have the ultimate two-fold objective of providing an
understanding of the basic mechanisms involved in the growth and formation of
vortices and turbulent wakes, and the development of theoretical tools with
which to effect the practical solution of viscous compressible fluid flow
problems.
In this program, recently developed numerical methods for the solution of
continuum motion problems were _dapted to the solution of aerod3mamlc problems.
Previously these methods had been used mainly to solve ideal compressible fluid
flow problems connected with nuclear weapons design and weapons effects; the
specific numerical technique used in this program, and the computer code based
on it, were developed under Air Force Contract to predict the motion of the
ground as a result of a nuclear explosion. From a physical point of view,
weapons problems differ considerably from those of vortex formation or turbu-
lence. However, the equations of classical mechanics, on which the macroscopic
theory of continuum motion is based, are the same in both cases, and indeed,
for all the systems of continuum mechanics. The essential principle involved
is that of momentum conservation, independently of whether the forces producing
motion result from a gravitational field, shearing stresses in an elastic
medium, or pressure in an ideal gas. Moreover, the o_er continuum mechanical
*Excerpted from NASA CR-430. 16.1
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¥principles, conservation of mass, conservation of energy, and/or the first law
of thermodynamics, take the same form irrespective of the nature of the mate-
rials, or their configuration, in a given system. Obviously, the solution of
the equations of motion in any specific case will depend on the r_ture of the
• materials making up the system, their initial configuration, and subs_quent
boundary conditions. The point here is that the relation between the stress
and the variables upon which it depends for a given material is beyond classical
mechanics to determine, and must therefore be provided as part of the statement
of any particular problem; to establish a constitutive relation is basically an
experimental problem as far as classical mechanics is concerned. It is there-
fore reasonable to ask that schemes of integration of the equations of continuum
motion be invariant to changes in the constitutive properties of materials or to
applied external force fields, as well as the initial and boundary conditions
for a properly posed mechanical problem. The great potential power of numerical
approaches to the solution of the equations of continuum mechanics - and the
refreshingly new aspect they present - is that these methods can be fashioned
to apply once and for all to any system describable by classical mechanics. It
is also theoretically satisfying that, in considering possible numerical
approaches to the solution of continuum motion problems, it turns out to be at
least as simple and natural to attack directly the Job of integrating the equa-
tions of motion in general, rather than to limit oneself to numerical procedures
valid only for special cases. To show this more clearly, we now give a brief
description of a numerical method typical of those developed over a period of
years at the nuclear weapons laboratcries; our method is of the same kind.
First, every finite difference scheme for solving continuum mechanics
problems replaces continuous space-time variables by a discrete set of points.
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The schemeg which have proven to be most generally useful in practice retain
the time as _n independent variable, as opposed, for example, to the use of
characteristic coordinates as independent variables. The material of which a
system consists is divided into finite elements, and Newton's Second Law is
applied to these elements; i.e., each element is acted upon by stresses exerted
across its boundaries by its neighbors, and perhaps by external forces such as
gravity. Given the total stress field, the accelezations of the various ele-
!
ments are therefore known. It is then assumed that the r¢.ressfield is constant I
Ifor a short time interval, or time step, _t. On this ass1_ption, the impulsedelivered to a given element can be found at once, and, by Newton's Second Law,
its change in momentum is then known; hence, knowing the momentum of a material
element at the sts_t of the interval _t, its momentum can be found directly at
the end of the interval. The mass of each element being known and independent
of time, its center of mass velocity at the end of the time interval is then
found simply by dividing its new momentum by its mass. The new velocity so
obtained, multiplied by _t, is Just the change in the position of the element's
ceT-terof mass, so that if its center of mass coordinates are known at the
start of the time step _t, then they will now be known at the end of this time
step. In general, the relative positions of the centers of mass will have
changed over the time tit,implying that each element has undergone some change
in size and shape over this time. The precise description of the shape and
size of each element amounts to the calculation of a general strain field and
is fairly complicated; this is particularly true when the displacement field is
known only at discrete points. For the present purpose, it should be noted
that when the new strains are calculated, the changes in these strains in the
time interv_l _t will also be known. The,-,the calculation of strain re0tes,
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which are an essential element of the Navler-Stokes equations, enters the numer-
ical method in a straightforward way. In general, the stress of a material
element will then be related to its internal energy, and to such G2,_mtitiesas
the strain or inst_mtaneous strain-rate of the element. The internal _nergy of
the element appears for the first time at this point in the numerical calcula-
tion. Its value is also assumed known at the start of the time interval _t,
and must be found at the end of this interval. For this purpose, the First Law
of thermodynamics is invoked, and the constitutive equation, taken _'th the
First Law, provides a set of simultaneous equations whose solution yields both
the internal energy and the components of stress for a given element at the end
of the time interval. At this point, all the variables known at the start of
the interval At will have been computed at the end of the interval, and the
Just-computed values of these variables can now serve as initial data for the
next time step.
The numerical procedure, which is of the "time-march_ng_'kind, has been
sketched for the case in which we calculate directly the motions of specific
material elements. Thi3 is the s_mplest case and is termed a "Lagrangian" |
description of motion. Alternat_vely, one _nightobserve changes in the variables
of the motion on fixed regions of space - a so-called Eulerian description of
the motion. In either case, the prluciples employed in calculating the history
of the system are conservation of momentum (Newton's Second Law), conservation
of mass, and the First Law of thermodynamics. In the Lagrangian case, conser-
vation of mass is automatic, although it must still be invoked to c_.pute
strains. In the Eulerian case, the calculation must take into account the addi-
tional processes of material flow across the boundaries of the spatial _.gions
formed by connecting adjacent discrete points of the finite difference mesh with
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straight lines. In general, as mater_ _rosses the boundary of a region,
carrying with it its properties suct as mass and internal energy, these proper-
ties - including mass - will change on the region. Such "transport" changes
in the variables of ths motion are taken into account in the computer program
used to obtain the results presented below.
Since the practical aim of the program is to predict ground wind loading
on vehicles or structures, interest centered on low Mach numbers; a Mach number
of 0.2 was used in all our calculations. However, the air was treated through-
out as compressible, the no:_-viscouspart of its stress being that of a poly-
tropic gas with a heat capacity ratio of 1.4. Also, in keeping with our previous
remarks, the only portions of the c_mputer code which had to be modified for
these calculations were its stress a_d boundary subroutines. Prior to this
_ogram, the code had not been used to solve problems involving either Euieri_n t
boundary conditions or viscous compressible materials. With regard to the place
of the constitutive equations in these calculations, th_ same initial end bound-
ary conditions could have been used to define a corresponding problem of motion
for an elastic solid; only a small change in input would have been required to
instruct the code to _cmpute stresses for an elastic medium rather than for a
conrprcssibleStokp.s!anflu_td. At the present tim_.,both constitutionsequation_,
and some others as _:II, are contained in the stress subroutine of the comp.ater w
code.
_" Since the motion is naturally described in a frame ilAwhich the cylinder is
stationary, the coordinate systems used in ¢_e program were Eulerian; hc_ever
the points of the finite difference mesh we,_ not arrayed in straight lines, '
since these are not well suited to the description of flow in the neighborhood
of a circular obstacle. The finite difference mesh used in most of our
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calculations is shown in Figure I. The direction of free stream flow is taken
to be that of the Y axis, with lines normal to it corresponding to constant
values of the coordinate X. The diameter of the cylinder was arbitrarily set
equal to three units of length. Air entered the flow field across an upstream
boundary at Y = -7 and exited across a downstream boundary at Y = @• The
lateral bouLdaries, which coincide with the lines X = l0 and X = -lO, were
treated as rigid surfaces of frictionless sliding. A no-slip condition was
applied at the surface of the cylinder itself. The most extensive calculations
were made in the program for a Reynolds number R of lO0. The initial condi-
tions for the problem were impulsive, with all the air in uniform motion in the
Y direction at a Mach number of 0.2. Figure 2 shows the velocity field at the
initial time. In this and succeeding figures, velocities appear as vectors
centered on the various points of the finite difference mesh; also, time is
measured in terms of the distance moved by a free stream particle.
A short time after the start of the problem, the flow field adjusts itself
to the presence of the cylinder, as shown in Figure 3 , to form a roughly
streamlined flow. _is adjustment takes place in part through a shock reflected
from the cylinder at its upstream side; the shock appears plainly in the numer-
ical output_ although no plots were _ade for this phase of the flow. With the
passage of time, sufficient circulation accumulates in the wake of the cylinder
to make apparent the initial development of vortices, as shown in Figure _ .
In Figure 5 , these vortices have grown considerably and still appear perfectly
symmetrical. Th, system itself was deliberately made slightly asymmetric with
respect to reflection through the llne X = O, in that the three points of the
cylinder closest to one of the lateral boundaries _f the system lle on a straight
llnej while the points opposite these lie on a circle. This perturbation
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to the sy_netry of the system is evidently insufficient to cause vortex shedding
in a time _omparable to that observed experimentally; vortices continued to
elongate in the downstream directlon, becoming asymmetric only very slowly. Of
course, since the initial condition asymmetries present in actual experiments
were not known to us, the relatively slow growth of asymmetry predicted by the
computer code says nothing about the accuracy of this prediction; a system
built precisely to correspond to our initial conditions might indeed develop I
elongated vortices. Nevertheless, the slow growt_ of asymmetry was inconvenient
in this program. The system was therefore perturbed by setting a group of
velocities equal to zero Lear the cylinder at its downstream side; these veloc-
ities were subseque_(ly allowed to change in accord with the equations of
motion. The pert_u_bationto the flow field is evident in Figure 6 and was
sufficient to initiate the shedding of vortices, as shown in Figures 7 , 8,
and 9 •
The alternate shedding of vortices from the upper and lower portions of
the cylinder at its downstream side is qualitatively very similar to that
observed experimentally. A Reynolds number of i00 was used in these calcula-
tions msinly to provide an important quantitative check on the computed rc_ults
in terms of the shedding frequency of the vortices. The Strouhal number, B
dimensionless form of the shedding frequency, has been measured as a function of
the Reynolds number and found to vary most rapidly with Reynolds ntuuberat
R = i00. Its value at R = i00 is 0.17. Two estimates of the St_'ouhalnumber
were made at different positions and times in the computed flow fields, and the
values 0.16 and 0.18 were obtained.
Calculations were also made for Reynolds numbers of i000 and 5000 in the
early stages of vortex formatioa. The results are shown for R = i000 in
16.7
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¥Figure i0, at a time very nearly equal to that shown in Figure 4 for R = 1.00.
it can be seen that the vortex is more fully developed for R = lO00. Similar
calculations were made for a Reynolds number of 5000, and, as can be seen from
Figure ll, no vortices formed at all. Experimentally, vortex streets are
observed to develop at Reynolds number below about 2500, wh_le turbulent wakes
are observed above this Reynolds number; our results are in agreement with this
experimental observation.
Perhaps the most interesting results of all relate to the drag on the
cylinder. The time-averaged drag, normalized to the pressure head and to a
cross-s,ctional area of the cylinder, has the experimental value 1.7, which is
also the value predicted by the code. In Figure 12, which shows the pressure
distribution around the cylinder for R = lO00, the computed and measured values
do not agree this well. Moreover, more detailed plots of the pressure around
the cylinder show some point-to-point fluctuation9 which are not apparent in
Figure 12. These variations were even more striking when the calculation was
repeated with a finer spatial mesh. The results are shown in Figure 13. At
first it was suspected that these oscillations were of a nor-physical kind often
observed in numerical calculations of the sort described here; this is the price
paid for replacing a continuum by a discrete set of points. However, non-
physical spatial oscillations in the numerical results are almost always
accompanied by similar oscillations in time, with a period of at most a few
time-steps. Accordingly, pressure-time plots were made for several adjacent
!
points at the back side of the cylinder, and, as shown in Figure 14, pressure
oscillations were found with a period of about lO0 time-steps. The amplitudes
of these waves vary somewhat. However, their phases appear random, in keeping .
with the zone-by-zone pressure fluc.tuationsof Figure 13. The period of
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oscillation of the waves of Figure 14 greatly exceeds the tlme required for
either a sound signal or a material particle to cross a zone. _lus, there is
no obvious connection between the numerical parameters of the problem and these
waves. On repeating the calculations with the mesh of Figure I, they appeared
• again, but with smaller amplitudes; they are diminished,stiJl further by
lowering the Reynolds number. We expect soon to carry out similar calculations
with as fine meshes as are economically feasible in order to determine whether
these oscillations persist, and perhaps approach a l_nitlng pattern. If so,
then the definitive test of their reality would lie In an experimental measure-
ment of pressure as a function of time; resolution of at least _O-kllocycle
signals would be required in such experiments, since this is the calculated
frequency of the pressure fluctuations.
If _
_..epressure fluctuations of Figure 14 are real, then they appear to
us to have two maln implications. First, with respect to turbulence, the
conclusion strongly suggested is that at low Reynolds numbers, where there is
relatively strong damping of the fluctuations, their amplitude is not so great
as to disrupt the formation of vortices; however, the fluctuations grow in
amplitude with increasing Reynolds m_nber, until finally orgemized flow on a
scale of distance comparable to the radius of the cylinder is not possible, and
a turbulent wake results. We would then be left with the task of explaining
why the Navier-Stokes equations have solutions of this kind at all, i.e., the
problem of describing the physical processes which cause such solutions. For
thls task, computer calculations would probably be our main tool. Finally, if
point-to-point pressure fluctuations - or even fluctuations in the spatial
derivatives of the pressure - are really implied over finite regions in these
flow fields by the principles of motion, then the Navler-Stokes equations in
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their familiar differential form cannot govern this kind of motion; flow fields S
!for which the derivatives appearing in these equations do not exist cannot sat-
isfy the equations. However, the fundamental statements of the principles of
continuum motion are relations among integrals, and not derivatives. Differ- |
ential forms happen to be particularly fruitful when the available computational
aids consist of pencil-and-paper; if the continuity of the solution implicitly
assumed in writing differential equations does not exist, then classical pencil_
and-paper methods for their solution will not work. On the other hand, it is
natural to base numerical methods of solution of continuum motion problems on
the more general integral statements of the principles of continuum mechanics.
The interesting thought then arises that, far from being a substitute for
insight, high-speed computers and numerical methods designed for them, might
play a key role in understanding the basic mechanisms of such phenomen_ of
viscous compressible fluid flow as vortex formation and turbulence.
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Fig. 1. MedlumMesh (43 x 48)
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Fig. 2. Problem No. 211.3, _ = I00,
MedlumMesh; Old boundary condition;
Free stream partlcles have moved 0.0
cyllnder diameters.
Fig. 3. Problem No. 211.3, R = I00,
_edi_m_esh; Old boundary condition;
Free Itreampartlcle8 have moved 0.397
cyllnder diameters.
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Fig. 4. Problem No. 211.3, R = 100,
bledlumHesh; Old boundary condition;
Free stream partlcles have moved 2.38
cyl£nder diameters.
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Fig. 5. Problem No. 211.3, R = 100,
Medium Mesh; Old boundary condition;
Free s_reampar_Icles have moved 5.12
cyllnder d£ame_ers.
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Fig. 6. Problem No. 211.4, R = 100,
Medium Mesh; Old boundary cond£Clon;
Free stream particles have moved 3.89
cylinder diameters.
Fig. 7. Problem No. 211.4, R - 100,
Med£umMesh; Old boundary condition;
Free stream partlcles have moved 7.54
cyllnder d£an_ters.
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Fig. 8. Problem No. 211.41, R = 100,
_d£umHesh; New boundary condl_ion;
Free s_re_ particles have_oved 11.1
cyllnder dla_e_ers.
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FLS. 9. Problem No. 211.41, R - 100,
Med£_unMeeh, New boundary condiC£on;
Free sCream parCicles have moved 14.7
cyl£nder diameters.
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Fi8.1_ Problem No. 211.3, R = z000,
Med£umMesh; Free stream partLcles have
moved 1.1,9 cyllnder diameters.
Fl 8. 11. Problem No. 211.2, R - 5000,
Medium Mesh; Free stream part£¢leI
have moved 4.77 cyl£nder d_ameCers.
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E WATER TABLE EXPERIMENTS 01_. J
OSCILLATING CYLINDER S*
/
Leon Schindel* * and Garabed Zartarian**
• Summar T
This paper presents some preliminary resulte of forced and
free oscillation tests on small cylinders in a water table flow, at
Reynolds numbers of the order of 104. These simple, exploratory
experiments consisted primarily of wake-visualization studies, and
measurements of the phase angles between lateral displacements and
lateral hydrodynamic forces at various amplitudes and reduced frequencies.
It was found that negative hydrodynamic damping exists only at reduced
frequencies within a few percent of the Strouhal number and for a limited ]
lrange of amplitude. Using the hydrogen bubble technique, vortex tra-
jectories behind stationary and oscillating cylinders were determined. 1
Large lateral wake movements were noted, particularly for cases with
large-amplitude oscillations.
Hopefully, these results will guide and test the formulation of a
simple analytical model for the purpose of predicting adequately the
aerodynamic forces on an oscillating cylinder. Two such models are
suggested and briefly discussed.
The task is not completed; the presented results are subject to
checks with some repeated tests which are in progress.
Introduction
A main objective of the study performed some thirty years ago
by Meier-Windhorst (Ref. 1)was to answer the following important
Study conducted for NASA_ under Contract No. NAS8-Z0186.
Research Aeronautical Engineers, Department of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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que stion:
What is the nature of the motion-dependent hydrodynamic forces
on an oscillating cylinder in a water-channel flow, and how do these
forces limit the oscillations initiated by the Strouhal forces (i. e., the
periodic forces on the stationary cylinder)?
Meier-Windhorst observed the free oscillations of an elastically-
mounted cylinder in an 18-cm deep water channel flow, at various
combinations of cylinder mass, cylinder natural frequency and of built-
in viscous damping. For each case he tried to establish the dependence
of amplitude and frequency of oscillations on the free-stream velocity.
Some features of his results of interest to the present study are:
(1) When the velocity was increased slowly, a critical velocity
was reached where the amplitude rose sharply. This point corres-
ponded to a motion frequency equal to the natural frequency of the system
0.z
in still waterj fN _ and also equal to the Strouhal frequency fz (= _ 9
where V 0 is the free-stream velocity, and D the diameter).
(Z) As the velocity was further increased by as much as 10_, the
amplitudes of motion increased slowly. The motion frequency was found
to be somewhere between the Strouhal frequency and the natural frequency,
being closer to the latter for higher mass ratios. For still higher velo£-
ities, amplitudes dropped gradually.
(3) The mass ratio, _, defined as
= mass of the cylinder + reduced mass of oscillatio n arm + 1_
mass of displaced fluid
varied from about 2.3 to 8.8*. With increasin_ _, the width of the am-
plitude vs. V 0 curve, the maximum amplitude, and the difference be-
tween motion frequency and natural frequency decreased.
It should be realized that the mass ratios of practical interest are much
grea.er. In the experiments to be described later, _ was estimated to
be around 300-400.
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It is apparent from these results that the cylinder response to
the hydrodynamic forces is not strictly speaking a resonance effect.
Stated alternatively, the cylinder motion alters the flow field signifi-
cantly, and the vortex shedding frequency is different from both fN and
fs generally. One would also expect changes in the equivalent hydro-
dynamic damping force. For present purposes, it is adequate to ex-
press the total hydrodynamic force F as
a
F = -m _0Zx + c _ (1)
a a a
the two terms representing the parts in phase with acceleration _ and
with velocity _ respectively. Scruton (Ref. 2) has adopted this sort of
division in his analysis and presentation of experimental results on
aerodynamic derivatives. This sort of representation can be justified
only when the amplitudes are large and the dominant forces are of the
same frequency as the motion. At lower amplitudes, unless motion and
Strouhal frequencies are very close, the force signal will contain both
frequencies, and Eq. (1) is no longer useful. At reduced frequencies,
sufficiently close to the Strouhal frequency, c a will have a negative sign
at low amplitudes. With increasing amplitude, c a will increase and re-
verse in sign at some amplitude which will be denoted here by A0. In
the absence of structural damping forces in the system, A0 would be the
maximum attainable amplitude in free oscillations. Ao, as obtained from
forced oscillationtests,, will depend on the reduced frequency of motion.
An important fir st objective in the present investigation was to
determine approximately the aerodynamic_zero-damping boundary as a
function of reduced frequency, or equivalently the ca = 0- lines in an
amplitude-reduced frequency plot. Having established the regions of
negative c a, the next task was to examine by flow visualization the wake
p_'tern (the shedding process) in such cases. These results are now
being used in an attempt to formulate a simple analytical model which
will predict the aforementioned c a = 0- boundaries, as well as the mag-
nitudes o _e oscillatory forces.
Hereafter the words aerodynamic and hy-lrodynamic will be used
interchangeably.
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Apparatus 1
Figure 1 shows the overall test set up. The cylind_.,r model was
mounted at the lower end of a "pendulum". The pendulum was flexure-
supported at _he other end. The natural frequency of the system could
be varied from about 0.7 cps to 5.0 cps by changing the effective length
of the flexure. For the forced oscillation tests, the system was excited
by rotatin_ an eccentric weight mounted at the center of percussion of
the pendulum and driven by a small d-c motor. By varying the motor
rpm, the pend _lum could be tuned to get m_lximum amplitude. The
hollow cylinder model, sealed at both ends, was partially immersed in
a water stream the velocity of which could be varied from 0.5 to 1 ft/sec.
The depth of the water changed from 0.4 to 0.6 in., with the larger depths
occurring at the higher velocities. The height of the cylinder was al-
ways greater than the water depth. The clearance at the bottom was
made small, but was not measured. Slightly different gap sizes did
exist for tests carried out at different times.
Figure 2 shows the details of the mode; and its support. It con r
si sted of two identical cylinders, about 1 l/Z " in diameter and connected
by a 3/64"-thick aluminum bar on which strain gages were installed.
One cylinder was in the flow, the other out of the flow and serving to re-
move the inertia force signal from the strain gage output. Thus the
strain gage signals, without further modificationsj represented forces
due to the flow including the apparent mass forces.
In the flow visualization studies, the hydrogen bubble technique
was used. A kinked piano wire of 0.006" diameter was placed just below
the water surface, a little ahead of the cylinder. (This arrangement
turned out to be satisfactory in previous experiments, see for example
Ref. 3). The wire w_s energized with a Z00 V, 300 ma, d-c power supply.
Test Procedures and Results
The phase angle measurements were taken from a display of the
force and displacement signals on the s_.me oscilloscope. "/"he results
were obtained for several amplitudes at various flow speeds and fre-
quencies of motion. The relation between the phase angle $ and the
I _ 4 i"
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effective flow damping ca is a simple one and ca_ be derived once F a
is assumed to be of the form of Eq. (1). It is further assumed that
m a is equal to the ";irtual mass and is independent of amplitude. This
is a reasonable approximation for present purposes. It was observed
experimentally that the F- signal was a fairly clean sinusoid, when
the cylinder was forced into the sinusoidal motion x = A sin cot.
Letting Fa = _a sin (cot - _), one finds from Eq. (i) that
"] Ca ) (z)
= tan (m
a
Thus _ is also a measure of the damping due to the flow. By estimating
m a, and knowing co and _, an approximate value of Ca may be calculated,
if desired. As ]Ca] is appreciably smaller than maco, i.e. damping
forces are small compared to forces due to the virtual mass for sizeable
amplitudes, _ wiU be small. To improve the accuracy of measuring the
amplitude where c = _ = 0, i.e. A 0, one may artificially reduce m by
a a
placing a small mass in the dummy cylinder, a mass not exceeding m.
Although the resultant phase angle vs. A curves will be different with
different mama, the cross-over point (_ = 0) will be the same. maIB were
reduced in this manner by 50% or more in arriving at the results shown
in Figs. 3 and 4. [
For these tests, the following procedure was followed: fN and
V0 were fixed, thus fixing also the reduced natural frequency fND/V0.
The forced amplitude was varied, and th_ _ vs. A-data were taken. The
excitation was shut-off. The motion would die out or would stabili_e at
some noticeable amplitude, depending on the closeness of the reduced
natural frequency to the Strouhal number. The points marked with
arrows in Figs. 3 and 4 are the free-osci11_.tion points. In the tests
with reduced n.:,tura'_ frequencies between 0.2 and 0.22, it was possible
for the motion to build up from zero amplitude, with the buildup being
more rapid lot reduced frequencies very near the Strouhal number. At
lower fre.luencies_ c(_rresponding to fND/V0 _-- 0.19, no free oscillations
were noted.
The amplitudes of the free oscillations in these fig,_re_ are of the i
Iorder ot 0.2D. In another test, at the lower freque_cy of 0.8 cpsj with 17.5
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a lower velocity, to attain an fND/V0 -_ 0.Zl, amplitudes of the order
of 0.5D were encountered. This trend was inconsistent with the results
of Meier-Windhorst (Ref. 1). The properties of the supporting flexure
and hydrodynamic forces were examined more closely to explain this
discrepancy. Three points were noted which served to explain partially.
this result.
(1) Changes in flexure length had apparently brought about
sizeable variations in the effective structural damping coefficient.
(2) The water depth was found to increase in almost direct pro-
portion with the velocity._ (and also with the fre_luency, fj since the reduced
fre_luency, was kept constant).
(3) Even more striking was the nleasured variation of the two-
dimensional lift coefficient C L vs. V0 (or R. N. ) on the stationary, cylinder.
CL displayed a negative slope, almost in inverse proportion to the
velocity.. This again is not in accord with measurements of other in-
vestigators as summarized in Fig. 28 of Keefe's report (Ref. 4).
Recent repeatability tests have shown a marked influence by the
gap at the bottom of the cylinder on the C L of the stationary cy.linder.
This was also noted by Keefe. The tests will be repeated with a much
closer monitoring of the gap and the water depth to obtain quantitatively.
meaningful results. The results presented thus far should be interpreted
qualitatively only..
To understand the complex flow field behind the oscillating cylin-
der, it was deemed desirable to observe the vortex sheacling process.
Several short rolls of movies were taken of the wake patterns (the
streaklines traced by the hydrogen bubbles) for a stationary cylinder, as
well as for a cylinder with small, large, and very. large amplitudLs of
o scillation.
The approximate "vortex positions" were measured from film
frames for different times. The "vortex position" was taken to be the
center of concentration of vorticity, near the end of the shear lay.er
separating from the cylinder. This position, which is shown in Fig. 5a,
is somewhat vague because the true center r. lay" lie anywhere inside the
curved tip of the streakline. The, separation po.__, which is indicated in
Fig. 5b, is defined for convenience to be that point closest to the wake in
the bubble- saturated region.
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Consider the stationary cylinder firsts for which the vortex
positions are indicated in Fig. 6 at l/16 sec intervals. The vortex first
appeared about one diameter behind the cylinder (a = D, where a is de-
fined in Fig. 5a)_ and the separation points varied in the neighborhood
of the points e = ±90 ° . The vortex was no'_ strong enough before this
poir, t to be visible. Beyond this point, it moved towards the centerlin_.
For the case shown, the period for vortex shedding was approximately
9/8 sec, and thus 10 consecutive points on t_is plot constituted & half
period. After reaching the centerline, the vortex drifted ash )rt distance
and then separated from its feeding sheet. After that time, it seemed I
to move away from the centerl!ne as it drifted downstream.
At higher velocities, the rate of bubble generation had to be in-
creased; and since the vortices were stronger then_ they were noted at
distances "a" less than D. Their paths were very mu_.h like illustrated
by Fig. 6.
As the vortex appeared and started its inward movementj the
separation point began to move toward the back stagnation point (e = 0).
After the vortex reached the center and drifted downstream, the separa-
tion point appeared stationary. When the vortex discharged from its
feeding sheet, the separation point receded to its original position.
It would have been useful, also, to have a measurement of the
relation ot the vortex positions to the transverse forces on the cylinders
in particular, the vortex position at the time when the cylinder ex-
perienced ma::imum transverse force. Unfortunately, this information
was not obtained.
Figure 7 presents selected frar_es from movies of the oscillating
cylinder. In (a), the amplitude was small (about O.2D), and the wake
looked much like that of the stationary cylinder, n {b), the amplitude
was about O.5D, the frequency was 0.78 cps, and the velo_.ity was
approximately 5.7 ft/sec. This meant a transverse velocity of 3.5"/sec,
which was comparable to the free-stream velocity. One notes in these
photographs significant lateral movements of the vortex. In (c), the
-:ass a forced o_cillation with a large amplitude (.7D) is depicted; it
shows the continuation of the trend from (a) to (b). In e_.c.h of the zeta
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!above, the middle photograph corresponds to the median positions of the
cylinder, while the two end photographs corresFond to the extremities
of cylinder travel. -
Figure 8a presents the vortex position as a function of time, at
intervals of I/IZ sec, for the high-amplitude case. The instantaneous
cylinder lateral position is included,. In each case, the location ol
the vortex is relative to the cylinder possessing the same indexj i.e.,
vortex labeled 1 means it is to be considered with cylinder position I,
etc. Arrows at the center indicate directions of motion.
Position 5 corresponds nearly to the location of the clockwise
vortex when it was first noted. The vortex had it_ origin at an earlier
timej say at I. It is interesting to note this position relative to th_
cylinder 5, considering the relative wind direction at that time. In-
stantaneously, the patter_, looks like that of the stationary cylinder.
At later timeD, the vorte;_ moved towards the centerline, as in positions
6B 7, 8. The position_ 9, 10, 1 1 were obtained from the observed loca-
tions la, Za, etc. of the a!tern_te (col nt_rclockwise) vortex emanating
from the other side of the cylinder Position 8 of the top vortex corres-
ponds nearly to position la of the lower vortex.
Figure 8b shows the trajectory of the vortex shed from A. Tl, e
cylinder is fixed in the stream direction in this case. The t-ajectory
of the counterclockwise vortex from Bcau be drawn, as it is the image
of that from A about the motion centerline. Both trajectories cross the
centerline at a fixed downstream point but, of course, the two alternate
voltices reach this point at different times (half a l_eliod spar*.). In
comparing these trajectories with similar ones frorr, Ref. 1, one finds
disagreement for positions 6 and beyond. Am far as can be determined
from Ref. 1, Meier- Windhor st observed the vortex .,_ovement for times
corresponding to early positions 1-5_ and ex_ral_olated on these results
for late positions; it is felt that the intermediate portion of his .r,'.jecto.'y
is incorrect.
The movement of _he se,,_aration point in these cases _as as
follows: Let t r denote the instant when the cylinder was at its median
position and travelling downward as seen in Fig. 8a (near position 5); G_.e
cylinder crossed the same posit:on travellin_ upw&rd at time t I + 7/2 ,
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where 7 was the period of oscillation. The separation point on the A-side
moved from a position ahe&d of A (0 > 90 ° ) at time t I to a position nearer
to the rear stagnation point (@ < 90 ° ) at time t I + 7/Z. This is as expected,
if one considers the cylinder stationary at any instant but with the rela _
tive velocity as the free-stream velocity. The separation point indicated
for position 5 in Fig. 8a illustrates this situation.
Proposed Simplified Analytical Models for the Flow Field
The wake visualization studies have been helpful in formulating
two simple mathematical models of the flow field which are now described.
It is assumed that the flow field is potential with singularities at vortex
points and cuts along the feeding sheets. Previous investigators have
successfully adopted potential flow models (cf. Refs. 5, 6) for the separa-
ted flow behind circular cylinders.
Figure 9a presents a model similar to that vsed by Bryson (Ref. 5).
The vortices are shed a_tisymmetrically from the two sides of the
cylinder, but are attached to the cylinder by feeding sheets from fixed
stagnation points for one full period of shedding. Knowing the locations
of the stagnation points, and imposing the assumed condition that the
net force on the vortex plus its feeding sheet is zero, a set of equations
with complex coefficients is obtained. These equations describe the
_ositions and strengths of the two nearest vortices. Certain initial
conditions must be assumed, such as initial vortex positions, and the
period of shedding _'. At the ends of a half period, the positions of the vor-
tices and strengths must be such that the flow field is completely anti-.
symmetric with respect to the (strearnwise) centerline of motion. Initia.t
positions must be adjusted to fulfill this antisymmetry condition.
Figure 9b presents a second model which is related to one used
by Ujihara (Ref. 6)_ but with the following added simplifying assumptions:
(a) the vorticity is shed from two fixed feeding points on the cylinder at
an equal and constant rate (b) the total vorticity is concent,.'ated at
the end of the sheet. The last model has the advantage of simplicity
but may be an inadequate representation. The extensive and more
elaborate calculations of Ujihara (Ref. 6) show appreciable periodic
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¥chan_es in the location of the separation point and in the vorticity shedding
rate.
Both of these models are in the trial stages and no conclusive
results are available at this time.
Conclusion
These experiments, together with other available data, indicate
no undamped aerodynamic forces on circular cylinders outside of a
narrow range of reduced frequencies around the Strouhal number. The
amplitude of Strouhal-driven oscillations is limited by the aerodynamic
drag which increases with amplitude as well as by structural damping
in the system.
Since the driving force arises from the alternate vortex shedding
associated with the Strouhal oscillations the force is closely related to
the wake vortex pattern. Therefore attempts to understand and analyze
the stationary and motion-dependent forces on an oscillating cylinder
are concentrated on adequately describing the vortex development.
I
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(o) (b)
Figure 5,
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Fis_re 6.
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r(a) Small Amplitude (A _ .25 inch)
w
%
(b) Large Amplitude (A _ . 7 inch)
-_. ,_.%
(elVery Large Amplitude (A _ 1.05 inch)
F£gure 7.
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FOR A ,_CIRCULARCYLINDER,,Itq, VORTEX-..Excn'KD
OSCIL ., Ot ATSUBC   CALR   OLDStMBm ,
**G. V. Parklnson and +N. Ferguson
ABSTRACT
Neasure_nts are presented of cyllnder amplltude and
frequency, wake vortex formation frequency, and phase angle
between lateral force and displacement, as a function of wind
speed, for a clrcular cyllnder tested at subcrltlcal Reynolds
nmnbers in a wind tunnel, Oscilloscope photographs of
cylinder displacement and surface pressure are shown,
illustrating changes in relative meplltudes, and in
mnplitudenK_dulatlon, with wind speed in the vortex-exclted
range.
m,,, , ,i
* Presented at the 'Neetlng on Ground Mind Load Problems in
Relation to Launch Vehicles' Langley Research Center,P
Hampton_ Virginia, U. S. A., June 7-8, 1966.
Professor of Mechanical Engineering, University of
British Colmmbia.
 DepartmentoL_ Mechanical Engineering, Nova Scotia
Technical Col lege.
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INTRODUCTION
Phenomena of aerodynamlcally-excited oscillations
of bluff cylindrical bodies have been studied for several
years in a continuing program at The University of
British Columbia. Both galloping oscillations, arising
from aerodynamic instability of the cross-section (I, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6), and vortex-excited oscillations (I, 7, 8),
have been investigated under conditions approaching two-
dimenslonality as closely as possible. Cylinder cross-
sections have included the circle, the D-sectlon, various
rectangles including the square, an elllpse, and an alrfoll
at high incidence. The models have spanned the vertical
27 in. dimension of the 27 in. by 36 in. tunnel test
section, and their lateral dimensions have ranged from
0.5 in. to 3 in., so that boundary corrections have been
small. Rigid models have been used, generally connected to
external springs and restrained to lateral plunging
oscillations by external lo_-frictlon air bearlng_. The
models were constructed with amocth surfaces and sharp
corners, and the tunnel air flow is very uniform and of
less than 0.17. turbulence. Reynolds numbers based on the
lateral section dimension have been in the range 104 to
105 .
The present paper describes a few of the measurements
made by the Junior author in his graduate research. The
work is reported in detail in Reference 8.
PHENOMENA OF VORTEX-EXCITED OSCILIATION
The model in which the measurements were made was a
3 in. diameter circular cylinder made from aluminum tubing
of .022 in. wall thickness. The cylinder ends cleared the
18.2
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¥tunnel floor and ceiling by about 1/16 in. and were coe.necCed I
ito the external springs ar.d sleeve air bearings by thinstruts passing through nar:ow lateral slots in floor and
ceiling. Cylinder lateral displacement was measured by a
transducer in which an extension to the aluminum shaft of
the upper air bearing system was made to interfere between
the primary and secondary of an alr-core transformer. The
natural frequency of lateral oscillatlons was 9.10 cps,
and the non-aerodynamic damping was about 0.1% of critical.
The cylinder surface had several flush pressure
taps of .025 in. diameter. Each was connected to a 4 ft.
length of .066 in. I.D. tubing which passed outside the
tunnel through the lower end fitting. Each tube could be
connected to a pressure transducer mounted outside the
tunnel. In the transducer, the fluctuating pressure signal
displaced a rubber diaphragm, causing a shutter to interfere
with a light beam impinging on a llght-dependent resistance,
and a bridge circuit produced a voltage proportional to the
pressure on the diaphragm.
The attenuation and phase lag experienced by the
pressure signal in travelling from the cylinder surface tap
to the transducer were determined as functions of frequency
and initial amplitude by mechanical callbration, using a
vibration generator and a tiny piston fitting the input end
of the transmission tube. A dummy _ube tied to the active
tube communicated to the other side of the diaphragm, and
this eliminated spurious signals due to motion of the tubes.
The output signals from the displacement and pressure
transducers were displayed and photographed on the screen of
a storage oscilloscope, and Figs. 1 (a) to l(e) show some of
these photographs. In each photograph the upper trace is
cylinder displacement and the lower is cylinder surface
i
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pressure at a mld-span tap on the transverse diameter. Figs
l(b), l(c), and 1(d) show both traces at a constant
magnification of 50 mv/dlvlslon. In Fig. 1 (a) the
displacement is mnplifled to 5 mv/dlv, and the pressure to
20 av/dlv. In Fig. l(e) the displacement is at 50 mv/div.
but the pressure is amplified to 20 av/dlv. Also the
pressure signal displayed in Fig. l(e) is -._. a higher
frequency than the other pressure signals, and accordlngly
experienced more attenuation in the transmission tube. The
fundaaental frequency of the surface pressure fluctuatlon
indicates the foraatlon izequency o£ the cylinder w_e
vortices; and in Fig. l(a), taken at a wind speed of 10.2 fp_,
this frequency is 8.0 cps, whereas tbe cylinder is oscillating
with quite small _plltude, less than 0.02 dllmeter, at
9.0 cps. Both signals are seen to experience a regular beat
modulation at about 1.0 cps.
When the wind epeed was increased to 12.7 fps, the
traces shown in Fig. l(b) were obtained. The displacement
amplitude modulatlon has disappeared and the modulation of
the pressure slgnal has been slgnlflcantly reduced. _oth
amplitudes have increased greatly, and both slgnals are
at the same frequency, 9.0 cps. The peak cyllnder amplltude
of about 0.3 diameter was obtained at a win_ speed of 13.7
fps, and the dlsplacemevt and pressure traces are shown in
Fig. l(c). Both traces are almost urmodulated, and both are
at the sam_ frequency of 9.0 cps. The surface pressure
amplitude is also at a maximum, co_l'espondlng to a
!
£1uctuatlng pressure coefficient C = fluctuating pressure _plltude
P free stre_ dyn_Ic pressure
of about 0.8.
1then the wind speed ms increased only 8lightly to
14.4 £ps, the rather dramatic change in the relative strength
of the signals shown in Fig. 1 (d) was obtained. The
18.4
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(lisplace_ent and pressure are still umwdulated and at
9.0 cps, and the dlsplacement amplitude has decreased
moderately from the previous _eak, but the pressure
amplitude has decreased to le_s than one _.hlrd of its
previous value.
For the flnal photograph, Fig. 1(e), the wind speed
was increased to 16.5 fps, and th_ cylinder again oscillated
at 9.0 cps without amplitude modulation, but with consider-
ably reduced amplitude, about 0.08 diameter. The surface
pressure, howevor, oscillated at a _ch higher fundamental
frequency of 13.0 cps and displayed a strong random
ampli rude modulation.
The phenomena of Fig. 1 can be correlated and partly
explained by considering Fig. Z, in which cylinder
- cylinder amplitude and
dimensioni_ss amplitude Y - cylinder diameter
frequency f, and surface pressure (or vortex) frequency
:_v and phase angle _ are plotted as ordinates versus wind
speed V as abscissa. _ is the phase angle by which the
underpressure at the surface tap represented in Fig. 1
leads the displacement in the direction of that tap (this
is equivalent to the phase angle betwee_ transverse force
and displacement).
The solid straight line from the origin of Fig. Z
is the mean line of measured data points of f vs V for theV
cylinder held stationary, and it corresponds to a Strouhal
number of 0.198. The horizontal dashed line gives the
cylinder natural frequency fn = 9.10 cps.
When the cylinder was free to exhibit transverse
oscillations, none occurred at wind speeds below about
10 fps. _len small oscillations bega_ with the surface
pressure fluctuations at the ssme frequency f as for theV
stationary cylinder at that wind speed, and with the
cylinder frequency fc lying below the natural frequency fn
I18.5
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¥but above the vortex frequency iv" This is the region of
the regular beat modulatlov of Fig. l(a). At a sllghtly
higher wind speed, about ii fps, when Y reached about 0.03,
Y
f locked in to f , and both remained at 9.0 cps over a
V C
further 40Z increase in wind speed. This is the region
• - f , phase
covered by Figs. I_), (c), (d) Since fc v
angle/can be measured, and this was done from fast sweep
oscilloscope photographs of the two traces. Individual
measurements are not very accurate, so that the results show
considerable scatter, but the trend is clear, with / increas-
ing rapidly, probably from near 0° at the beginning of the
winJ speed range (measurements were difficult at the lower
wind speeds) to about 180° at the end of the range. Peak
cylinder amplitude seemed to occur with / near 900•
When V reached about 15 fps the frequency lock-ln
was suddenly lost, and f jumped to a value near that for theV
stationary cylinder at that wind speed, while fc remained at
9.0 cps. The cylinder smplitude continued a smooth decrease
with increasing wind speed, and continued to show no
modulation, while the surface pressure at these wind speeds
showed the random amplitude modulation and values of
amplitude characteristic of pressures on the stationary
cylinder. The value of fv obtained in this wind speed range
was very sensitive to test conditions, and considerable
scatter is shown on Fig. Z. At wind speeds above about 18 fps,
the cylinder did not oscillate.
CONCLUDING
These results correlate well with measurements by
Bishop and Hassan (9), in which cylinders were given mechanic-
ally forced transverse oscillatlons in a water channel.
Although our tests were under more or less twn-dlmenslonal
conditions, and at subcritlcal Reynolds numbers
18.6
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(1.5(10) 4< Nit < 3.0(10)4), the cylinder motions seem to
have some relevance to observed motions at supercritical and
transcritical Reynolds numbers of launch vehicle models, as
for example in tests reported by Reed (10).
Funds for the research reported here were provided by
the National Research Council of Canada, through Grant A586.
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FLUCTUATING FORCE MEASU_ UPON A CIRCULAR CYLINDER !_
AT REYNOLDS NUMBERS UP TO 9 X 106 _
Louis V. Schmidt
Associate Professor of Aeronautics* _
U.S. Naval Postgraduate School i
Monterey, California I
ABSTRACT !
An approximate 8:1 aspect ratio circular cylinder has been extensively
tested both at the GALCIT lO-foot Low-speed Circular wind tunnel and at the
NASA Ames 12-foot Pressure Tunnel. The results of these tests provide a cov-
erage in Reynolds number from approximately 3 X i05 to _ x 106. Data obtained
included the steady and fluctuating values of sectional lift and drag in addi-
tion to individual surface static pressures. Multiple data stations allowed
the determination of the spatial traits of the random-type air loads.
q
The model, essentially rigid, had interchangeable tip sections. A clear
demonstration of the effects of tip shape upon sectional air loads was obtained
in addition to a definition of the scope of this influence.
Evaluation of the data is being made using an analog to digital conver-
sion system in conjunction with a CDC 1604 rilgitalcomputer located at the
U.S. Naval Postgraduate School. Available results will be reported.
Studies of bluff body separation effects have been made upon square, rec-
tangular, and circular cross sections using a simple single degree of freedom
aeroelastic model. The results are not as definitive as those reported above
i i,
*Formerly: Research Fellow, GAIEIT Flutter Group,
California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, California
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since these results pertain to model response measurements for varying model
resonanc_ frequencies, and estimates can be made only of the average random
forcing function. Significant differences have been observed in the aerody-
namlc forcing function for various bluff bodies. This program has application
to an antenna element vibration problem.
INTRODUCTION
The study of unsteady air loads about a circular cylinder described in
this paper is the outgrowth of a program started at the GALCIT* by Fungl,2 in
19_8. His results were applicable to the supercrltlcal Reynolds number range,
and showed significant differences from the accepted alr-load traits in the
subcritical Reynolds number range. In particular, the unsteady llft coeffi-
cients were found to be reduced in magnitude from the estimates for the sub-
critical flow range, the loads appeared to be random in character, and there
was evidence that the random loads had a spatial dependence.
A subsequent study was initiated in 1960 in an attempt to clarify and/or
e_tend the previous work. The air loads were measured using an instantaneous
summation of eighteen static pressures at an axial station on a cantilevered
cylinder model. The initial results (Reference 3) confirmed the unsteady loads
obtained by Fung, and in addition showed that the cross-correlatlon along the
axis of the cylinder was small for spacings of two load packages bayond one
cylinder diameter. The extreme sensitivity of the unsteady loads to small sur-
face disturbances was noted, but in general their influence was not manifested
beyond an axial distance of about a cylinder diameter.
*Graduate Aeronautical Laboratories, California Institute of Technology.
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Blackiston4 conducted a study of the influence of tip shape upon local
load using the cantilevered cylinder model. His results confirmed the obser-
vatlons by Ezra and Birnbaum_ as to the importance of tip shape, and in par-
tlcular showed that a hemispherical configuration resulted in unsteady llft
loads up to five times greater than would be obtained with a "smokestack" or
conical nose shape. Again, the influence of nose shape was not evident beyond
a distance of approximately a cylinder diameter from the tip.
As a consequence of these programs, Spitzer6 mapped the fluctuating static
pressures on the cantilevered cylinder model In supercrltlcal flow and observed
the random background pattern similar to atmospheric turbulence with the pres-
ence of an energy peak at a Strouhal number (S) of 0.24 on the forward portion
of the cylinder, and spikes at S = 0.24, 0.36, and 0.48 on the aft portion of
the cylinder. No energy peaks were observed near to the separation point.
All of these results were obtained at the GALCIT lO-Foot wind tunnel, and
were limited to Reynolds numbers of 1 × lO6 or less. Roshko7 was able to
extend the values of stea_y state drag coefficient up to a Reynolds number of
8 x lO6 ._.nthe last experimental program conducted at the Cooperative Wind
Tunnel, Pasadena, California. His results showed that the drag value rose
again at Reynolds numbers beyond about 3 X lO6 and approached a value of about
CD = 0.7 similar to results obtained in subcritlcal flow using a splitter
plate. Also he noted the reappearance of periodicity in the wake. A similar
extension of unsteady load results is the purpose of the work reported herein.
NOMENCLATURE
CL = local llft force coefficient = (llft force/unlt span)/qD
CD = local drag force coefficient = (drag force/unlt span)/qD
19.3
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0p()  resooreoo
D = cylinder diameter
f = frequency, cps
1 ov2q = dynamic pressure =_
t = time
R = Reynolds number of cylinder = VD/v
S = Stroulml number = fD/V
V = velocity of undisturbed flow
x = axial coordinate along cylinder axis, x = 0 at base
y = lateral displacement at base of _eroelastic model
0 = mass density of fluid
v = kinematic viscosity of fluid
P = stagnation pressure
p(.) = static pressure, subscript (o) refers to freestream condition
-power spectral density
R( ) --cross-correlP.tioncoefficient, subscript denotes load station
orientation
CIRCULAR CYLINDER PROGRAM AND RESULTS
The cantilever^d cylinder model was installed in the NASA Ames iS-Foot
wind tunnel upon a steel base plate as shown in Figure I. The instrument
packages were similar to those used at the GAIEIT except that the pressure
range was increased in order to allow measurement over a larger spread in
operating conditions. Four relocatable instrument sections were employed in
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order to provide a threefold increase in data gathering capability. In addi- I:
tion, a _note control drive system was incorporated so as to allow reorienta- _
tion of the model from the lift to the drag mode without having to open the
pressure shell. The aluminum sleeves were clamped together using a steel tie I
rod and strain gages at the model base were continuall_ monitored for reasons
of assuring model integrity. Otherwise the model was identical to that used at
the GALCIT, and essentialI_rmay be considered as rigid in nature.
The test program extended the work of Schmidt3, Blackiston4, and Spitzer6
to a Reynolds number of 5 x 106 (tunnel pressurized to four atmospheres).
Included in the program were definitions of steady-state drag, fluctuating lift
and drag, cross-correlations, tip effects, and pressure mapping. Time histories
of the data were recorded on magnetic tape for subsequent data processing.
A partial evaluation of the data has been made using an analog to digital
conversion system in conjunction with a Controls Data Corporation (CDC) 1604
digital computer located at the U.S. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
California.
The steads-state drag data, Figure 2, show a value of CD = 0.18 for
R _ 1 x i_ with a gradual rise to CD = 0._3 as Reynolds number was increased
to 5 × 1_. Static pressures that were obtained using NASA supplied pressure
transducers were integrated to obtain drag coefficient. Good agreement was
obtained between the integrated results and the direct measurements of the
instrumentation packages. The variation of CD for R values of 1 × 10_ to
8 X 106 are stmnarized on Fi_re 2 using the material of Dela_ and Sorensen8
and RoshkoT. It will be noted that the drag values obtained in the experiments
described here are in general lower than those of references 7 and 8.
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An interesting comparison can be made using the base pressures on the aft
portion of the cylinder, since as pointed out by R0shko7, base pressures have
the same traits with respect to R as CD. Figure 3 indicates that the static
pressures at the model base are lower than those reported by Roshko, and the
discrepancy in base pressures and drag coefficients are in direct correspondence.
A possible reason for the difference in results may be that the model sur-
face conditions were not alike. The model used by Roshko had a sand-blasted
finish while the cantilever model used here had a high polish. The importance
of surface xoughuess at the higher values of Reynolds number is not clear at
this time.
Unstead_ load values were not as sensitive to Reynolds number change as
the stead_-state drag. Figure 4 presents a stm_nax_of unstead_ lift range and
the results of Yungl,2 and Schmidt3 in the low supercritical range. In general,
the unsteady llft values were in the range of _ = 0.0_ to 0.I0 although
some values in excess of 0.15 were noted. A similar comparison made for
unsteady drag, Figure 5, disclosed that the root mean square,level of drag
coefficient varied between 0.02 and 0.05. It will be notod that the dat_ in
the supercrit!cal Reynolds number range are faired in a broad-brush manner indi-
cating that the values are not well defined. These results pertain to measure-
ments made in the model mid-span region and do not reflect a_ effects that are
due to tip configuration.
The time history of air loads was processed using digital techniques and
m_y be seen in the foxlnof power spectral densities on Figures 6 and 7 at
values of R = i.I × 106 and 5.0 × 106 _espectivel_. Only the unstead_ lift
data are shown since the unsteady drag data,are quite similar. The results did
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not differ significantly from data obtained at the GALCIT, and periodicity in
the for_ of energy peaks was not found.
Spectral densities were estimated for frequencies up to 125 ops for the
initial anal_rses. Several instances appear where it may be necessary to recal-
culate the spectral estimates to a higher value of frequency.
Cross-correlation calculations were made for both the lift and drag meas-
urements, and are shown s_nmnaril_ron Figures 8 and 9- The rapid decrease in
I
cross-correlation coefficient with axial spacing is evident and the results are
quite similar to those obtained at the C_JCIT. The degree of confidence in
these calculations is about ±0.05 based upon consideration of inertia effects
during data taking and accuracy of digitizing two cha_nels of information to a
common time base.
Cross-correlation coefficient, as used here, refers to the mean cross
product of the tWO load time histories normalized with respect to the individual
R_ values. The time lag was set at zero. The definition is:
T Z1Ct) Z2Ct)dt
For the calculations presented here, the time span, T, was eight seconds.
A_O_STIC MODELAND RESULTS
As a consequence of a vibration problem encountered in an element of a
large antehna installation, a stud_ was initiated of bluff-body separation
effects using cross sectious that are square, rectaugular_ and circular. A
single degree of freedom aeroelastlc _odel was constructed so as to allow
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lateral response when the model vertical_ span_._d the test section of the
3._ × _.0 foot wind tunnel locat¢_ at the U.S.N. Postgraduate School. The
resulte were not as definitive as those reported for ltrect load measure_nts
upon the rigid circular cylinder since the quantity measured was mod_l response_
and the average random forcing function was estimated indirectly using a trans-
fer function concept applied to the spectral density of t_e displacement.
Figure 10 presents a sketch of the installation of the aeroelastic model
in the wind tunnel. The simple pivot was ol rained using a flexure plate so
that friction effects would be minimized. The spring constraint at the lower
end of the aluminum beam was a variable, which made possible variation_ in
model resonant frequency from 30 to 90 cps. The displacements_ as measured at
the lower end of the beam 3 were recorded onto magnetic tape_ converted to
digital form_ and subsequently used for calculating auto-correlations and power
spectral densities.
The model cross section reported herein may be seen in Fi@ure JO as cor-
resl_nding to a square with rounded corners. This configuration was selected
for a detailed analysis since its response was better behaved than a cross
section such as sharp-edged square or rectangle. A systematic variation was
made in both tunnel velocity and model resonant frequency. The amplitude
responses were somewhat syst_natic in variation, but trend_ were not clear.
!
N_wever, after the fluctuating lift coefficient was estimated, a clear trend
appeared (Figure ii). The quantity _B denotes beam length for the siring
constraint and the lower value implies a higher value of model resonant
frequency.
In general, a transition appeared at a Reynolds number of about 3.4 × I0_,
similar to that observed for CD of a circular cylinder. A bluff hod_ with
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this cross section has been described by Dela_ and Sorensen 8 with respect to :
CD and the importance of the corner radii in controlling the drag transition _i
has been demonstrated. }
Another interesting item to note in Figure 11 is that as the resonant fre- __
quency of the model is increased, the estimated value of fluctuating lift
decreased. The value of fluctuating lift has been replotted as a function of _
(normalized) lateral displacement for two Reynolds numbers, Figure 12. It may r
be readily seen that the value of fluctuating lift appears to be linearl_ ldependent upon _ amplitude of motion, and extrapolates to a rigid value not
significantly different from that obtained for a circular _71inder. -Theaero-
elastic feedback term appears remarkably powerful since for the subcritical
case, an RMS amplitude of several thousandths of an inch doubled the a_plitude
of the estimated lift.
An attempt to estimate the aeroelastic feedback term by assuming that the
lateral motion causes an effective angle of attack change with a subsequent
rotation of the stead_ state drag vector yielded a dependence of fluctuating
lift upon amplitude. ._owever, this approach gave estimates that were approxi-
mately four orders of magnitude too low.
CONCIA/DING
Unstead,vair loads have been measured upon a circular cylinder for Reynolds
numbers up to 5.0 × 106. Initial anal_ses of the data do not disclose signifi-
cant differences from measurements made in the low supercritical Reynolds num-
ber range (R = i × 106). Final conclusions remain to be drawn following a com-
plete evaluation of all the results.
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A single degree of freedom aeroelastic model was applied to an antenna
vibration problem. An analysis of one of the configurations disclosed a strong
dependence of unsteady _ir load upon motion; however# further work remains in
order to confirm or disprove these observations.
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FIG. B: UNSTEADY DRAG RESULTS
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EXIq_tIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF WII_D INDIEED
OSCILIATION EFFECTS ON CYLINDERS IN TWO-DII_SION&L
_OW AT HIGH REYNOLDS NI_IBE_.S
Joseph J. Cincotta, Martin Company, (Baltimore)
George W. Jones, Jr., NASA Langley Research Center
Robert W. Walker, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
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This paper presen';s the salient results of an experimental investiga-
tion of the steady drag and unsteady lift forces acting on a two-4dimensic .el
circular cylindel" subjected to flow perpendicular to its axis. The study T
includes the affects of model motion, Strouhal Number and Mach Number over
a range of Reynolds Number from 0.6 x 106 to 18.7 x 106. These tests were
performed on _ etationa.-_ and oscillating model for a model 8trouhal Number
range from 0.06 to 0.5.
It was found that with increasing Reynolds Number the unsteady lift force
characteristic changes from wide band random to narrow band random to rand_a
plus periodic with these transitions occurring at approximately 3.5 .,411io;
and 6 million Reynolds Number. The Strouh_l Number of the unsteady aero-
dynamic force on the stationary model increased with increasing Reynolls
Number to a constant value of 0.3 in the random plus periodic (Transcriticai)
Reynolds Number range.
In the _ranscritical regime, the u_teady lift forces were found to in-
crease with smplitude of model oscillat_on, with the marJL_um smpllf__cation I
occurring when the model oscillating frequency was approximately equal to i
the aerodynamic Str_,_hal frequency. For model oscillation frequencies below
i
the stationazy mo_.el aerodyn_nic Strouhal frequency, the unsteady lift
r.
forces exhibited negative aerodynamic damping characteristics.
_ch Number was found to effect both the static drag and unsteady lilt
data for Mach Number greater than 0.2. For Reynolds Numbers above 3 million
and Mach Number less than or equal to 0.2 the static drag coefficient was
relatively constant at approximately O.5:_.
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I_TRODUCTI ON
When launch vehicles are subjected to steady ground winds while in the
vertical position, unsteady aerodynamic forces are exerted on them occurring
primarily in a directiou perpendicular to the wind. These unsteady forces
are associated with vortices shedding from the sides of the vehicle and are
generally influenced by vehicle geometry, Reynolds Number, oscillatory
vehicle motion, Strouhal Number, surface conditions and non-uniformities
of the stream. (See Humphreys I, Funs 2, Schmidt3s Roshko_, Scruton5.)
These phenomena are not amenable to analysis at Reynolds Numbers of prac-
tical interest (See Morkovin Ref. 6)
As a start toward providing a better understanding of the unsteady aero-
dyasmic forces and the most important parameters controlling them in the high
Reynolds Number range, applicable to large launch vehicles, a wind tunnel
investigation has been conducted for the simplest geometry of a smooth two-
dimensional cylinder. The objectives of this program were to evaluate the
unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on a segment of the cylinderp as influ-
enced by cylinder motion, Strounal Number and Reynolds Number, and to obtain
and correlate visual observation_ with this quantitative information so as
to clarify possible spanwise vortex formations. The supercritical Reynolds
Number range, where limited data were available (Ref. Funs 2, Schmidt3), was
investigated, but primary emphasis was placed on the Romhko transcritical
Reynolds Number range where only mean cylinder pressure measurements and wake
frequency measurements had been made.
EXP_IMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
In Fig. l, the Strouhal NLu_ber range,of the present model oscillation_
as a function of Reynolds Number is compared with those of some previous
investigations. The conditions obtalned during this program extend from
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0.6 x i0 to 18.7 x 106 Reynolds Number and frcm 0.06 to 0.5 oscillating
model Strouhal Number. This boundary goes beyond previous investigations
to higher Reynolds Numbers sad incorporates the region of critical aero-
dynamic Strouhal Number (0.2 to 0.27) as previously observed in the Sub-
critical sad Transcritical Reynolds Number Range.
The experiments were performed in the NASA Langley transonic
dynamics wind tunnel_ utilizing various densities of both air and freon as
test media. The use of freon as a test medlum_ with a density of approxl-
mately3.75 times the density of alr_ and kinematic viscosity approximately
one-fifth that of s/r_ provided the desired high Reynolds Number on the test
cylinder. The ehoice of test media and the variation of their densities
allowed limited separate variations of Mach Number and R_-y-_o!ds_mber_
effects aimed at the possible separation of the viscous and compressibility
effects on the aerodynamic forces.
The model consisted of a 3 foot diameter cylinder which spanned the en-
tire 16 foot test section of the wind tunnel. This cylinder was effectively
rigid and derived its motion from a variable stiffness torque bar suspension
system in conjunction with a hydraulic shaker system located at each end of
the cylindrical model. The suspension-shaker systems were located in the
floor sad ceiling of the test section out of the air stream. A diagram of
the model system is shown in Fig. 2 as it was assembled in the wind tunnel.
The model structure was comprised of four basic parts: i) inner support
cylinder; 2) outer cylindrical sections; 3) variable stiffness suspension
syst_n_ and 4) hydraulic shaker system.
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The outer cylinders consisted of four cylindrical sections constructed
of lightweight aluminum honeycomb sandwiched between two thin aluminum skins
with an outer diameterof 36 inches. The lengths of these four sections were
3 feet_ 7 feetl 3.6 inches and 5-7 feetl respectively_ from top to bott_n of
the model. The two center sections, 7 foot length (2.33 diameters) and 3.6
inch length (0.i diameter)_ were attached to the inner cylinder through force
transducers in the lift and drs_ directions, while the end cylinders were
attached directly to the inner cylinder. The uninstrumented end cylinders
minimized wall effects from the aerodynamic force measurements while pre-
serwlng the two-dimensional cylindrical shape. The inner cylinder consisted
of a l_-inch diameter seamless aluminum tube, 17 feet long with a hydraulic
shaker attachment point at each end. This inner cylinder provided the struc-
tural load carrying capability necessary to withstand the dynamic and static
loads imposed on the model.
The model suspension system consisted of a set of tapered torque bars
and remotely controlled clamping mechanisms whose position along the torque
bar could be changed by m_ans of a motor-chain drive. The lateral trans-
lation motion of the model was transferred to the torque bars by means of
torque arms attached to the model and the torque bar as shown in Fig. 2.
The model tests were performed on the resonant system, formed by the
cylinder on its suspension system. The resonant frequency was variable from
3 to 20 cps by changing the torque bar clamping position. The model driving
forces were obtained fr_n a set of hydraulic shakers_ each capable of 1400
pounds force and 6 inches double amplitude displacement. The use of this !
resonant model system decreased the _'_monic distortion of the model accel-
erations and substantially reduced the force required to drive the system.
*
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The unsteady aerodynamic forces were measured direct_ with the Martin
Inertia Cc_mpensated Balance (Ref. 7). _lis system combines the signals frum
a strain gage force transducer and a st:_tegieally located accelerometer in
such a manner as to provide a direct measurement of the external unsteady
aerodynamic forces acting on th_ model. A circuit sche_atic of a typical
Inertia Ccmpensated Balance measurement system is shown in Fig. 3- The model
utilized three separate balance systems to measure: (1) unsteady aerodynamic
lift forces on the 2.33 diameter length cylinder; (2) unsteady aerodynamic lift
forces acting on the O.1 diameter length cylinder; and (3) unsteady aerodynamic
drag forces on the O.1 diameter length cylinder. For the experiments reported
herein the 0.03 inch gaps between cylinders were sealed at the surface of
the cylinder with a silicone rubber cumpound in order to eliminate the aero-
dynamic discontinuity caused by these gaps. Because of same load carrythrough
and the flexlbilities of the small segment, the data for the O.1 diameter
lengths cylinder will not be presented.
The steady aerodynamic drag forces were measured by force transducers
on the 2.33 diameter length cylinder. In addition, static pressure distribu-
tions were measured by a ring of 48 static pressure orifices, installed at i
one longitudinal station 1.14 diameters from the lower end of the model. Two
methods of flow visualization were used; a tuft grid located 2 diameters
downstream and illuminated by a stroboscope and a fluorescent oil film on
the cylinder surface. The tuft grid observations were limited because the
grid collapsed Just before the narrow band lift response was achieved.
RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION
Flow Visualization Techniques
The observations of the tuft grid, limited to air at atmospheric pres-
sure below a Reynolds Number of approximately 5 million disclosed no evidence
of any cell or eddy structure larger than a cylinder diameter across the
frequency range.
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The oil film technique was used to observe the mean separation lines* on i
the model and consisted of a mixture of fluorescent powder mixed in oil and
painted on the model. The resulting oil streaks caused by the air on the
model were then photographed under ultra-violet light. The dual separation
(laminar and turbulent) of the laminar bubble phenomena is shown in Fig.
at i.7 million Reynolds Number. Mean venting c_ the bubble by a narrow
turbulence wedge from a speck of dirt can be seen Just above the upper gap.
This essentially unvented laminar bubble separation pattern was observed to
approximately 2.5 million Reynolds Number.
In addition, this flow visualization technique was used to investigate
the gap effects. When the gaps were open_ the mean separation line was
generally disturbed by premature separatio_ in the area of the gaps as seen
in Fig. 5a. Sealing the gaps with the silicone rubber compounds decreased
the aerodynamic discontinuity as shown in Fig. 5b.
Static Drag Data
The static drag data presented for the stationary model were determined
from the 2.33 diameter length cylinder. A cGmparlson of the open gap and !
closed gap static drag coefficient is presented in Fig. 6. The open gap data
indicates a generally higher drag coefficient than the closed gap data(par-
ticularly in the low Reynold_ Number range)as would be expected from the
visualization results. This was also observed for the drag coefficient de-
termlned by integrating the measured pressure distribution.
Figure 7 presents the drag coefficient as a function of Reynolds Number _
for various Mach Numbers through Mach 0.4. There is a peak in the drag
L
*The presence of a thin oil film under a gaseous boundary layer influences
the location of separation very little in steady flc_s (Ref. 8). The oil
film virtually does not respond to the unsteady flow at the frequencies of
interest so that the unsteady turbulent reattachment_ closing the bubble_
or its temporary venting cannot be discerned by this technique. _
&
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coefficient data in the Reynolds Number range of 3 million to 8 million,
which becnmes more preduminant with increasing Mach Number to Mach 0.4. No
scheme of separating the Mach Number and Reynolds Number contributions was
successful. Hence the peak is considered to be associated with the combined
effects of Mach Number and Reynolds Number. For the data obtained at Mach
Numbers less than 0.2, Which is the practical Mach limit for ground wind
design, loads, the hump essentially disappears. A larger scatter of data on
the order of + 8 percent which exists in the 3 to 5 million Reynolds Number
range could as well be ascribed to the irregular transition of the new mode I
of more organized vorticity shedding (narrow band rand_n). The drag co-
efficient for Mach Numbers less than 0.2 tends to level off at the value of
approximately 0.54 at Reynolds Numbers above 3 million. A comparison of the
static drag data for the oscillating and stationary model is given in Fig. 8.
There appears to be little or no effect due to model motion on the static
drag coefficient.
Aerodynamic Strouhal Number
The Aerodynamic Strouhal Number will be defined as the predominant fre-
quency measured from the autocorrelation function (or the peak of the power
spectral density) of the unsteady aerodynamic llft force acting on the sta-
tionary model (even in the case of the broad band spectra). In addition to
determinin@ the Aerodynamic Strouhal Number from the autocorrelation functions_
the variation of the bandwidth of the unsteady aerodynamic force was quanti-
tatively determined. The bandwidth variations of the autocorrelation func-
tions were categorized as: (1) wide band randam, characterized by an auto-
correlation function of no more than one peak other than the peak at eero
time disp.lacement, (2) narrow band random having an autoeorrelation function
conb_.sting of more than two consecutive pee_sj decaying with increasing time
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delay by greater than 10_ per cycle, and (3) very aarrow band or randcn plus :
periodic, in which the autocorrelation function is described by consistent
peaks through the entire anal_ed range of time displacement, with constant
a_plitude within 10_ at the largest time displacement peak. The autocorre-
lation functions in the Reynolds Number range fr_ 1._ million to approxi-
mately 3.5 _illion were of the wide band category_ while with increasing
Reynolds Number in a range of' fr_n 3.5 _illion to 6 million, the unsteady
aerodyns_c force was characterized as narrow baud randy. In the Reynolds
l_nber range fr_ 6 million to 18.2 million_ _he unsteady aerodynsmic force
was generall_ random plus periodic. Figure" _ 10 and 11 show typical
ex_nples of these Reynolds Numbers ranges_ i _ th_ _om of their autocorre-
lation functions, power spectral densities, s_plitude probability densities
and ss_ple time histories. The aerodynamic nature of the forces for the
Transcritical Reynolds lh_ber range (Fig. 11) are generally the same for
the full range of Nach Numbers tested.
The effective bandwidth of the unsteady ae_c force is presented
in terms of the Strouhal Number determined fr_n the half power point of its
power spectral density for _ch Numbers less than .3 in Fig. 12 (solid lines).
The aero_yn_ic S_rouhal Number determined frc_ the autocorrelation function_ j
1which is essentiall_ the center frequency or peaked frequency point of the
Power Spectral Density_ is shown in Fig. 12 as the dashed line. The chax_-
teristic narrc_ng of the Strouhal Number bandwidth with increasing ReyuoJ_ls
Humber is evident. In Fig. 13_ at Mach Numbers greater than ._ the effects
of ccmpressibil£ty are shown by the narrow Aerod_e_lc Stroahal bandwidth
throuKhou_ the entire Reynolds _er range.
The precedin_ results indicate that in the Transcritical Reynolds Number
range (above 6 million)_ the unsteady aerodyna_c force contains a periodicity
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at a constant St_ mhal NumbeA_ of approximately .3, perhaps decreasing some-
what with increasing Mach Number above M = 0._. Because of the relatively
rough model utilized by Roshko4t this emergence into the Transcrltical
Reynolds Number range occurred at a lower Reynol_s Number (3.5 million).
Stationary Model Unsteady Aerodynamic Lift Coefficient (CL)
The unsteady aerodynamic lift coefficient acting on the stationary model
was determined from the 2.33 diameter cylinder using the sealed gap data. The
wide band rms Lift coefficients were obtained from the maximum value of the
autocorrelation functions (zero time displacement) and verified by a time
average, wide band, mean square measurement.
Upon reduction, the data appeared to congregate along two distinct
curves in the lower Reynolds Number range and coalesced into a single band
between approximately 6.0 to 8.0 million Reynolds Number. Figure I_ exhibits
these dual data paths for two separate tunnel sweeps with freon at atmospheric
pressure as the medium, l__gures 15a and 15b are oil film photogx_phs of the
sepa1_tion lines for atmospheric air data at approximately, 5.7 million Reynolds
Number corresponding to the upper path of data; Fig. l_c, which has a more
uneven separation line, corresponds to the lower data path, again for 5.6
million Reynolds Number in atmospheric air.
From other observations such as mean pressure distributions, it appears
that these dual data paths are associated with slnametric or asymmetric mean
flow states around the cylinder. The upper data path appears to correspond
to an asymmetric flow distribution and the lower data path associated with
the symmetric distribution. Since the separation photographs were taken from
only one side of the mode l_ the visual observations of the symmetry conclu-
sion is not possible.
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A cross plot of the ut_stea_y aerodynamic lift coefficient as a function
of Reynolds Numbers for various fixed Mach Numbers is presented in Fig. 16.
The dual data paths occur at Mach Numbers less than 0.S up to 6 to 8 million
Reynolds Number r_ge. For Math 0.4_ where the ds_a may be more organized by
the stronger compressible pressure gradients_ the llft coefficient is single
valued for all Reynolds Numbers. The dual data paths at lower Mach Numbers
coalesce with the onset of the Transcritical Reynoldm Numbe_" range where the
near wake is also more organized and the unste_ aerod_c Lift force
bec_es random plus periodic.
Oscillating Model Aergdynamic Lift CoefficientL
At a given tunnel speed_ the stationary characteristics were first es-
tablished and then the model was oscillated at a series of fixed smplitudes
up to a maxinn_ of 6 inches double amplitude at forcing frequencies from 3
cps to 19 cps. In the following discussion_ the model Strouhal Number (Sin)
will be defined as the Strouhal Number, based on the model diameter of S
feet_ determined by the frequency of the model oscillation (shake frequency).
The model Strouhal Number ranged fr_n 0.06 to 0.5. The autocorrelation func-
tions of the unsteady lift forces on the 2, 3S di_neter length cylinder were
determined for all the oscillating model conditionS.
The effects of model moti_ on the lift coefficient for the rand_n plus
periodic Reynolds N_nber range (6 million to 18.7 million) are depicted in
Fig. 17. This information is given in tema of the lift amplification factor I
(osci ting model o ficient to station mod lift
efficient) as a function of the ratio of the Model Strc_al Nu_er to the
Aerod_vnu_ic Strouhal Nwn_er_ (_SA). As model Strouhal Number first increases
the lift amplification factor also i_ reases and reaches its n_xim_a a_,lifi-
cation wheu the model Strouhal Number is appr_mately equal to the Aerodynamic
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Stru_hal Number. Znereasing the model Strouhal Number to va!uas greater
than the Aerodyns_c Strouhal Number decreases the lift awplifieation factor.
Furthermore_ increasing the model amplitude generalJ_ increases the aupli-
fication factor. Section plots at Strouhal ratios of .gs 1.0_ an_ i.I_ shown
in Fig. 17_ indicate the dependence of the lift smplificatlon factor on the
amplitude of model oscillation.
In ox_lerto detexzine the effects of mo_el motion on the nature of the
aero_c I_ t forces, the components of the llft forces in phase with the
model acceleration and in phase with the model velocity_ were dete_Bined.
These components of the aerod_c lift force were detemined frcm both Co
and Q_ad spectra and cross correlation function8 with respect to the model
displacement. The approximate variation of the N_ssn component (in phase
with model acceleration) and the "dsmping" cc_ponent (in phsse with model
velocity) of the unsteady aerod_c lift forces are indicated in Fig. 18
as a function of the ratio of model to Aerod_c Strouhal Number. The
mass component increases with increasing model emplitude and _trouhe_ l_tio
with the maxi_la occurring when the model Strouhal _hlb_r is approxi_atel_
equal to the Aerod_c Strouhal Number. The da_pi_ cc_ponent_ however_
indicates an unstable_ or negative ae_c de_pin_ when the _odel to
Aerodynamic Strouhal ratio is less than 1. The _ ne_tive aerodyne_c
damping is rather sharp and occurs when the Strouhal l_tiO is approxl_atel_
._. Above the Strouhal ratio of 1._ the ds_pinK cc_pc_ent of the ae_e
force has a stabilizin_ or positive dempin_ effect.
The £c_¢ Strouhal _h_ber associated with the peak ne_tive aer_
d_8_le d_pin_ component is the Strouhal Nt_ber which would result in a
response of a _yauic system (the observed Strouhal _mber when
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_ .......... _ ..... _._ • _ - _ :_-_ _*_,__s___ _"
meu_s_ng responJe of a structure). The _ nc_el _eu_ Btz_ 1
!Number has been defined in p_o_ investigations as the Critle_ 8trou_
Nu_er. In this Transcritteal Reynolds _er range t the results of this
investigation indicate that the Critical Strouhal Number is approxlaately
0.28.
CO_CLU8IONS
In su=nary, based on the _ta of this expezd_ental investigation, the
following conclusions can be =ade regarding the =asnitudes and natur_ • the
stead_ drag end unsteady aerodTnsate lift forces acting on a tvo-dtaenstonal
cylinder.
(l) The static drsg coefficient is constant at s_proxtaate_7 0._
in the Reynolds Nu_er range fro: _._ atl£1on to _0 _l_ton for
Mach numbers _ees than or equa_ to .2. With increasing Na_h
Numbers the dr_ coefficient exhibits a peak in the Reynolds
Number Rauge from _ .=t_.llon to 8 :t121on.
(2) The nature of the unstead_ ae_e _._ft forces varied from
vide band random to random plus periodic vtth tncreut_ Reynolds
Number as folders:
Reyno_d= Number Range Nature
1._ _il_on to _._ atl_on _ide baud rendc_
3._ :tl_ton to 6 -_l_ton _arr_ band random
6 :t1_ton to 18.2 _1111on Random plus periodic
_) A_ _ach Nmabers less than 0._ through the vide band and nazTov baud
ranges of Reynolds lhmber_ the Ae_c St_ Number deter-
=1ned fr_ the au*ocorrelatlons tuition Increases vith lncre_ |
Reynolds _aber fr_ .1_ to ._. It then reaatns constant at ._
lnto the random plus periodle range.
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(_) The unsteady aerodynamic lift coefficient for the stationary
cylinder in "_he wide band and narrow band ranges of Reynolds Number
is double valued. These double valued lift coefficients are
probably associated with a sy.nuetric or asyn_etric flow distribu-
tion around the cylinder.
(5) The effects of model motion on the aerodynsmic lift coefficient
indicates that the ms lift coefficient increases with model
motion with a maximum lift coefficient occurring when the model
oscillating frequency coincides with the aerodynsmic frequency
An unstable (negative) aerodynamic damping component of the un-
steady lift force occurs when the model frequency is le_s than
the aerodynamic frequency, while a stable damplng component
occurs -vhen the model frequency is higher than the aerod_nsmic
frequency.
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¥APPENDIX A
LIST OF SYMBOLS
A unit frontal area (I x d), ft2
CD static drag coefficient on Y-foot instrumented section, D/qs
CL lift coefficient, FL/qA
CL,co component of lift coefficient in phase with displacement (CL cos 8)
CL, quad component of lift coefficient 90° out-of-phase with displacement
(-CL sin 8)
CLO rms oscillating model lift coefficient
CLs rms stationary mcdel lift coefficient
d model diameter (3 feet) I
D static drag force on Y-foot instrumented section, lbs ]
!fA aerodynamic shedding frequency, determined from predominant
fro.quencyof the aerodynamic force autocorrelation function
for stationary model, cps
oscillating model forcing frequency, cps
FL external aerodynamic force measured on model in lift direction, Iba
F(s) non-dimensional power spectral density of lift force
M Mach number
2
q dynamic pressure, 2
RN Reynolds number, pVd/_
s frontal area of 7-foot instrumented section, ft2
SA aerodynamic Strouhal number (stationary model), fAd/V
SM model Strouhal number (oscillating model), fMd/V
V flow velocity, ft/sec
1
t-
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?%
8 phase angle between lift force vector and displacement vector
(positive for force lagging displacement)
model shake amplitude (inches, double amplitude)
¼ dynamic viscosity of test medium, slugs/ft-sec
p density of test medium, slugs/ft 3
8
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THEORY OF THE RESPONSE OF ±_ SLENDER
VERTICAL STRUCTURE TO A TURBULENT
WIND WITH SHEA,_
by
Bernard EtkLn +
For presentation at NASA Conference on Wind Loads on
Launch Vehicles - Langley Research Center, June 7, 8, 1966
+
Professor of Aerospace Engineering, Institute for Aerospace
Studies, University of Toronto
This theory was developed in 1961/62 and was used in lectures
at Toronto, but has not previously been published in any form.
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ABSTRACT
A theory is given for calculating the response spectra of a vertical
structure exposed to a horizontal turbulent wind. The method of .nodal repre-
sentation is used to lead to spectra and cross-spectra of the driving forces for
the different modes. The mean wind and the turbulence properties are both
allowed to be functions of height to ailow for wind shear. The result is in the
form of double h-,tegrals for the relevant spectra, which ce Lbe evaluated
readiiy by numerical integration wh=n the appropriate data for the wind and tbe
structure are available.
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SYMBOLS
b local width of structure
C d local drag coefficient
fi(x) Eq. _3)
f2(x) Fq. (4)
_n(t) generalized force in ntb mode
Fn(X) shape of nth mode
gn(X), hn(x) Eq. (i8)
G (i _ ) transfer function
In Eq. (15)
k local additional mass coefficient
qn(t) tip deflection of nth mode
R (V) correlation function
t time
u (x, t) horizontal wind velocity
u (x) time average of u at fixed x
u' (x, t) local relative velocity
v (x, t) turbulent component of u
w (% t) fluctuating part of W
w' (x, t) part of w associated with the turbulence
W(x, t) load on structure, force per unit length
W (x) time average of W at fixed x
x vertical coordinate
y (x, t) fluctuating part of Y
Y (x, t) total deflection of structure
21.3
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mY (x} time average of Y at fixed x D
|
e{, _ dummy variables of integration, denoting position on
x axis
(_) spectrum fanction
air density
circular frequency, rad/sec
_n undamped natural frequency of nth mode
_n damping coefficient of nth mode
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!I. PRELIMINARIES
The following analysis treats that component of the motion of a
vertical 'line-like' structure that results from the fluctuating drag
associated with random inhomogeneous turbulence. The cross-wind
motion associated with the lateral components of the turbulence is much
smaller and can be treated by an essentially similar analysis. The
cross-wind motion associated with vortex shedding may be of prime
importance, but the spike-like nature of the driving spectrum makes the
details rather different. It is not specifically dealt with here, but it
could of course be handled by the same general method.
Figure 1 shows the situation. _ (x) is the mean wind profil_ _, and
v (x, t) is the fluctuating component in the direction of the mean wind.
{x) is the mean deflection of the structure associated with _1(x), and
y(x: t) is the vibrational motion associated with v(x, t). The local running
13ad on the structure is W(x, t), of which W (x) is the mean, and w(x, t)
the fluctuating part. Thus
u(x,t) _ U(x) + v_x,t) (a)
W(x, t) = W(x)__+ w(x, t) (b) (I)
Y(x,t) = Y(x) + y(x, t) (c)
and the 'relative wind' is
[
u (x, t) = u(x, t) - 9(x, t) (d)
#,ssumption 1 : The local load W(x, t) per unit length is given by 'strip
theory', i.e.
W(r., t) fl(x) (u')2= + f2 (x) h' (2)
4_ t .
where ,lOJ = Cd(X) b(x) ___ (3)
2
f2(x) = k(x) b2(x) _ (4)
Here b(x) is the width of the structure normal to the stream, Cd(X) is the
local steady-flow drag coefficient, and k(x) is the so called 'additional
mass coefficient' that gives the force associated with ratc of change of the
relative wind. For a flat plate of width b and a cylinder of diameter b the
value of k given by ideal incompressible fluid theory is _/4. This should
give a good indication of the order of magnitude of k:
The implication of equat ions (2) to (4), as used subsequently, is
that C d and k are themselves independent of the turbulence. It is not
necessary however to assume independence of the shear of the wind, or
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#v
of end effects of the structure. If these can be calculated or measured.
the appropriate values of C d and k can be used in the formulae. The
simplest assumption would be to use C d and k appropriate to an infinitely
long structu_e in a uniform wind. The assumption that these coefficients
are independent of the turbulence implies that the lateral dimension b is
small compared to the significant lateral wave-lengths of the turbulence.
These in turn are determined by the natural frequencies of the structure.
It is probably a good assumption for many practical cases. When it fails,
the effect of reduced lateral correlation over the width of the structure
could still be accounted for by a reduction in C d and k.
II. FLUCTUATING LOAD
It follows from (2), (3), (4) and (ld) that
W(x,t, = fl,x} Iu 2 - 2u_+ _2; + f2(x ) I h_ _; (5)
Ln order to find the fluctuating part of W, we first find its time average:
Since u and y remain finite, it follows easily that _1 and _ are both zero.
The mean of u_ is
"-;- -'7 _'_uy = (u+v) 9 = up +vy =
Hence
On subtracting (7} from (5) we get the fluctuating load
I -- --w(x,t) = fl(x) (u 2 - u"-_) - 2u_ + 2 vy+ y2 _ 3 2 Jl+ f2(x) ({1 - y) (8)
Assumption 2: Linearization
We assume that the turbulence and the unsteady motion of the
structure are both small enough that the second order terms in v and
can be neglected. This is an approximation the consequences of which
should be critically explored; however, in the absence of better data on the
turbulence and on the coefficients C d and k, it is probably justified. With
these approximations, (8) becomes
or
w(x, t) = 2f 1 (x) u(×) v(x, t) + f2(x) _}(x, t) - 2fl(x) u(x) y(x, t)
-f2(x) _(x, t) (10)
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It should be noted that the last two terms on the r. h. s. of (10) are not
dependent on the turbulence, but only on the mean wind and the motion of
the structure, f2_' is an 'aerodynamic interia' term, and 2flu _ is the
'aerodynam.ic damping _. Hence they would be present in a vibration taking '
place in a steady laminar flow. We use this fact below in calculating the
response to turbulence. The load associated with the turbulence is then
w'(x,t) = 2fl(x'i _(x) v(x.t) + f2 (x) _, (x,t) (11)
III. MODAL REPRESENTATION
Let the displacement of the structure be expanded in the normal
modes of vibration, not in a vacuum, b_:t in the presence of the steady
non-uniform t_(x), liras the turbulencz, terms v and _, are absent from
the associated autonomous equations of motion. The displacement from the
mean position is then
y(x,t) = _ Fn(X) qn(t) (12) °C_-. I
where Fn(X) are the above mode shapes and qn(t) are the generalized
coordinates. The equations of motion in the absence of turbulence are then
+ +6 2qn n n n n qn = 0 _n = 1 to _0 (13)
where _.r,isthe totaldamping coefficient,structural and aerodynamic,
and U._nZiSthe undamped natural frequency of the nth mode. The usual
methods of the theory of beam vibration must be used to findthe functions
Fn(X) and the values of _n and _ n--this topic is not treated herein--
we assume they are known.
When turbulence is present, the non-autonomous systems of
equations is
qn + 2 _n _n Ctn + _n 2 qn = _n (t)/In (14)
where _n is the generalized force associated With the turbulent input, and
In is the generalized inertia in the nth mode
_ 2 ,In = . F n (x) re(x)dx (15)
O
!
% and m (x) is the mass per unit length. _ is calculated from the work
done _W during a virtual displacement 5_n,
_n - _(_W) (16)
"_(_qn)
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The work on each element is of course the product of the turbulent aerodynamic
load and the displacement, thus
l'-- w (x,t) <y(x,t) dx
0
= w (x,t) _ Fn(X) _qn(t)dxI
O
and = = w'(x,t) Fn(X) dx (17)
_(_qn ) J
O
or, after substitution of {11)
_'n(t) = I gn(X) V(x,t)dx _-.! hn(X)v(x,t) dx (a) (18)
O O
where
gnlx) -- 2ulx)fllX) FnlX) (b)
hn(X) = f2(x) Fn(X) (c)
r
IV. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
Before procccding to thc next step, the relevant spectral relations
should be noted. Figure 2 shows the way in which the individual modes are
excited, and contribute to the total deflection y. The spectral density of y is
given by the fundamental equation
) = m_--- n_' Fm(X) G* m{ i _ ) F n(x) G ( i _) _ ,_ _ n ( _ ) (19)_6yy(X, n m
the cross-spectral density of _ (t) andIn this equation, 4 -_ m 9 n ( '_ )is m •
_n (t); Gn( icb) is tI_e transzer function relating q..(t) to _. (t), and( )
A, nindicatesthe complex conjugate. Gn(i ) is found from the equations of motion
(14)as
G n (i_ ) = 1
In (¢bn2 -¢b2 + 2 iC n¢_) _5) (20)n
The spectrum function_ yy(x, _ ) is the basic information needed to assess the
behaviour of the structure. From itthe mean square deflectionsand stresses
can be calculated, as wed as their probabilitydistributions.
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It is evident that to calculate the spectral density of y, we require all the cross-
spectra and power spectra of the '_,'s. In practise, it is likely that only a few
of the power spectra (m = n) associated with the lower modes will be needed,
and the assumption that the cross-spectra (m # n) are unimportant is probably
also justified. However in the interest of completeness, we treat the general
case below. To obtain the genera] spectrum functions for the driving forces
in terms of the turbulence spectra, we proceed via the correlation function, i.e.
I -iv,_m_n ( _ ) = R (I:)e d_ (21)mn
where Rmn(_ ) = < _'m(t) _'n(t+ 1_ )> (22)
is the cross correlation of :_m and 5 %.n
We no_ return to (18)to calculatethe cross correlation. On
forming the appropriate product of ,_.'s, and noting that the order of integration
and averaging can be interchanged, we get (where c< & (_ are dummy variables
of integration, and _ is the height of the structure):
Rmn(T) = l:Igm(W) gn(%) < v( _<, t). v( _., t+r)> dxd_
u
/)
+ II hm(c_) hn ((_) < _'( c4, t). ;¢ ( _, t +_) > d_<d
0
%
But the mean produc_s in these integralsare themselves cross-correlations,
so that, with an obvious notation,
Q
I[ gm(o()gn(_) Rvv(°('_'q; )d_<d_Rmn(Y )
=
O
(Eq.24 is continued on next page)
t
$ The symbol < > denotes an ensemble average, which in the present
circumstances is equal to the time average.
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2q •
O
+ II gm(°()hn (_') Rye- (_' (_ 'Y )d_ d_
0
+ II h.'n(_()gn(_) RVv(_' _' "_ ) d_ d(_ (24)
O
As indicated in (21) we now take the Fourier transform of (24) to
get the required spectrum functions, The integration with respect to "_ may
be performed first, so the result is
_-_m_n (_) = /1 gm(°()g ((_)n _vv(_'_'_ )d_ d_
0
+ II hm (_)hn((_) _'_'(°(' (_ , _) dg d(_
0
+ ligm(_( )h ('_)n 4vv (°<'_' b)d_d_
0
+ _hm(_,)gn(_) _,v(C_, _ ,b) d°_d_ (25)
o
Now the spectrum functions of the derivatives are given by
_ = _32_vv (a)
4vv = -i_4vv (b) (26)
_v_,= i _ _vv (c)
So the only spectrum function needed is _w, (_ ' (% ' _ ) in order to evaluate
all the terms in (25),gwhich then becomes
_m_'n (cO) = _vv (_,{3, _) gm(0<)gn(_)+_2hm( _)hn (_) (2"/)
0
+ i_J(gm(_)hn(_) -gn(5)hm(c¢ ))} dx d_
21.10
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V. POWER SPECTRA
When m = n, the spectrum (27) becomes the power spectrum of
" n'
and as such it must have no imaginary part. We now show th[ Lthe imaginary
part of _ _n kn will indeed vanish. The cross correlation function for v is in
general composed of parts that are even and odd in T' , i.e.
Rvv(_, _,T) = RI(_, _,q' ) + R2 (°(,_ ,T ) (28)
where R 1 and R 2 are as in Fig. 3. The correspon ling spectrum function is
then
_vv(#,(_,_) : _1(_,(_,& )-i_2(_,(_,_) (29)
where, by (21) _o
C _
_2 : I a2 sinb_ dTJ
Symmetry Properties of R 1, tt 2, _i' _2
The cross-correlation of the turbulent velocity _s
Rvv(_,(_,I/): K,v(_,t)"v((_, t+_')'_
where _<, _ are two va]ues of x, _. e. it is the mean I:_ _./,,_'ct of two 'signals',
the first being 'advanced' T sec. relative to the secc,_,,,, Obviously, for
statistically stationary processes, advancing the fi__:_:, _ignal is the same as
delaying the second, so that interchanging the order is the same as changing
the sign of T, i.e.
Rvv(_, _ ,7 ) = Rvv(_,c_ ,-T) (31)
Itfollows thatthe even and odd parts of _ have the reciprocity properties
R I(_,_,z ) = R (_,=_,T) (a)
1 (32)
R2(_, (_,%') =-R2 (_,_,T) (b)
, The corresponding spectral relations are
_1 (c_'_,_) = _,(_,_ o c_) (a)
" (33)
_2(_<,(_, ) - "_2(C_,-_,_) (b)
21 .Ii
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We can now split the power spectrum integral conveniently into its real and
imaginary parts, i, e, _
2);- <Re_n _n , , _gn ( )gn(_)+ _)hn(_) 3, /34)
O
%
d_ d=
t
Im_ ._n ,' 1 L n n n
O m
% ")
d_<
-_2 ( _' _ _ ) { gn ( _)gn ( _' ) + ' n ( _)hn ( (_ d_ "
Now consider these integrals over the_ ,(5 domain, illustrated in Fig. 4. Let -__
the integral be evaluated by summing at pairs of elements (p, q) that are
symmetric w. r.t. to the diagonal. Since (z, (%) are interchanged a_ p and q,
the following relations hold
gn(_) gn(_)( i gn (_) gn (,5)at p = at q (36)
h n (_)h n (_),i : i*n (_) a n ((_)
These facts, together with the symmetry relations (33) for the _, lead at once
to the result that (35) vanishes as required and that
¢_ ( 5 ) = r. b, s. (34) (3"I_
'$ _n
VI. REDUCTION FOR HOMOGENEOUS TURBULENCE
Equation (34) is the basic relation for calculating the power spectrum
of the force driving the nth mode of :'ibration, The turbulence spectra _1 and
_2 contained therein are seen to be functions o_" ,-_ and __ s__ep_._a_. Now in
homogeneous turbulence, _ is a function only of the separation of the two
points in quest_onjnot of their individual locationsjand moreover, the anti-
symmetric component _2 vanishes, so that
_vv(_,_ , ''_ ) = _1 (o(__ , _ ) (38)
This property would ordinarily make the practical evaluation of the integral L
much simpler. Whether or not(34) can even then be integrated analytically
depends very much on how complex the structure is, i.e. on the nature of the ,.
functions Cd(x), k(x), and Fn(x). In any case, machine computation would
seem enticely practical. _
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!VII. SUMMARY
The theory given above permits the complete determination of the
statistical properties of the stress and deflection of the structure from the
following information.
Mean wind: u (x)
Turbulence: R vv( "_ , _ ,'_' ) or _vv (_ ' _ ' _ )
Structure Modes: shape, Fn(X)
freqt_ency, ,_ n
damping, £ n
Beam aerodynamics: drag, C d (x)
additional mass, k(x)
21.13
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Effects of Turbulence on Vortex Shedding
from
Circular Cylinders
by
M. Sevlk
Department of Aeronautical Engineering
The Pennsylvania State University
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rTHE EXPERIMENT '
/
/
An experimental investigation is presently in progress at
The Peunsylvania State University whose objective is to estab-
lish the effects of free stream turbulence on the characteris-
tics of the time-dependent forces acting on circular cylinders.
Since this investigation is actually in progress no results
can as yet be reported. This paper is, therefore, only intended
to acquaint others in the field with the work presently going on
at The Pennsylvania State University and to describe its background
and practical importance as well as the experimental techniques
which are being employed.
In the case of a rigid cylinder, the transfer function we
seek to establish depends on the Reynolds number Re, on the in-
tensity of the three space components of the turbulent velocity
u 1
fluctuations -U'-" ' on the ratio of a characteristic length
scale of the flow to a characteristic dimension of the body L/D,
on the spectral distribution of the turbulent energy _ ,
and t
on the ratio of the roughness of the cylinder _urface e to
the boundary layer thickness _ , i.e. the transfer function H
depends on
•  u,L/o,
The term "rigid" must now be more closely defined since
vibrations of the test specimen will be inevitable. According
to an argument by Owen (1) aeroelastic effects will be negligible
if the acceleration of the fluid due to the motion of the cylinder
22.2
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is very much smaller than that occuring past the boundaries of
the cylinder at rest. This argument _.mplies that
where m = generalized mass per unit length of cylinder
= ratio of damping to critical damping
= density of the medium
D = cylinder diameter
•ffifrequency of oscillations-
Our experiments will cover a range of Reynolds numbers
from 3xlO 4 to 4xlO6. In order to achieve this range we shall
utilize three cylinders, 2in, 4in and 6in diameter as well as
two tunnels, namely a wind tunnel and a water tunnel.
The wind tunnel has a 48" dia test section and a maximum
-1 The turbulence level is just under 0.3%.
speed of 120 ft. sec .
In this faciliW a range of Reynolds numbers from 3xt04 to 5x105
will be covered. (Fig. l)
The water tunnel facility is in many respects a unique
facility. (Fig.2) Its test section is 48in. in diameter by
-1
14ft. long. Velocities up to 70ft sec can be reached and the
pressure in the test section can be varied from 3 to 60psia. By
installing a fine mesh honeycomb in the settling section, the
turbulence level can be reduced to 0.1%. In this facility a
Reynolds number range from 4x105 to 4x106 can be covered.
Turbulence will be artificially introduced into the main
stream by means of grids. The grids available for this purpose
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all have a solidity ratio of 0.3. (Fig.3) Their mesh sizes
are 2in, 4in, 6in, and 8in thus providing a mesh size to
cylinder diameter ratio ranging from 4 to 1/3. During the
tests the grids will each be placed at a constant multiple of
r
their respective mesh size from the cylinder, thus producing
the same intensity of turbulent fluctuations but varying length
scales.
The turbulence will be varied from approximately 3% (for
length of 20M) to about 6% (for a length of 10M) although
in the latter case there will be an unavoidable lack of isotropy
and homogeneity in the turbulence. The test cylinders are made
of brass and have a mirror finish. No variations of surface
roughness zre intended.
The required transfer function between the fluid flow and
the forces acting on the cylinder will be measured by means of
numerous pressure transdu_:ers. Two sections which can be moved
relative to each other will be instrumented. The ratio of this
distance to the cylinder diameter can be varied from 1/6 to 6
by means of inserts. (Fig.4)
Initially, the time-dependent pressures on a single plane
cf the cylinder will be measured. Twenty pressure transducers
will be used for this purpose, In order to establish the instant-
aneous lift and drag forces the output of each transducer will
be passed through a potentiometer and hence to a summing ampli-
fier. (Fig.5) From a tape recording of the lif_ alid drag,
various periodic and random quantities will be calculate_. The
pressure transducers consist of Endevco type 2503 "turbulence'
22.4
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gag_s. (Fig.6) They have a sensitivity of 120 my/psi and
accurately resolve dynamic pressures from 0.01 to 10 psi with
no co_._urrent response static pressures. They have a linear
response from 2cps to 10,000 cps with _ 1,000 meg load. The
maximum response to vibrations is 0.2 mv/g.
The transducers are mounted just under the exterior sur-
face of the cylinder and are connected to the outside by means
of an 0.031 in. dia. hole 0.06in long. The transfer function
across such a hole is unity at least up to 500cps, which ade-
quately covers the range of interest. Note that during the
experiments transducer noise levels are established by cover.-
ing the holes with tape while running the tunn_t at test
velocity.
ANTICIPATED BEHAVIOR
The influence of turbulence on launch vehicle loads is
i
usually accounted for on a quasi-steady basis, i.e., the force
at each instant of time is assumed to correspond to the instant-
aneous velocity and Reynolds number. This viewpoint is reasonable
when the characteristic length of the turbulence is large compared
with the vehicle diameter. In other cases the validity of this
asst_mption is open to doubt, especially in the critical Reynolds
number range.
Well-known experiments by Fage and Warsap (2) (1930) show
the extreme sensitivity of the boundary layer to turbulence in
the main stream in this Reynolds number range. At Rffil0 _, for
instance, a turbulence level of only 2_ or so changes the drag
coefficient from 1.09 to 0.6 and, presumably, the characteristics
of the wake as well. (¥ig.7)
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At other Reynolds numbers, the validity of the quasi-steady
assumption may also be questioned. In some cases, the turbu-
lence in the main stream may be so intense as to dominate the
motion as, for instance deep iLside the bank of tubes of a heat
exchanger. Except for a general drift through the bank, the
flow in this case exhibits no regular features.
However, even under less severe conditions of turbulence,
the cylinder is known to be aerodynamically discriminating in
its force response. The greatest influence would be expected
to occur when the characteristic eddy size of the turbulence is
of the same order of magnitude as the axial coherence length of
eddies which naturally occur behind a cylinder in a steady stream.
Some light on the problem might also be shed by Lighthill (3)
(1953) who analyzed the unsteady flow over a two-dimensional
arbitrary cylinder. His study is restricted to the case when
the Velocity very far from the cylinder is oscillating sin-
usoidally in magnitude, but not in direction, about a constant
mean value. Only small amplitude oscillations were considered,
so that non-linear interactions could be neglected.
Lighthill found that for each point along the cylinder
there exists a critical frequency _o = 0.6 U/x (where x is
measured along the surface from the stagnation point) such
that for _ tJSQ the oscillating motion in the boundary layer
approximates "shear waves", unaffected by the mean flow. For
frequencies _<_0 the oscillations consist of 2 parts, one of
which depends upon the instant.neous free stream velocity, the
other on the acceleration.
22.6
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Thus, the quasi-steady assumption L_plies that the fre-
quency of oscillations is so low that the boundary layer at
any instant of time will be that appropriate to the steady
flow at the instantaneous value of the stream velocity. At
higher frequencies, however, the redistribution of vorticity
in the boundary layer will not be instantaneous. Departures
from the quasi-steady state will occur at first differing
only in phase and later also in amplitude. At higher frequencies
still, the fluctuations of the boundary layer will resemble that
appropriate to oscillating motions without a mean flow.
Although Lighthill's analysis applies to a laminar boundary
layer Karlsson (4) (1958) found essentially the same behavior
over a turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate, even when it
was subjected to large fluctuations of the external flow.
Applying Lighthill's criterion, we find a critical L/Dr 1.25,
with x taken as the distance along the surface of the cylinder
from t_e stagnation to the separation line. If L/D _ 1.25 the
fluctuations in the boundary layer near the separation region
will resemble shear waves i.e., the steady boundary layer will
be unaffected by the oscillations. These have a "depth of pene-
tration" equal to
which constitutes a very s_all fraction of the steady boundary
layer thickness. Presumably _he separation pattern is not affected
by such waves (although we have no proof of this) and hence the
22.7
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"m
forces on the cylinder will not be affec£ed b]_ eddies whose
size Is smaller than about 1.25 D.
If L/D > 1.25, however, the 6ntire oounda_y layer will be
affected by the eddies and if the intensity of the tuxbulence
is high enougL, the separation pattern will be influenced.
The above-mentioned considerations--although entirely
speculative at present--have been included in order to expla_,
the choice of parameters for the experiments.
22.8
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IMPULSIVEAND ACCELERATEDFLOWABOUTCYLINDERS w
l
Turgut Sarpkaya +
This paper presents a study of the characteristics cf impulsively
started steady flow and unifomly accelerated unsteady flow about circu-
lar cylindersand discussesthemeritsof variousmathematicalmodels
and theoretic_lmethods. In addition,the fluctuationsof the liftand
dragforcesand the analogybetweenthe impulsiveflowovercircularcyl-
indersand the separatedflowaboutliftingbodiesare discussedand the
cross-flowdragand normalforcecoefficientsare presented.
Introduction
Periodicvortexshedding,in the flowof fluidspastbluffbodies,
refersto the orderlydevelopmentof counterrotatingvorticesin the
wake. !ts intriguingand sometimesdestructivemanifestationsin nature
haveattractedmanyeminentresearchers.The "yonKarmanvortexstreet"
is undoubtedlythemostuniversallyrecognizedphraseologydescribing
thisphenomenon.It relatesto Karman'sanalyticalsolutiona halfcen-
turyago in whichhe showedthata stablearrangementof a row of counter
vorticesoccursfor a width-to-spacingratio)f 0.281. But becausethe
inceptionof separatedflowoccurswithinthe viscoslty-importantregions
| i,l i
+Professorof MechanlcalEngineering,Universityof Nebraska,
Llncoln,Neb. 68508.
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of the boundary layer, complete analytical solutions to the vortex shed-
ding problem have remained unattainable.
In recent years, the vortex shedding problem has become important
to the structural design of launch vehicles. These vehicles are of long,
slenderconstruction,and are required to stand verticallyon the ground
for extendedperiods during launch preparation. The vehicles in this
attitude,when subjectedto ground winds, invariablyexhibit vortex shed-
ding. Critical structuralloads inducedby ground winds act on these ve-
hicles under certain conditionsof resonancebetween vehicle bending and
vortex shedding frequencies. Instancesof limit cycle instabilityin-
volving interactionbetween vehiclemotion and shedding forces have also
been noted.
It is usually difficultand often impossibleeither to define the
structureor the external forces with necessaryaccuracy to assure high
confidencein calculatedresponseparticularlyfor man-rated vehicles,
and hence it becomes necessary to rely on experimentalprograms guided
by approximatetheoreticalanalyses to generate the informationdesired
for solutionof immediateproblems and for the refinementsof analytical
proceduresfor future analyses of similar systems.
The essential featuresof steady flow over bluff bodies have been
studied for Inanyyears both theoreticallyand experimentally. Although
the presentstate ef knowledge is still unable to describe in detail some
of the characteristicsof steady flow, there has been in recentyears,
because of the problems and needs describedabove, considerableinterest
in the study of the correspondingand admittedlymore complex unsteady
flow problem. Apparently,there is an infinitev_riety o_ possible
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unsteadymotions with varying degrees of comRlexity,and a general theo-
retical or empiricalsolution is impracticable.
When a viscous fluid is acceleratedpast a stationaryobject, the
motion which starts from rest is initiallyirrotationaland unseparated.
As the velocity increases,a wake forms and grows. The formationof the
wake gives rise not only to a form drag, as woul_ be the case if the mo-
tion were steady, but also to significantchanges in the inertialforces.
The velocity-dependentform drag is not the same as for steady flow of a
viscous fluid, and the acceleration-dependentinertialresistanceis not
the same as for unseparatedflow of an inviscid fluid. In other words,
the drag and the inertia forces are interdependentas well as time-depen-
dent. Although indirect,the role of viscosity is paramount in that its
consequenciesare separation,vortex formationand shedding, and result-
ant alterationsof virtual mass or virtual mass-momentof inertia. The
specificationof these various aspects provides a basis for the correla-
tion of theoreticallypredictedand observed forces.
TheoreticalModels and Methods
An exact treatmentof the developmentof steady or time-dependent
flow about cylinders is considerablycomplicatedby the occurrenceof
s_paration. Even without this complication,the basic equations present
difficulties,and it is necessary,with the exception of fairly low
Reynoldsnumber flows, to employ either an approximatepotential flow
model or a finite-differenceapproximationto the partial differential
equations of laminarmotion togetherwith a high-speedcomputer. The
23.3
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use of the potentialflowmodelsis basedon the premisethatthe peri-
odic natureof vortexshedding,if nat the circumstancesleadingto it,
is basicallyindependentof the R_"noldsnumber•
The periodicvortexsheddingis characteristicof cylindercross-
flowat all Reynoldsnumbersabove100 exceptfor a regionbetweenap-
proximately100,000and 3.5million. The supercriticalReynoldsnumber
rangeof randomvortexsheddingis confinedto thisrelativelynarrow
range. The randomnessresultsfromthe factthat the pointof shear
layertransitionfrom laminarto turbulentflowmovesforwardfromthe
wake regiontowardthe separationpointas supercriticalReynoldsnum-
bersare approached(1).In the supercriticalrange,a laminarsepara-
tionmay be followedby reattachmentif boundarylayertransitionto
turbulencecan occurcloselyenough• The resultis a separationbubble
whosepositionis highlysensitiveto smallperturbationsin localpres-
sure. Perhapsthe mostprofoundconclusionto be drawnfrom theseand
similarobservations(2, 3, 4) is thatthe periodicnatureof vortexshed-
dingis basicallynot dependentuponReynoldsnumber,exceptfor second-
ary characteristics.For example,the subcritlcalStrouha]numberfor a
circularcylinderis about0.20whereasat transcriticalReynoldsnumbers
its valueis 0.27(I). The immediateconsequenceof the aboveconclusion
is thatthe potentialflowtheorymay be applied,with propersimulation
9fvortlcit_transportfrom the boundarylayer,to the a_alysisof sepa-
ratedwake flow. Obviously,whetherthe variouspotentialflowmodels
are oversimplifiedto describeadequatelythe complexwakeflowmay be
establishedonly on the basisof the agreementof theirresultswith
'4
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experimentalobservationsof the actualflow fieldnear the bodyas well
as the forcesactingon the body.
LumpedVorticltyModel
Edwards(5),HIll(6),and Bryson(7) proposeda flowmodelwhichseems
to incorporatethe mainfeaturesof the flowin the simplestmathematical
form. In thismodel,the vortexsheetis approximatedby a singlecon-
centratedlinevortexat the centerof gravityof the vortlclty.The
linevortexas well as its imageis connectedto the body by a straight
feedingsheetof vanishinglysmallvorticlty.In addition,a condition
is formulatedwhichmakes the net forceon the concentratedvortexand
its feedingsheetvanish. Then the forceactingon the cylinderis de-
terminedby the timerateof changeof the t,tal impulseimpartedto the
cylinder.
The simplicityof thismodelis offsetby its shortcomings:the
calculationof the developmentof separatedvorticesrequiresthe speci-
ficationof the angularpositionaroundthe bodyat whichthe feeding
sheetsdepartand of the distancefromthe vortexto the bodyat the
_tartof calculation.The vorticeswouldnevergrow if theystarted
with zerostrengthon the surfaceof the body. Consequently,the time
originof the theoreticaldragcurveis not predictedby the theory.
Additionalshortcomingsof the modelconcernthe coupleactingon the
" vortexand connectingsheetand the pressuredistributionaroundthe
body. Eventhoughthenet forceon the vortexand connectingsheetis
renderedzero,a momentactson the combinationand introducesan error
23.5
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whose magnitude cannot readily be estimated. Finally, the vortex sheet
introduces a pressure discontinuity on the cylinder at the point where
it attaches the cylinder and gives rise to an unrealistic pressure dis-
tribution. This in turn makes difficult, if not impossible, the study
of the viscous separation process.
F(gure 1 shows the drag coefficient for a circular cylinder immersed
in an impulsively started steady ambient flow as obtained by Bryson(7),
through the use of the lumped vorticity model, and by this wrtter (8),
experimentally. It is apparent that the lumped vorticitymodel fails,
without further modifications, to predict accurately the drag coefficient.
The applications of this method to lifting bodies of circular and ellip-
tic cross section and additional discussions of the shortcomings of the
model may be found in Refs. {9, 10, 11}. Schurr (12) recently extended
Bryson's analysis to the prediction of drag on a circular cylinder im-
mersed in a unidirectional uniform flow with constant acceleration. The
initial point of separation was chosen to be e = 35, 37.5, 40, 42.5, and
45 degrees from the rear stagnation point. The agreement between the
experimental results and those predicted from the lumped vorttctty mode]
is not any better than that shown in Fig. 1 for the impulsive flow, (see
Fig. 2).
Attempts to improvethe lumped vorticitymodel leave the researchers
in a state of ambivalence;better simulationof the observed character-
isticsof separatedflow on the one hand and formidablemathematicaldif.-
ficultieson the other. The model suggestedby Smith(13) consists of a
spir_ing vortex sheet of finite strengthoriginatingfrom the leading
edge of the wing. The locationof the sheet and distributionof vorticlty
23.6
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is numericallydeterminedunder the conditionsthat this sheet be every-
where force-free. This model appears to accuratelydescribe the sepa-
rated flow and also to result in an improvedpredictionof the pressure
distribution. However, the extension of this model to more general body
shapes for which there is not a convenientKutta condition is, to say
the least, a difficultundertakingand would not resolve the problem of
determiningan "idealizedpoint" of separationfrom which the vortex
sheet is supposed to emerge.
Another improvementis that adop' by Roshko(14) where the vortex
feeding point is locatedwell ahead of any separationpoint and the vor-
tex strength is determinedby the tangentialvelocity at the point se-
lected. There is still, however, a pressurediscontinuityin going across
the free streamline. It is clear that, if one insists on the use of vor-
tex sheets and at the same time wishes to eliminate the large pressure
discontinuityat one point on the body, one must use several sheetswith
strengthsproportionalto the vorticitygrowth rate representedby each
sheet. As pointed out earlier the adoptionof several spiralingvortex
sheets of finite strengthwill present insurmountablemathematicaldif-
ficulties. It must be kept in mind that the object of variousmathemat-
ical models, includingthe one to follow, is not the accurate predeter-
mination of lift, drag and moment, which are easilymeasured, or the
exact descriptionof the characteristicsof flow but rather a sound
understandingof phenomenafor the interpretationof the importantef-
fects of separation.
23,7
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Methodof Isolabd Singularities
The vortices in the wake may be considered as columnar regions of
concentrated vortictty and the feeding layers as a numberof distributed
small discrete vortices. Furthermore, the vortices, though not connected
by a branch cut, may be assumedto grow independently with a certain rate
of growth. Then the use of the generalized Blasius theorem yields the
forces acting on the body in terms of the strengths, locations, and the
ratesof growthof vortices(15).
For the dragforce,one finds*
U2 _d2
D = CDc (s/d)pd "--"2+ CMc (s/d)----4pa (I)
where
m qk/d afk(S/d)
m r - Vki )+ T ! r_/d 2 _(s/d) (2)Coc=-22_LL( u "k=l Ud k 1
and
qk/d rkCMc=2, z__ _-- (3)
I r2/d2k Ud
and for the liftforce,one has
L (s/d)pd _ + (s/d)p _ a (4)= CLc KMc
where
C =2 ; rk (_.__k+ Ukl ) m afk(S/d)
, L¢ I Ud U . - Z 2 Pki (5)1 d a(s/d)
*Symbolsare listedat the end of the paper.
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and
4 m Pk" rk
K..-- -- (6>c _ d Od
Further use of these expressions require the dete_ntnatton of the flux of
vortlcitygeneratedin the boundarylayer,the vorticitytransportreduc-
tionor vorticitycancellationfactor,and the locationof vortices.
Vorticltyreductionby the creationof countervortlcityfromreverse
flowoverthe downstreamportionof the cylinderbecomesof primaryimpor-
tanceparticularlywhen the vorticesbecomeunsymmetrical.It is clear
thatboththismethodand the one discussedpreviouslynecessitatethe
adoptionof somewhatarbitraryvorticitycancellationfactors. The above
analysisdoes,however,pointout thatthe variousdrag and inertiacoef-
ficientsare functionsof timeor the relativedisplacementof fluid
regardlessof whetherthe ambientflow is steadyor unsteady.
Usingth* experimentalvaluesof r/Ud,q/d, r/d and dividingthe
feedinglayerintoa numberof smallconcentratedvorticesuniformlydis-
tributedalongthe sheet,the coefficientsCDc and CMc were calculated
fromEqs.(2) and (3)and the correspondingvaluesof thesecoefficients
for a givens/d were plottedin Fig.3. The loopobservedat the end of
the curveis indicativeof the variationsof CMc and CDc durln9the shed-
dingprocess. It is apparentthat as the subsequentvorticesare shed
thislooprepeatsitselfbut not necessarilycoincidentwith the first
loopand finallyencirclesthe averagevaluesof CHc - 1.3 and CDc - 1.2.
The coefficientsCLc and KMc showsimilaroscllletlonsduringthe shedding
23.9
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of vortices.
The total l_ft coefficientfor uniformlyacceleratedflow, as deter-
mined directly from the measurementsof lift force and from Eq. (4) is
shown in Fig. 4. The ratio of the total lift and drag coefficientsis
shown in Fig. 5 for the purpose of understandingthe build-up of the
lift force as compared to the drag force. It is apparent that during the
initial period of the acceleratedmotion the lift builds up more slowly
than the drag force and gives rise to a lift deficiency. As the motion
continues with uniform acceleration the lift force builds up slowly,
finally reaching approximately 30% of the instantaneous total drag pre-
vailing at that time. It is noted that there is considerable variation
amongvarious runs particularly during the shedding of subsequent vor-
tices. Amon§various reasons examined the only one that at _his time
deserves mentioning here is the spanwise instability of line vortices! 16)
Oscillationsof Lift and Drag Forces
A careful a_alysisof the motion pictures taken during each run
(see Fig. 6) has revealed that the vortices oscillate back and forth,
mainly in the direction of the ambient flow, and grow or diminish in
intensityprior to their actual shedding. These oscillationscause
correspondingoscillationsin both the drag and lift forces. A compar-
ison of the Eqs. (2) and (5) shows that the back and forth oscillations
of the vortex affect the lift coefficientmore tha, it does the drag coef-
ficient since CLc depends, among other things, on uk and Uki whereas CDc
depends on vk and Vkio The lift coefficientand the oscillatingcomponent
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of the drag coefficientwere analyzed for the 2 3/4 in. cylinder for the
range of Reynolds number from 44,000 to 120,000. It was found that the
rms value of th_ fluctuatingcomponentof the drag coef_Ccientvaried
from 0.06 to O.l from one run to another and from one Reynolds number
to another. No acceptableexplanationca_ be offered for the large
variationi_ rms values of (CDc'_-uc)"
The rms values of the lift coefficientranged from 0.65 to 0.9. The
deviationof the absolute values of the peak lift coefficientsfrom the
rms valueswas approximately0.2. The correspondingvalues for the drag
coefficient,i.e. the deviation of the peak values of the drag coefficient
from the rms values of the fluctuatingcomponent of the arag coefficient
was approximately0.03. It was further observed that there were definite
second order fluctuations,in both the lift and drag force traces, super-
imposedon the larger first order oscillations. These were probably due
to the interactionof the first order oscillationsof the lift and drag
forces.
ImpulsiveFlow-LiftingBod_Analogy
A great deal of discussionabout the normal force distributionand
wake vortex characteristicsof bodies of revolutionand the analogy be-
tween the flow over a lifting three-dimensionalbody _nd impulsively
started steady ambient flow exists in the literature.(6"9) However, t,,J
basic aerodynamicdata such as that shown in Fig. I, necessa_ for the
evaluationof the merits of the analogy as well as those of the lumped
vorticitymodel are scarce. The availabilityof the data shown in Fig. l
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madepossiblethe evaluationof the normalforcecoefficientCN, defined
by CN- 8D/IpU2d2, sh_n In Fig.7. Also showno,_this 61gureare the
comparablecurvesobtainedfromthe worksof Schwabe{17),Hlll(6) and, L
Bryson(7) Withinthe rangewherea comparisonis possible,the present
datafallsbetweenthatof Bryson_nd Hill.
It is apparentthat,as the axialboundarylayerbecomesverylarge
and undergoesa transitionto t,rbulence,the normalforcecalculation
basedon tlme-dependentlaminarflo_analogybecomesincreasinglyIpss
j,,
accurate. Thereare,at present,no experimentaldataconcerningthe
impulsivelystartedturbulentflowaboutcylinders.A seriesof exp!or_-
torymeasurementsweremadewith a circularcylinder(d-23/4 in.)by
attachingtwo trippingwiresalongthe axisof t_:)cylinderat )80 deg.
from the front stagnation point. The Reynolds numberwas about 1.2xlO5
on the average. The drag coefficients obtained in thts manner are shown
tn Ftg. 8 as a function of s/R. Desptte the fact that every conceivable
precaution was taken, and different methodswere employed in the evalua-
tion of the instantaneous force and velocity, the drag coefftcf)nts
scattered tn a wtde area boundedby 0.26 in the lower limit and 0,4 tn
, the upper limit. The force records, within the degree of accuracy
afforded by the experlmentu, indicate that the steady-state condition ts
reached almost at the start of motion,
The evaluation of the normal force coefficient for slender bodies,
when the flow is laminar in the front portion and turbulent in the rear,
ts considerably more complex than either fully laminar or fully turbulent
boundary-layer cases. Obviously, there remain a numberof questions that
23.12
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must be answeredby future studies for both the imp.lsivelystarted
turbulentflow and the supercritica]flow about a liftingbody at an
angle of attack.
S.ymbols
a acceleration
CDc velocity-dependentdrag coefficient
_Dc mean drag coefficient
CLc velocity-dependentlift coefficient
CMc inertiacoefficient(drag)
CN normal force coefficient
CTD total drag coefficient.4D/Ipd2a
CTL total lift coefficient.4L/Ipd2a
D tota_ drag
d diameterof cylinder
fk(S/d)- rk/Ud . circulationfunction
KMc inert a coefficient(lift)
L _otal lift
Pki'qki coordinatesof,"the k-th image vortex
pk.qK coordl':atesof the k-th real vortex
Re Reynoldsnumber
rk radial distanceto the k-th vortex
s dlspiacementof amblen_. flow
U instantaneousvelocity of the ambient flow
_KI'VKi velocitycomponentsof the k-th image vortex
23.13
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Uk,Vk velocity componentsof the k-th vortex
Zsep distance to the point of separation (lifting body)
I
rk circulationof the k-th vortex
p density of fluid
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SESSION V - WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? - THE DESIGNER'S VIEWPOINT
Chairman : A. Gerald Rainey, NASA Langley Research Center
Panel Members: B. M. Hall, Douglas/Santa MonJca
Dr. Edward Fleming_ Aerospace Corporation
Wayne R. Covington, Boeing/Huntsville
C. Desmond P:-ngelley_ Gen. Dyn. Con%fair/San Diego
Robert Morra, Martin/Denver
Robert M. Hunt, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
The session commenced with opening remarks by each of the
panel members. "_"
Mr. Hall observed that from his viewpoint the work that has
been accomplished in the ground wind loads problem area so far
is fine, but it now needs redirection. He would encourage more
Dasic research to gain a better understanding of the problem He
considers simulation of ground wind turbulence in wind tunnels _o
be an unnecessary refinement. Mr. Hall was later supported by
Mr. Covington who considers the lack of definition of aerodynamic
forcing functions to be one of the designer's major problems. Mr.
Covington pointed out that there is a lack of pzessure distribution
data on both models and full-scale vehicles. Both Messrs. Hall
and Covington felt that certain aspects of the ground wind loads
problem were not receiving due consideration. Mr. Hall cited
the problem of surface wind effects on vehicles at lift-off
24.1
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(vehicle drift). Mr. Covington stated that the design of both
the S-ZVB and '5-II stages of the Saturn V are being influenced
by grou,_d wind load considerations and cautioned against using
the base bending moment as the sole criterion for judging the
severity of w__nd loads. Mr. Hall and Mr. Covington both felt
that vehicles are being unduly penalized with regard to ground
wind desion and opel ating criteria because of inadequate definition
of wind characteristics and their effect on vehicle loads - i.e.,
build-up rates, effect of exposure time, etc.
w
Dr. Fleming observed that another area of the ground winds
pzoblem that has not received just emphasis is that of ground
- support equipment. As a result, of ground equipment designers
not appreciating the problem of ground wind induced loads in time,
Aerospace's main experience in the ground winds area has been in
"fire-fighting" - that is, fixing problems in existing designs.
He pointed out that of all the major launch vehicles that Aerospace
has been associated with, none have had weight added to the vehicle
itself because of ground wind requirements, but rather all the
"fixes" have been to ground support equipment. He concluded that
wind tunnel testing will continue to be a requirement for specif;.c
configuratlons and that projects oriented to correlation of wind-
tunnel and full-scale data are of particular importance. He
expressed the opinion that unless atmospheric turbulence could
properly be accounted for, good correlation was unlikely.
In connection with the practical aspects of dealing with the
ground wind loads problem, from the designe{s viewpoint, Mr. Morra
24.2
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advocated a design _riteria handbook for ground wind loads that
would gi,,e a basis for determining required stiffnesses, clearances,
what aggravates or alleviates the problem, etc. Also, from a
practical viewpoint, Mr. Morra conc.luded that £o-called "smooth
model" investigations were not apropos to reality and that effects
of surface roughness, protuberances, etc., must be better defined.
In response to Mr. Morra's call for a ground wind loads
criteria handbook, Mr. Hunt cited the NASA publication "Pre-
Launch Ground Wind Loads" as a possible beginning for such a
handbook. Mr. Hunt emphasized the need for better load prediction
techniques and called for an "across-the-board" approach - neither
concentrating on "basic research" or on "proof-testing." He
expressed the view that we need to look at all the facets until
we get a firmer "handle" on the ground wind problem. He singled
out turbulence effects as one of the most important parameters.
Mr Pengelley expressed the view that much effort has been
expended on the ground winds problem with the vehicle designer
in mind while the prob]em facing the launch cond_ ztor has largely
been ignored - that is, with a vehicle nearing launch time, and
with wind conditions predicted to be gusting to er above limit
values, the test conductor needs current information relating
bending moments being experienced by the vehicle to the current
wind conditions. As an example of an approach to the problem,
Mr. Pengelley suggested the use of the vehicle's rate gyros in
the monitoring of the oscillating loads. With regard to this
aspect of the ground wind problem, Mr. Pengelley emphasized the
24.3
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importance of time delays in the bu_Id-up of loads due to vortices
and of drag loads. He concluded that projects oriented to obtain
varying velocities or gusts in wind tunnels are a step in the
right direction.
Mr. Rainey expressed the view that as a wind tunnel facility
operator he felt that much effort must go into improving measure-
ment and prediction techniques. Enough evidence exists to show
that refinements, such as simulation of turbulence, are
needed. Mr. Rainey agracd with Dr. Fleming that more work is
needed %o determine the extent of the validity of wind tunnel
tests with regard to greund wind loads. The session was then
opened for comments or questions from the audience.
Mr Deese of Kennedy Space Center stated that he did
not share Mr. Hall's views on turbulence simulation. Rather, he
feels that more work needs to be invested in obtaining better
meteorological data. Mr. Deese contends that as a result of
inaccurate and inapplicable wind and gust data and lengthened
"on-pad" times that _ar exceed original estimates, vehicles are
being unconservatively designed. With regard to the vehicle drift
problem referred to by Mr. Hall, M_:. Deese contended that vehicle
drift was fairly calculable and shoald be well defined early in
the program, although he conceded changes in the design could
drastically alter the picture.
With regard to Mr. Pengeiley's suggested use of the vehicle
rate gyros to indicate "on-pad" oscillating loads, Mr. Ericsson
of Lockheed, Sunnyvale, asked if gyros are coordinate aligned so
24.4
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that the resultant wind could be obtained. Mr. Pengeiley answered
in the affirmative, but several in the audience objected that it
was unlikely that the gyros could be used for this purpose for
extended periods.
Mr. Gerus of the NASA Lewis Research Center interjected the
thought that perhaps enough different types of "subtle problems"
exist in the excitation of cantilever modes by ground winds to
warrant the acceptance of dampers as a necessary requirement.
Several objections to this philosophy were voiced from the
eudience.
Dr. Morkovin of Mar_in/Baltimore remarked that in his opinion
guite accurate predicticns of loads with wind are neither possiblei
or necessary - identification of limit boundaries should be
i
sufficient. Dr. Morkovin reminded the audience that vehicle motion
could result in additional forces and that this facet would be
particularly relevant to a "rough" vehicle - one having conduits,
e tc, - and needs further research.
Mr. Covington agreed and reiterated his vxew that there
were several areas of basic research with regard to the ground
wind loads problem that have not received due attention. Mr.
Pengellev restated his concern over the launch directors dilemma
and suggested that research directed toward determining load
build-up time for gusting winds would be desirable.
Mr. Rainey asked for clarification of a point made in Prof.
Sarpkaya's presentation regarding a change in the dynamic
characteristics of the forces on a cylinder in accelerating flow
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Iwhen the cylinder was equipped with tripper wires to produce a '
turbulent boundary layer. Prof. Sarpkaya agreed Zhat the im-
plication of his results were that cylinders in high Reynolds
number accelerated flow with naturally turbulent boundary layers
might respond in a more nearly instantaneous fashion than Zhose
with laminar boundary layers - a result whic% would grea'tly
simplify the problem of predicting the response to turbulent
wi nds.
Before the session closed, Mr. Reed ¢f the Langley Research
Center pointed out _hat the blowing over of the full-scale Thor
vehicle used in one of Langley's ground w£nds investigations was
due to bolts loosening in the tie-down m_chanism and was not
a bona fide case of vehicle failure due to ground wind loads.
24.6
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